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Introduction 

Publication of the ~urnal marks the coming of age of pretrial as a vital 
criminal justice professio'n. Launched with impressive swiftness by the newly 
established Pretrial Services Resource Center, itself a fulfillment of the 
spirited rise of NAPSA in the 1970's, the Journal will not want for issues to 
probe, developments to assess, critiques to ponder, or audiences to stir. 

Yet to be molded in the decade ahead is the scope, the character, and the 
ultimate survival of pretrial as a separate entity in an already complex process. 
In the process of maturing, to what extent will the quality of pretrial 's contribu~ 
tions be sustained or deterio~ate over time? What further innovations will be 
launched under its banner? In what mix will its practitioners emerge as advocates 
for the accused or as neutral servants of the court? WiTl the experiments that 
ultimately succeed lead to the permanency of pretrial organizations, or serve 
as historical transitions towards reshaping responsibilities of the prosecutor, 
the defender, the cour~ and the jail? 

The articles in this issue, coupled with 17 years of Vera-spawned experience, 
suggest the difficulty of forecasting pretrial's future. On the plus side of the 
ledger, bail agencies and diversion' programs have made important contributions to 
the revision of traditional procedures leading to release, detention and prosecu
tion. They have st'imulated a new receptivity for information, services and 
dispositional options. They have sensitized officials vested with discretionary 
power to new ways of thinking about and resolving old problems. They have enhanced 
the quality of judicial decision making, enlarged the population at pretrial 
liberty, and moderated the impact of the criminal law on some accused persons 
who might otherwise have been convicted. 

But the accomplishments of pretrfal have been accompanied by setbacks as well. 
Innovation always carries a price, and the field of pretrial reform has not 
avoided creating special problems of its o\~. Release pending trial has predictably 
highlighted the age-old risk of criminal behavior in the inter'jude. Deferred 
prosecution of suspects has inevitably led to restrictions on freedom for unconvic
ted persons who would otherwise have been acquitted or dismissed. Excess funding 
in some places (in contrast to under-funding in most) has doubtless produced 
more pretrial supervision than is necessary. And the reformers' focus on procedures 
to spur release has too often not been balanced by sound law enforcement measures 
to insure return. 

Many programs today congregqte under a single pretrial banner, but often 
produce quite cf'isparate results. ~le have witnessed splendid programs and token 
ones, pilot projects which have yet to be evaluated, and wasteful programs which 
have reached the end of the line. Because the perceptions of persons who draft 
laws are often quite different from those of lawyers and judges charged with the 
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duty to carry them out, and because program planners often do not follow-up in 
the difficult implementation stages, many theories and ventures have not come 
close to fulfilling their promise. Experience in these adventurous years thus 
raises sobering questions not only for the institutionalization and quality control 
of good ideas that can work, but also for the reassessment or dropping of well
intentioned ideas not adaptable to the real world of crime control, due process, 
and crowded courts. 

Viewed in perspective, the pretrial field has only begun to respond to the 
stimuli of the conventional criminal process: to the stark contrast between 
outright liberty and total security, to the all-or-nothing choice between early 
dismissal or full prosecution, to the significance of delay between arrest and 
release as well as between release and trial. For example, we have yet to test 
the necessity for maintaining two isolated worlds of pretrial administration
one (called bail agencies) with responsibilliy for accused persons who have 
satisfied their bail conditions, the other (called jails or correctional centers) 
for those with identical conditions yet to be met. With so much short term 
detention, and so much potential for review and inevitable release, why does pre
trial usually exclude the jailers and the jailed? Why should jails and their 
accused clients continue to be united with prison departments and their convicts 
rather than with bail agencies and their accused clients? 

Many of these questions have their roots in the extraordinary difficulty 
the law has in dealing with the presumption of innocence during the hazardous 
period between arrest on probable cause and conviction on a plea or finding of 
guilt. In serious criminal cases, how can bail agencies be effective with re'lease 
recommendations which systematically ignore the weight of the evidence, the factor 

of greatest statutory concern to the prosecutor and. judge? ~lhy have diversion 
programs been unable to resolve the issue of whether a defendant-before being 
di verted-must acknowl edge hi s gui It or must accept a sentence-l ike control 
while maintaining his innocence? Why does the law call it punishment when one 
is jailed after conviction but not punishment when one is jailed in the same 'facility 
without conviction? Why do the proponents of preventive detention legislation 
regularly oppose compensation for erroneous detention, simultaneously suggesting 
(i) confidence in the accuracy of predicting which accused persons are guilty 
and dangerous, and (ii) fear that the predictions may turn out to be wrong? 

Pretrial today is built on a curious legacy of laws, institutions and attitudes 
that go back many centuries. It embraces theories and practices that have survived 
too long without sufficient questioning. The brief list here touches only a few 
of the issues and paradoxes found in pretrial's tangled links to criminal law and 
the criminal process. 

The new profession called pretrial has made remarkable strides in a few 
short years. But progress into the 1980's ought to be accompanied by modesty about 
what has been achieved and skepticism towards underlying assumptions. Planning 
an improved system of pretrial justice will remain difficult as long as we in
adequately comprehend our current limitations and puzzling past. 

Daniel J. Freed 
Yille Law School 
March 1978 
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LET'S LOOK AT PRETRIAL RELEASE: 
WHERE ARE WE? HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

WHERE ARE WE HEADED? 

by 

Bruce D. Beaudin 

* * * * * 

Muoh has been written tX'aaing the important high"lotghts of pretrial re"lease in 
the United States. Case "law3 "legis"lative aation, program deve"lopment and aourt 
ru"les have a"l"l affeated ahanges in the state systems and the fede~"l system. But 
where have these ohanges fallen short? Do we, today, have the /lidea"l" pX'etria"l 
re7.ease system in any jurisdiation? The author of this artiaZe has a veX'y o"lear 
opino£on on these questions as wen as on the more important question of where pre
tria"l may be heading. Possibly the most ominous question is Zeft unsaid, but 
olearly imp"lied: is it even possible to avoid a system of pretrial, ten years from 
now, where even more people are detai1wd so"le"ly for financia"l reasons? 

Bruae D. Beaudin has been the Direotor of "the Disol;riat of columbia Bail Agency 
for ten years. A 1964 graduate of Georgetown Law Sahoo"l. MP. Beaudin was a staff 
attorney and DireatoX' of the Pub"lio Defender Offiae of the Distriat of columbia. 
He is Co-Chairman of the Advisory Board of the National Assoaiation of Pretriat 
Serviaes Agencies and was i"ts first President and principaZ incorpo~tor. He is 
also the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Pretrial Serviaes Resourae 
Center. 
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WHERE ARE WE? 

"Let the jury consider their verdict," the King said for the twent-jeth time 
that day. 

"No, No," said the Queen. "Sentence first, verdict afterwards!" 

"Stuff and nonsense," said Alice loudly. "The idea of having the sentence 
first!" 11 

Probably everyone who has grown up in America has fond memories of following 
Alice through the looking glass, the rabbit hole, the Mad Hatter's tea party, and 
the croquet game played with flamingoes and hedgehogs. We have all laughed at 
the crazy method of dispensing justice that intrigued the King and Queen of 
Hearts. But we all. know it is only fiction. Sentence does not precede the ver
dict .. At least, not in the United States. 

"Let the bail be set at $5,000," says the judge. The indigent defendant is 
stepped back and transported to prison, there to await trial. 

"You are hereby sentenced to 6 to 9 months in jail. You are to be held in 
conditions more restrictive and more punishing than others who have been con
victed and will be in the same facility. Now, let us consider the trial date." 

These words might just as well have accompanied the decision to set $5,000 
bail. The judge might just as well have pronounced sentence. But we don't do 
that in the United States. We accord citizens their rights under the Constitu
tion and convict before we sentence. And when we convict, we put far fewer people 
behind bars than we release to various supervised programs. It seems strange 
indeed that more people serve more time behind bars pretrial than post conviction. 
It's time to do something about it. Consider for a moment the following: 

"Severe and inhumane overcrowding of inmates presently exists 
at Harris County detention facilities. This overcrowding 
occurs in violation of the law and according to the record 
costs the taxpayers of Harris County over $1,500,000 annually 
in unnecessary detention. 

The Court here takes an initial step to stimulate efforts to 
remedy overcy'owding by promulgating in this Order broad guide
lines within which defendants are to maintain an administrative 
mechanism designed to reduce the inmate population at these 
facilities. Such maintenance will be coordinated with efforts 
to streamline the criminal justice system and will be conducted 
in consonance with the following adjustments to the administra
tion of the Harris County Pre-Trial Release Program: Operational 
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contro 1 of the Harri s County Pre-Tri a 1 Release Agency wi 11 be 
transfarred to the state District Judges of Harris County; an 
objective point system of evaluation designed by the District 
Judges will be utilized in determining eligibility of pretrial 
release; and coordination efforts will be made with City of 
Houston officials to install a branch office of the Pre-Trial 
Release Agency in the Houston Municipal Courts Building and 
interview space for the agency in the Houston City Jail. 
Defendants will additionally take appropriate steps immediately 
to improve living conditions for those who must remain incarce
rated in county detention facil ities. 11 y 

The District of Columbia, Alabama, Florida, Texas, and other states have 
ordered an end to the shocking detention conditions that exist in state and 
county detention facilities. As a result of such federal action attention has 
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been focused not only on the conditions inside the facilities but, more importantly, 
on the types of people living there subject to those conditions. There is little 
doubt that the impact of decisions such as Harris cost us much in both human and 
economic terms. We cannot look at bail in a vacuum. 

HOW DID ~IE GET HERE? 

In the Judiciary Act of 1789 and later in the Eighth Amendment to the Consti
tution the United States declared that its citizens should not be jailed merely 
on a charge that a crime had been committed. In fact, the Congress granted an 
absolute right to bail in all non-capital cases. But what exactly is this right? 

In its most basic essentials the one and only purpose of bail is to assure 
the presence at trial of any person charged with a crime. In feudal England, where 
the system of bail originated,its sole purpose wa.s to assure the presence of the 
accused before the King or his Magistrates. What is important is that never in 
the history and development of the use of bail was the element of dclnger a valid 
criterion of setting bail. The only concern that could be legally considered was, 
"What amount will ensure the presence of the accused?". 

The "excessive bailll clause of the Eighth Amendment has been the subject of 
many court interpretations. What they all have in common is that they identify 
bail as a right, and excessive as that amount which is unnecessarily high insofar 
as insuring the presence of the accused, 

Turning again to England, the use of bail to assure appearance before the 
King was a very indiVidual and personal thing. If the accused had property, that 
property was offered to and held by the King to guarantee appearance. It was also 
not unCOll111on to have a very close friend proffer his property to supplement any 
deficiency. It is significant, though, that in England the failure of the defend
ant to appear resulted in imprisonment for whoever put up the property. 

As bail practices developed in the United States the personal involvement of 
each accused became attenuated as private enterprise groups viz., professional 
sureties and bondsmen, began to sell bail for a fee. The obvious advantage to the 
accused was that only a portion of the amount was necessary. The not so obvious 
disadvantage to the accused was that he had to pay for what was his by right -
namely release. Unlike a system where his property was returned when the case was 
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complete - he had to pay the bondsman ~Ihatever fee the bondsman w.ant.ed to charge. 
In addition, while bail seemed to be a function 01' the courts, in recl1ity the 
decision of who got bail became a decision of a bondsman. The situation is per
haps best described in the following: 

"The effect of such a system is that the professional bondsmen 
hold the keys to the jail in theil' pockets. They determine for 
whom they will act as surety - who in their judgment is a "good 
risk. The bad risks, in the bondsmen's judgment and the ones 
who are unable to pay the bondsmem's fees, remain in jail." Y 

In addition, the combined effects of rising crime rates and great poverty 
resulted in more and more people being jailed because of inability to post bond. 
Despite the Supreme Court's admonitions in Stack v. Boyle (1951), bail setting 
procedures continued as rote, short hearings that gave little attention to the 
individualized criteria mandated by the Supreme Court in Stack. 

As a result of these conditions and the inherent inequities that grew up, re
current criticisms spanning more than half a century led to sweeping reforms of 
bail practices and laws in the 1960's. The ~lilnhattan Bail Project, under the 
sponsorship of the Vera Foundation,jlroved that alternatives to the traditional 
surety bail system worked. People could be released without bail and would re
appear with the same consistency as those: released under traditional practices. 
In many instances the rate of return for those released on their o~m recognizance 
was better than the rate of return (If thelse )'e1eased on traditional surety bail. 
Why? Because of the release provisions once again focused upon the individual 
comm'itment of the accused. 

In 1966 Congress enacted the Federa"' Bail Reform Act, 11 a law which embodied 
the concepts proved by the Vera experimel1t. Personal recognizance or release on 
n,on financial conditions became the pref'errf~d treatment for every federally 
accused person. Courts were instructed boY the law to consider only risk of fnght 
criteria in fixing appropriate release conditions. The use of traditional money 
bail was retained,: but only as the lowest ranking option. 

Most states have since revised their bail laws to provide for the same hier
archy of release options as exist in the Federal Bail Reform Act. The use of the 
financial option is presumed to be the least acceptable option. The change in the 
law has done little to affect traditioncl1 practices. 

Money bonds continue to be "the nOl'm" in most places and jails continue to be 
full of persons detained pending trial, because of inability to post surety bonds. 
Although many "projects" served as cata"'ysts to spur criminal justice systems to 
wider use of personal recognizance releases, such programs were ineffective as far 
as insuring overall compliance with the law. The simple reason that the laws are 
not complied with is that the laws do not provide a mechanism for dealing openly 
with danger and the dangerous defendant. Thus, under the subterfuge of high risk 
of flight, in slavish dedication to traditional arguments, courts set high money 
bonds in an aftempt to insure the pretrial confinement of those they perceive to 
be danterous. As a result, trying to protect the community under the fiction of 
deciding prospective risk of flight, the courts and legislatures have given birth 
to the hypocrisy of bail. 



WHERE ARE vIE GOING? 

The single complaint common to all critics of bail reform is that no legal 
measures exist to insure the safety of the community or to minimize the poten
tial threat posed by the release of certain defendants. Traditionally, histori
cally, and legally, the only purpose of bail is to assure the appearance of an 
accused for trial. Yet, every judge who sets bail does so in the context of 
his or her own human standards and experiences. 

Of primary importance among these experiences is the threat of danger posed 
by the release of some people. In the mind of the judge that threat must be 
minimized in some way. Using intricate and sophistic reasoning the justification 
goes something 'like this:: The crime is so bad, the likelihood of conviction so 
high, and the prospect of lengthy imprisonment so great that the motivation to 
flee is intense enough to justify this $100,000 bond. 
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The fallacy in this reasoning is that the Vera experiment and its progeny 
have proved that the three elements cited above have little effect on failure to 
appear rates. In reality, quite the converse is true. Accused murderers are 
among those with the best records of appearance. Yet, there is a human need to 
"get off the streets" those persons charged with heinous crimes. Presumptions of 
innocence, likelihood of reappearance, etc., mean little. Thus, the. fiction of 
money bond as a method for determining risk of flight is hypocritically twisted to 
justify setting money bonds high enough to keep people in jail pending trial. 

It is this very h.vpocrisy which fills jails and causes the federal inter
vention previously r.eferredto. Even today. judges are setting bonds that are 
designed to keep people in jail pending trial. And while it may be appropriate 
to detain some people clearly identified as dangerous, the fact is that it ought 
to be done openly, legally, and honestly. It ought to be done without hypocrisy 
if it is to be done at all. 

In the District of Columbia a statute has been enacted which attempts to deal 
with this hypocritical situation. 

In the Court Reform and Criminal Procedures Act of 1970, effective February 
1, 1971. a new release law applicable to the District of Columbia clearly provided 
for the legal, honest and open detention of dangerous suspects -- without any bail 
at all. It also provided for consideration of danger as a criterion for fixing 
conditions of release other than financial. And it specified that financial condi
tions could be imposed only to assure the appearance of the accused. §J 

The new stutute seemed to provide an answer to the dilemma. The deficiencies 
in the "old" la'rI wer-e corrected. Danger, as well as risk of flight, could be 
considered in setting release conditions. People identified as extremely dan
gerous could be legally detained without bail. Experience thus far has proved the 
theory unworkable. Despite a rearrest rate of over 30%, less than a handful of 
the accused have been detained without bail under the.law since 19?1. Even now 
Congress is considering amendments to the law to permlt the detentlon of more 
defendants under even "looser" conditions. 

Citing such factors as the mechanics of the statute being too intricate, the 
resources to use it inadequate, the procedures of invocation too burdensome and 
other such concerns,criminal justice officials simply have not used the law and 
defendants continue to be detained under the fiction of high money. bond. Perhaps 
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the "answer" was not the right "answer". Perhaps it is impossible to predict who 
will cOlrmit crime. As a matter of record, the Department of Justice in 1969 spent 
$360,000 for a study that was designed to analyze which factors could be used to 
predict danger. The conclusion -- danger prediction may be statistically probable 
but no one ca.n predict individual danger. Is it feasible to detain 10 persons to 
insure holding the one who will be rearrested? Is it constitutional? 

We should keep the detention issue in its proper perspective. The harshest 
critics of bail reform concede the need to change the systern so that indigen't 
defendants under the equal protection prOVisions of the Constitution enjoy the 
same rights to and practices of rehlase as monied defendants. Our system demands 
equal treatment of the rich and poor'. There is clear consensus that money bond 
and traditional bail is no longer necessary to insure appearance. 

In a 1968 report the American Bar Association through its Project on Minimum 
Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to Pretrial Release,! s~id; 

"The bail system as it now generally exists is unsatisfactOl'y 
from either the public's or the defendant's point of view. 
Its very nature requires the practically impossible task of 
translating risk of flight into dollars ard cents and even 
its basic premise - that risk of financial loss is necessary 
to prevent defendants from fleeing prosecution - is itself 
of doubtful validity. The requirement that virtually every 
defendant must post bail causes discrimination against defen-
dants who are poor and on the public which must bear the eost 
'Of their detention and frequently support their families on 
welfare. 

Recent experimental studies have demonstrated that if a quick 
but careful i ngu i ry is made into the facts concerni ng th(! 
defendant's roots in the community a vastly more rationa'l 
bail decision can be made. In short, risk of financial loss 
is an insubstantial deterrent to flight for a large number 
of defendants whose ties to the community are sufficient to 
bring them to court." §j 

In 1973 the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals had this to say: 

"The Commission feels that attempts to insure appearances at 
trial by creating a financial incentive for such appearances 
are of little value, other than to provide a source of 
income for private bondsmen. Extensive experimentation has 
shown that most defendants can safely be released on nothing 
more than their own promise to reappear at a designated time, 
and the Commission recommends that maximum use be made of such 
programs." ij 

Thus, both the American Bar Assol:iation and the National Advisory Commission 
recognize the validity of nonfinancial release conditions as altern~tives to tra
ditional surety release. In addition, each recognizes the virtual uselessness of 
the professional bondsman or surety. In fact, the American Bar Association report 
states categorically that "the practice of employing compensated sureties should 
be abolished". §V Without Citing them further both the American Bar Association 
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in its Standards Relating to Pretrial Release and the National Advisory Commission's 
Courts, and Corrections volumes urge the adoption of release programs whose pri
mary emphasis follows the standards delineated in the Bail Reform Act of 1966. 

Recognizing that laws and theory clearly advocate wider use of personal re
cognizance release let us consider the results of failing to use these programs. 

In all likelihood, the first place the boil will fester and break will be in 
the detention facilities. Generally speaking, old, outmoded buildings house pre
trial detainees as well as convicts. As the crime rate has risen rapidly these in
stitutions built originally to hold a limited number of people are strained to the 
bursting point like the shoe in the children's nursery rhyme. Unfortunately for 
society, prisoners today cannot be moved to other places, as the children in the 
show might have been, simply because no other places exist. Cries of "build bigger 
jails" can be heard. Th'is remedy is expensive in both human and economic terms and 
is not, as we have seen, the most efficient way to deal with the problem. Nor is 
it comfortable for local authorities to be "haled" into Federal Court to explain 
the atrocious conditions that are giving rise to suits allover the country. 

In addition, ask any institutional director who runs a facility that houses 
both pretrial and post conviction people his or her most serious problem and you're 
likely to hear: "the morale problem posed by housing the two categories under one 
roof". Post conviction defendants have more privileges than pretrial detainees. 
Imagine the effect of that apparently simple difference on people who view them
selves as presumptively innocent and illegally detained. Resources that might 
otherwise be comnlitted to rehabilitational programs are diverted to preserving 
a minimum of peace among prisoners who shouldn't be there in the first place. 

Secondly, consider the effect of non-use of release provisions on prosecutors. 
As the jails fill with more and more pretrial detainees pressure builds on the 
prosecutor to "dispose" of cases so that prisoners can be transferred. Pleas may 
be accepted to lesser charges to dispose of backlogs. Prosecutors may make ~eals 
to accept pleas in exchange for a "time already served" credit recommendation. 
Cases may be dismissed altogether because time served prior to trial already 
exceeds the maximum sentence that could be imposed for conviction. These pressures 
are unacceptable to a system that purports to dispense justice. 

What about the courts? In the first instance, failure to follow the law is 
certainly grounds for examination of the fitness of any judge to continue in his 
duties. How can quality justice be dispensed by judges who so cavalierly dis
regard the law and the Constitution? What about the expense to the community to 
redress the wrongs caused by bad judgment viz., feder.al suits, costlier jail pro
grams, loss of revenue from those who could be working, higher taxes to support 
detained prisoners and families of prisoners, etc? These are but a few of the 
costs to taxpayers of failure of the courts to comply with the release law. 

Finally, but certainly not least among the factors we should consider, what 
about the person who goes to jail because he can't make a bond that was probably 
set illegally? If he's declared not guilty, and better than 20% of those arrested 
in most jurisdictions are never even brought to trial, who pays him for the time 
he lost? Who gives him back the job he lost, or the family that he was severed 
from, or the hours and days, perhaps weeks and months that were taken from his 
life -- illegally? No one critic or proponent of liberal release laws, advocates 
the detention of people before conviction unless they can be declared dangerous. 
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Yet over and over again we read stories about those who were detained for days or 
even months and were released when some "mistake" came to the fore. 

The Senate has recently passed the much heralded "5,1" bill in its present 
form as 5.1437. The House of Representatives will soon begin to hold hearings on 
the bill. Not only does the bill provide for preventive detention but it does so 
under conditions that should shock anyone who believes in the principles set out 
in the Constitution. Unlike the District of Columbia law referred to above it 
does not provide for due process hearings. It does not even attempt to define and 
interpret danger. It does not carry sanctions to see that pretrial detention -
when ordered -- is administered under the most careful of conditions. It pre
serves the traditional money bond condition in a way that will permit continued 
hypocrisy. If the law is passed it is likely that several states will follow 
the lead of Congress. We will have taken four steps forward since 1789 and are 
on the br"ink of taking five backward. 

We, those of us who administer, analyze, and propound laws -- judges, legis
lators, law enforcement officials, pretrial professionals, researchers, and plain 
ordinary citizens -- must take a good look at what we're about to slide so easily 
into. We must grapple head-on with the issue of what to do about dangerous people 
and not leave it to the bail system to handle. Bail, after all, is to insure 
appearance not community protection. 
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PRETRIAL DIVERSION: THE FIRST 
DECADE IN RETROSPECT 

(Together With Some Reflections 
On Wher~ We Go From Here) 

by 

John P. Bellassai 

* * * * * 

Pretrial diversion reaahed its zenith in 1975, but most would agree that this 
was only a prelude to what we aan expeat in the future. Having survived the early 
seventies (and some prediated as a disaipline it would go the way of phrenology) 
diversion has entered a seri.ous, aautious maturation period. One aan arrive at 
this aonalusion by a aarefui; examination of the key events of the past deaade in 
diversion, whiah is exaatly what the author has done. 

starting with 1967 th~1 author traaes ahronologiaaZZy the development of diver
sion in the United states 'Ln a pragmatia fashion, providing the saholar or praa
titioner with an exaellent historiaal referenae pieae. 

Mr. John Bellassai's interest in diversion started in 1971 while still in 
7,iIJ sahool at Georgetown UniVersity, leading to the ao-authoring of a law review 
artiale prepared for and 1~naluded in the Georgetown Law Journal (Vol. 60) in 1972 
titled "Addiat Diversion: An Alternative Approaah for the Criminal Justiae System". 
Following his graduation the same year, ar~ admittanae to the Bar of the Distriat 
of Columbia, Mr. Bellassai was ahosen as the first Direator of the D.C. Superior 
Court's Naraotias Diversion Program, a position he holds to this day. Mr. BeZZassai 
has been an aative membel l of the National Assoaiation of Pretrial Serviaes Agenaies 
sinae 1973, serving as Cl~irperson of the Law Committee sinae 1974. 



I will guarantee to take from this jail, or any jail in the 
world, five hundred men who have been the worst criminals 
and lawbreakers who ever got into jail, and I will go down 
to our lowest streets and take five hundred of the most 
abandoned prostitutes, and go out somewhere where there is 
plenty of land, and will give them a charice to make a liv
ing, and they will be as good people as the average in the 
cOlrrnun i ty. l! 
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OVer the past decade, formalized programs of pretrial diversion have become 
popular reform adjuncts to--or as some would prefer to believe, alternatives to-
the traditional criminal justice system in nearly every jurisdiction in the coun
try. In the most recent count by the American Bar Association (ABA} there were 
148 ongoing programs in 37 states, the District of Columbia, and the territories, 
fI Now even newer programs are being implemented, and it is growing harder to 
keep up with their proliferation. Starting in 1967 with the widely-publicized 
recommendation of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra
tion of Justice 3/, much has been written in praise of pretrial diversion, mainly 
by front-line cr1minal justice decision-makers and by diversion practitioners 
themselves. 11 Yet recently, a good deal has also been written about diversion by 
way of criticism, especially from the defense bar, civil libertarians, and profes
sional researchers. 11 

It is not this writer's intention to defend or criticise diversion, as theory 
or in practice. Rather, what follows is intended simply to review, in as object
ive a fashion as possible, the record of the past ten years in terms of prolifera
tion of diversion programs and the widespread acceptance and support the concept 
has come to enjoy. By way of conclusion, some predictions as to likely future 
directions will be advanced, together with a review of significant obstacles and 
challenges to the way many programs have operated in recent years which are ap
pearing on the horizon. 

However, before embarking on our review of the events of the last ten years, 
a few preliminaries deserve clarification. First, the word "diversion" (like its 
even less precise relative, "diversionary") has become a very fashionable label 
applied these days by various authors, criminal justice planners and grant appli
cants to just about any community-based alternative to incarceration. The term 
"diversion" has thus become so overused and exploited that it serves more to con
fuse than to clarify. In contrast, the term as used here must be understood to 
refer only to pretrial diversion, or as it is perhaps more aptly called, "pretrial 
intervention" or "deferred prosecution", §j 

Second, as for which of the literally hundreds of so-called "diversionaryll 
mechanisms and programs operational today are considered true pretrial diversion 
for the purposes of this review, the working definition first developed by the 
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American Bar Association Pretrial Intervention Service Center some six years ago 
will be adhered to. Zf Significantly, the definition of true pretrial diversion 
embodied in the draft "Standards and Goals for Diversion" developed recently by the 
National Association of Pretrial Services .Agencies (NAPSA) for' practitioners in 
the field also generally comports with the ABA Center's widely-accepted defini
tion, though NAPSA's appears a bit less catholic. 8/ Consistent with both 
definitions, for our purposes here we are concerned only with those diversionary 
programs and procedures which feature (1) uniform elibibility criteria; (2) struc
tured delivery of services; and (3) dismissal (or its equivalent) of pending 
charges upon successful completion of the required conditions of the diversion 
regimen. ry 

Third, before beginning our review of major developments in pretrial diver
sion since the seminal year 1967, it is important to note that at least one suc
cessful community-based pretrial diversion program--the Citizen's Probation 
Authority (CPA) in Flint, Michigan--predated the Report of the President's Com
mission by two years. 10/ In addition, a few states by 1967 had already enacted 
legislation authorizing treatment in lieu of prosecution for various categories 
of defendants. 11/ CPA is still functioning and has served as a model for other, 
more recent prosecutor-sponsored diversion programs. Likewise, all the state sta
tutes of the pre-1968 period are still on the books al1d are invoked to varying 
degrees.]Jj Nevertheless, the widespread interest in pretrial diversion which 
led to the explosive proliferation of new programs in the 1970's must be traced 
back directly to the 1967 Commission Report. It is to the post-1967 period, 
therefore, that the history of pretrial diversion on a truly national scale be
longs. And as this first decade of nationwide experience with pretrial diversion 
comes to a close, it seems particularly appropriate to look back now and identify 
historic hiyhlights leading to the state of the art today. 

As is well known to all who have a continuing interest in pretrial services, 
it was the'Manpower Administration of the U. S. Department of Labor (DOL) which 
was the first government entity to take steps to translate the recommendations of 
the President's Commission into reality. In 1968, DOL funded two pilot pretrial 
diversion programs--one in New York City and the other in Washington, D. C. Each 
accepted first offenders (other than drug or alcohol abusers) charged with non
violent misdemeanor offenses who were unemployed or underemployed; each provided 
counseling and job development and placement services; and each offered dismissal 
plus expungement to successful divertees. 13/ These two programs, the Manhattan 
Court Employment Program (r~CEP) and Projec1:Crossroads, were each adjudged to be 
clear successes after their first 18 months and were refunded by DOL, Major eval
uations of each were commenced starting at that point and continuing over suces
sive years. 14/ The practical results were, on the one hand, widespread favorable 
publicity for-the two programs and the concept they represented and, on the other, 
a fuller commitment from DOL not only to refund the projects in question but to 
replicate them elsewhere. 1£1 

While DOL prepared the groundwork for expanding the MCEP-Crossroads model to 
other jurisdictions, additional independent impetus was given to the concept of 
pretrial diversion on the national scene during 1970. First, in that year, the 
President's Commission on Prisoner Rehabilitation published a report recommending 
among other things, that: 

"[tlhe Congress should enact legislation and appropriate 
funds for the creation •.. of special units to provide 



pre-adjudication •.. services of all kinds to defendants 
, •. with the object of diverting as many defendants as 
possible from full criminal process." ill 

Second. Congress passed the comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 1970 (commonly known as the Controlled Substances Act, or CSA) 17/. 
Th~ugh the primary stated purpose of the law was to schedule illegal dangerous 
drugs in such a way as to make: federal penalties for possession or sale cOllJl1en
surate with the risk of harm to the user, Congress added a diversion section to 
the Act. Section 404(b) permitted first offender drug law violators to be placed 
on probation, with "appropriate conditions" (e. g., drug treatment), for up to 
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one year after entry of a deferred plea of guilty. Provided the defendant did not 
violate any of ihe conditions of his probation during this time, the statute man
dated that "the court shall discharge such person and dismiss the pro"eedings 
against him'~ ill Further, if the defendant was under 21 years of age at the time 
of the offense, the statute provided for expungement of all public records rela
ting to the arrest and conviction }1V. 

The significance of the enactment of Section 404(b) of the CSA in 1970 was 
two-fold i~-terms of lending impetus to the general national trend towards caro~ 
munity-based pretrial diversion for ~r:!lg abusers, First l unlike Title r of the 
Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act (NARA), enacted in 1966, which had also pro
vided for treatment in ljeu of prosecution for selected drug addicts 20/, the CSA 
diversion section did not require treatment in a custodial (i. e., hospital) set
ting. In fact, a form of probation-without-verdict, it required rehabilitation 
in a cOllJl1unity setting. as did the DOL manpower program model for non-~ddicts. 
Second, and even more inlportant, the legislative history of Section 404(b) of the 
CSA made it clear that Congress was aware that few street addicts are charged or 
prosecuted under federal law for possession of drugs. The diversion provision 
was incorporated in. the statute not in anticipation of significant federal addict 
diversion but, rather, as an example to the states to reform their own laws in 
parallel fashion.2l/ . Thus, 1970 saw a federal-level policy mandate the imple
mentation of cOIlJl1Unity-based drug diver'sion on the state level; the large number 
of drug diversion programs which sprung up thereafter owe their conceptual legit
imacy in large part to this law. 

Returning to the area of non-addict diversion, other occurrences in 1970 
signalled that the concept of pretrial diversion was gaining increased momentum 
and legitimacy. For one thing, the New Jersey Supreme Court promulgated Rule 
3:28 of its Rules of Criminal Procedure,gg( . This marked the first state-wide, 
formalized authorlzation for community-based programs of pretrial diversion other 
than by legislation. It also marked the first entry onto the scene of the judici
ary as a major actor-albeit without banners waving or trumpets blaring--in the 
diversion process. The conventional wisdom had declared until then (absent speci
fic statutory prOVisions to the contral'Y) that the pretrial stage of the criminal 
process was the preserve of the prosecutor ~ excellence,gy While this earli
est form of New Jersey Supreme Court Rule 3:28 in no way sought to invade the do
main of the prosecutor in the screening and charging process out of which diver
sion decisions came, the groundwork was nonetheless laid for judicial monitoring 
of the fair administration of formalized diversion by the prosecutor-a groundwork 
upon which, in later years (at least in New Jersey) a non-statutory role for the 
judiciary in the diversion process would be erected.f1/ 

Also in New Jersey, 1970 saw the advent of the third manpower model pretrial 
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diversion program, the Newark Defendants' Employment Project lNDEP1.25/ Apart 
from being the first such program in that state and serving as an impetus to the 
implementation of additional programs in ather counties, NDEP was of significance 
for the diversion field nationally in that the project's funding came in part 
from DOL but also in part from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA), via block grant monies.26/ Thus, 1970 saw the entry of LEAA into the 
area of diversion program funding, previously a DOL preserve. (The significance 
and impact of the LEAA financial contribution to diversion's development in the 
years since that time have been so massive and multi-faceted as to need no fur
ther comment.) 

Finally, 1970 saw Senator Charles (Mac) Matthias of Maryland praise on the 
floor of the Congress the accomplishments of Project Crossroads during its pilot 
phase and use this as an opportunity to call for nationwide experimentation with 
the manpower model of pretrial diversion.27/ 

The following year, 1971, witnessed tremendous activity on the federal and 
local levels. DOL activated seven more diversion programs on the Crossroad-MCEP 
manpower model: Operation DeNovo in Minneapolis, the Baltimore Pretrial Interven
tion Project, the Boston Court Resource Program, Project Intercept in the San 
Francisco Bay area, plus programs in Cleveland, San Antonio, and Atlanta.28/ At 
the same time, LEAA funded two new program starts of its own which were to prove 
equal1y successful and repl icable: Operation Mid-Hay';" Nassau County, New York, 
and the New Haven Pretrial Diversion Program in Connecbicut.29/ While these 
new efforts were getting under way, the first two programs funded by DOL, Cross
roads and MCEP, were institutionalized in their respective jurisdicitons . 30/ 
Meanwhile, in Philadelphia, the local trial court and the office of the District 
Attorney were jointly operating a major pretrial diversion program, the Pre
Indictment Probation Program, under a special Rule from the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court. ~ The program diverted thousands of defendants in its first year without 
federal assistance and was considered so useful and successful by the end of the 
year that it provided the impetus for additional programs under a statewide 
Supreme Court Rule. 32/ 

On the national scene that year, U. S. Attorney General Richard Kleindienst 
told the National Conference on Corrections that the Nixon Administration ap
proved of the use of first offender pretrial diversion and that fostering such 
programs was a priority for the Department of Justice. 33/ The American Bar 
Association gave its support to the use of pretrial diversion with the publica
tion by its Special Committee on Crime Prevention & Control (chaired by promin
ent trial attorney Edward Bennett Williams) of New Perspectives on Urban Crime. 
The well-received ABA book strongly recommended diversion for both drug-dependent 
and non-drug abusing defendants on a selective basis. 34/ Finally, the Approved 
Draft of the ABA Standards for the Prosecution Function and the Defense Function 
were released in 1971. In its Standards, the ABA for the first time articulated 
a duty on the part of both the prosecutor and the defense attorney to explore the 
feasibility of diversion in all appropriate cases. 35/ 

The year 1972 saw no major achievements for the expansion of pretrial diver
sion sufficient to generate great publicity on a naticnal scale. Nevertheless, 
significant events occurred which would lead to 1i1;;jor developments in future 
years. For example, in 1972 LEAA funds led to the start-up of the Metropolitan 
Dade County Pretrial Intervention Project. The consistent record of accomplish
ment of Dade County Pretrial Intervention since that time has led not only to the 



proliferation of programs in the State of F10rida--far in excess of the number 
anywhere else in the south--but to the adoption of a state diversion statute~, 
and to state-level standards and goals for diversion promulgated by a Goyernor s 
COl11l1ission. 37/ 
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Likewise, 1972 saw the implementation of the New York City Addiction Ser
vices Agency's Court Referral Project (CRP) with LEAA funds. (Until its unfor
tunate demise in 1976 as a fatality of New York's fiscal crisis, CRP was the 
largest drug diversion program in the country outside of the TASC system~, 
which evolved in large part based on the CRP model and in response to CRP strack 
record of success.) Another major development in the drug diversion area occured 
in 1972 with the passage by the California Legislature of Penal Code Section 1000, 
which authorizes the pretrial diversion of drug-dependent defendants on any non
violent offense, as long as t:lere exists no record of previous drug law conyic
tions or probation or parole vio1ations.39/ The emerging significance of §1000 
for diversion is not only that it is a srate-wide mechanism through which thou
sands of cases are diverted yearly to community-based treatment programs, but 
that this statute has given rise to more court decisions addressing various as
pects of pretrial diversion directly than have all other diversion programs and 
statutes combined. 40/ 

As indicated above, the Philadelphia Pre-Indictment Probation Program, in
augurated in January of the previous year, had proved so successful in meeting 
its stated objectives that it was institutionalized and expanded; Mid-1972 saw 
the enactment of Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules governing diversion ill, to
gether with the establishment of the ARD (Accelerated Rehabilitative D1Sposition) 
as a pretrial diversion procedure of statewide applicability. 42/ 

On the national scene, two more respected organizations took official posi
tions in favor of diversion during 1972. The American Correctional Association 
adopted a resolution advocating the increased use of diversion at its August 
convention. 43/ In addition, the American Law Institute promulgated its Model 
Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure, §320.5 which not only recommends use of pre
trial diversion but details preferred procedural steps for the diversion of ap
propriate cases. 44/ 

Finally, in a little-noted decision, the U. S. Eighth Circuit Court of Ap
peals in the case of U. S. v. Gillispie 45/ ruled that the local U. S. Attorney 
did not have the absolute discretion to decide to indict an otherwise eligible 
narcotic addict who meets the eligibility criteria for treatment in lieu of pro
sec~tion under Title I of NARA. 46/ Though the case revolved around interpre
tatlon of a federal statute (NARA) and the Federal Rules of Criminal Proceduresl 
it served as a precursor to later', important state court decfsions··invo1vin·g d"i
vet'sion by advancing two important propositions--that (1) a prosecutor's discre
tion as to who is to be accorded the benefits of treatment in lieu of prosecu
tion is not necessarily absolute; and that (2) the courts have a role to play in 
monitoring the even-handed administration by prosecutors of diversionary benefits 
to defendants who meet predetermined eligibility criteria. 47/ 

The focus of attention and activity the following year, 1973, was back to the 
national level. In the U. S. Senate, the Community Supervision and Services Act, 
S. 798 (first introduced the previous year and by now popularly known as the 
"Burdick Bill", after its sponsor) passed unanimously. It called for federal 
pretri a 1 divers i on of selected offenders from a 11 U. S. D i stri ct Courts.. 48/ 
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(Tho.ugh the same measure has been introduced in the Senate in every succeeding 
Congress, a concomitant· House measure has yet to pass, for a variety of reasons.) 

In that same year, the National Commission on Narihuana and Drug Abuse not 
only went on record recommending that all states set up programs of pretrial di
version for defendants charged with simple possession offenses, but took the view 
that this avenue of ca.se processing was "constitutionally mandated";W . Coming 
cm the heels of this recommendation, LEAA, in conjunction with the S·pecial Action 
uffice for Drug Abuse ·prevention (SAOOAP) in the Executive Office of the Presi~ 
dent, impleJiiented a natioT\vlide program of pI'etrial and postconviction refel'ral to 
treatment of addicted defendants called TASC (Treatment Alternatives to Str~~t 
Crime). By the end of that year, the first 12 TASC projects were operational. EQI 
Some of these featured the use of pretrial diversion (as distinct from simply 
treatment as an adjunct to pretrial release) more prominently than others. One 
early TASC project--operating out of the Office of the U. S. Attorney for the 
Southern District of New York--was unique in that true pretrial diversion was the' 
£rrll case dispositional route for successful clients, most of these haying been 
charged with serious felonies, as well. §l! 

One of the first diversion-related events of national note in 1973 was the 
release in January of that year of the seven-volume National AdYisory Commission 
(NAC) Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. Several key standards, most import
tantly 2.1 in the Courts volume and 3.1 in the Corrections volume, called for pre
trial diversion and spelled out procedural and service delivery considerations 
deemed important to the diversion process. ~ Two months later, DOL awarded 
initial fundin~ jointly to the American Bar Association's Commission on Correc
tional Facilitles and Services and the National District Attorney's Association for 
a Pretri a 1 Interventi on Servi ce Center. Ell The PTI Center was- gi ven the J11J!ndatt: 
to serve as a clearinghouse of diversion information for all interested parties, 
to commission monographs and other publications on key issues in the field, and to 
provide technical assistance to states and localities desirous of establishing 
programs of pretrial diversion. 54/ 

When viewed from the perspective of long-term influence on the development of 
diversion program operations, few occurrences during the decade in question had 
such deep and profound influence as the establishment by the ABA of its PTI Ser
vice Center. Center publications on legal issues, program design, and research 
and evaluation not only determined the configuration of many of the new programs 
implemented in succeeding years but also led to operational modifications in some 
of those whose existence predated Center activation. 55/ 

Also in the spring of 1973, the National Association of Pretrial Services 
Agencies (NAPSA)--formed the previous year as a professional association for pre
trial release program administrators only--met in Washington, D. C. and decided to 
expand its area of concern to pretrial diversion, as well. This marriage of re
lease and diversion in 1973 under a "common umbrella" professional association, 
with the consequent enrollment of many diversion practitioners in NAPS A and the 
election of several diVersion program administrators to its Board of Directors, 
was an event of profound significance for the emerging discipline. Despite in
creasing recognition of diversion as a legitimate innovation over the previous 
six years by criminal justice officials and its popularity at all levels of govern
ment, diversion practitioners themselves had never come together before to ~stab
lish a common identity or to work toward common goals beyond the scope of thelr 
respective jurisdictions. The appropriateness of-this inter-disciplinary bond 
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fostered in 19j'3 by NAPSA has had other than purely national significance; ~~ith 
the subsequent 'evolution of state pretrial services associations. the professional 
identification of release and diversion has generally persisted.§§! It is beY9nd 
doubt that the release-diversion alliance forged in 1973 has been a major factor 
working to solidify the position of diversion as a permanent feature of state and 
local criminal justice systems. 2ZI 

In contrast tc the primarily national-level developments of 1973, the follow
ing year was dominated by initiatives at the state level. Following on the wide
spread dissemination of the NAC Standards, LEAA in January of 1974 began a major 
funding initiative through its state planning agencies for Standards and Goals 
Commissions appointed by the various state governors, each of which would develop 
standards for all facets of the justice system in its state. 581 Coming as it did 
in the middle of the "'diversion boom", the LEAA State Standards initiative led 
naturally to the development of particularized diversion standards and goals at 
the state level. (By ,January, 1977, nine states 591 reportedly had developed di
version standards through the mechanism of their governor's Standards and Goals 
Conmissions, while fineen others 601 indicated that work on diversion standards 
was ongoing. 61!) -

In addition, during 1974 four states-Massachusetts, Florida, Washington 
and New York-enacted sta<.tutes authorizing statewide pretrial diversion and 
laying down, with varying degrees of particularity, procedures and criteria 
for diverting defendants.641 This was a quite significant development in 
that these were the first-flon-drug diversion statutes to be passed at the 
state level since the diversioq movement began in 1967. 

The enactment two year's earlier of California Penal Code '§1000 concerning drug 
diVersion led during 1974 t\o several state court decisions of broad import to the 
diVersion field, rather than simply of interest to practitioners in California. 
The decisions handed down in that year in California, though they only directly 
affected aspects of that state's statutory scheme, were to be of nationwide signif
icance because they were the first state court decisions to address issues of 
fundamental importance to pretrial diversion everywhere=-the role of the prosecu
tor versus the judge in the diversion process; what constitutional rights addefen
dant could be required by a prosecutor to waive as conditions precedent to iyer
sion; and whether the existence of statewide enabling legislation required that 
each locality make the divers'ion option available to defendants under its juris
diction. 

In companion decisions issued by the California Supreme Court in March, 1974, 
the roles of the prosecutor and the judiciary in diversion eligibility determina
tion were clarified. In Sledge v. Superior Court 63/. the California Supreme 
Court refused to strike down the statutory prOVision which vested in the prosecu
tor the sole discretion to initiate the process of considering whether a given . 
defendant meets the published criteria for selection and thus is eligihle for dlYer-
sion. However, the court stated that any defendant denied access to diversion by 
a prosecutor on the grounds of failing to meet predetermined eligibility criteria 
could, if later convicted of the offense charged, appeal in court the earlier eli
gibility exclusion as erroneous. 64{ In Peojile--v. Supericw Court (generally known 
as the case of On Tai Ho), 651 the California Supreme Court struck down as uncon
stitutional the provision o~Penal Code ~lOOO which gave the prosecutor a veto over 
a judicial decision to divert a defendant whom the prosecutor, in his preliminary 
review of the case, already had found met the statutory eligibility criteria. §§1 
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Taken together~ these two important cases indicated that the process of initial 
diversion decision-making necessitates roles for both prosecutor and court consis
tent with established principles of constitutional law, separation of powers, and 
administrative due process. Prosecutorial discretion, as the Eighth U.S. Circuit 
Court had ruled two years earlier in Gillespie, 67/ not only is not absolute and 
unreviewable in such situations but the fact tha~diversion eligibility determ'ina
tion and enrollment occurs at the pretrial stage does not therefore automatically 
preclude a role for the courts. 

In appellate court decisions also coming out of California in 1974, other 
grounds on which defendants who had met predetermined eligibility criteria yet 
nevertheless had been denied entry into diversion were struck down. In People v. 
Reed 68/, the California Court of Appeals for the Second District ruled that a de
fendant could not be denied diversion under Penal Code ~1000 simply because a pro
gram was not in place in the county having jurisdiction over theca'se, especially 
since the jurisdiction wherein the defendant resided did have an appropriate pro
gram available. 69/ In Harvey v. Superior Court 70/,~e Court of Appeals for the 
Third District rUled that where a defendant otherwise eligible for Penal Code §1000 
diversion had concurrent open cases pending, that could not be construed as an 
automatic indication that the defendant was either unsuitable for or ineligible 
for diversion. 1l! 

Finally, in December, 1974, the California Supreme Court in Morse v. Munici
pal Court 72/ ruled that a defendant initially approved by the prosecutor as meet
ing predetermined eligibility criteria for Penal Code ~1000 diversion can properly 
consent to diversion "at any time prior to commencement of trial". Therefore, any 
non-statutory requirement that the defendant agreed to waive litigating pretrial 
motions as a condition precedent to diversion was impermissible. 73/ 

In addition to the California state court decisions of direct applicability 
to pretrial diversion, a major U. S. Supreme Court case decided in 1974 was to 
have an indirect impact. In Marshall v. United States 74/, the Supreme Court re
fused to strike down as a denial of the constitutional rfghts to due process and 
equal protection the two-prior-felony-convictions exclusion to drug treatment in 
lieu of penal incarceration contained in Title II of NARA. 75/ The Court con
cluded that Congress could reasonably assume that drug-dependent defendants with 
two or more previous felony convictions would be less amenable to treatment than 
"less hardened" offenders and that therefore such a uniform exclusionary criterion 
was valid. 76/ Though Title II of NARA is not a pretrial diversion provision, 
Title I, as noted above lZ/, provides for treatment in lieu of prosecution and 
therefore is. Tho rationale underlying the Supreme Court's decision with regard 
to NARA Title II seems undeniably applicable to the identical exclusion contained 
'under Title I, as well. Thus, to the extent that Marshall by analogy legitimizes 
prior offense exclusions to federal pretrial diversion for addicts, it has been 
viewed by many as a "green light" for inclucling (or retaining) similar eligibility 
exclusions in non-federal diversion programs, both drug and non-drug. Z§I 

. .Federal~y-furyded program initiatives in ~he dd~g diversion.area continued 
1nto1974, w1th mne new TASC programs 79/ be1ng a ed to the 11 st of 11 others 
from the previous year. 80/ One additional federal pilot diversion program in
augurated in 197~ deserves special mention because of its then uniqueness: In 
August. the Justice Department, through the Office of the U. S. Attorney for the 
Northern District of Illinois, started a pilot federal diversion program in con
templation of passage the following year of the Burdick Bill. 81/ The stated ;n-
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tent of the Justice Department was to expand this effort to all 94 federal dis
trict courts after the passage of the federal hill, (As of 1978, the long-awaited 
federal diversion legislation has yet to be enacted; however, additional prosecu
tor administered federal diversion programs for non-drug dependent defendants are 
ongoing in Washington, D. C. m, Portland, Oregon Wand Memphis, Tennessee. ~ 
Louisville, Kentucky also has a program operated out of the U. S, District Court 
there.) 85/ 

The year 1974 saw the issuance by the ABA's PTI Center of the first Directory 
of Pretrial Intervention Programs. ~ A total of 57 diversion projects in 22 
states and the District of Columbia were listed. Considering the fact that only 
four of these had existed in 1970, the nationwide proliferation of programs was 
very visibly brought home to the criminal justice community with the publication 
of this first issue of the Directory. Appropriately, the year also saw the in
ception of the Maryland Association of Diversion Programs, reportedly the first 
such state association to be established. 87/ (The Maryland example would soon 
thereafter lead to the estblishment of oth~ state associations, though usually 
these took the form of umbrella alliances of both pretrial release and pretrial 
diversion programs, on the model of NAPSA.) 88/ 

It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that the next year, 1975, saw the 
apogee of pretrial diversion for the entire decade. Three more states--Arkansas, 
Colorado, and Tennessee--enacted statewide diversion legislation §21 and a fed
eral diversion bill, H, R. 9332, 90/ was introduced in the House of Representa
tives for the first time during the 94th Congress, paralleling reintroduction of 
the Burdick Bill in the Senate. 

DOL in 1975 funded ten more manpower-mode diversion programs (the "Third 
Round" PTr projects) under Title III of the Comprehensive Employment and Training 
Act (CETA) 2lI, while awarding continuation funding to eight others in the "Second 
Round" PTI group. LEAA meanwhile started up thirteen additional new TASC programs 
92/ while granting continuation funding to thirty others. 93/ As of April of that 
year, the second edition of the ABA'5 Directory of PretrialIntervention Programs 
listed 118 projects in 31 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto RiCO, and the 
Virgin Islands--more than double the number recorded in the previous year. The 
New Jersey Supreme Court adopted detailed GUidelines interpr-eting its Rule 3:28 
on diversion--in the process not only encouraging the practice to be administered 
with more uniformity frQln county to county but also laying down detailed proce
dural requirements dealing with many aspects of diversion operations. 94/ 

Three unrelated events occurred during June, 1975 which were to have very 
different effects on divel"sion programs and practitioners, yet each of which was 
profound. Perhaps most importantly, on June 19, President Gerald Ford, in his 
Crime Message to Congress, stated that "experimentation with pretrial diversion 
programs should continue and be expanded".95/ This was the first time that a 
President of the United Stll,tes hat! directlyendorsed the idea of pretrial d;Yer
sian, though President Nix(m earlier, in 1973, had done so indirectly through his 
remarks at the Annual TASC Conference ~ and through Attorney General 
Kleindienst's remarks to the National Conference on Corrections in 1971. ~ 

On June 25th, thirty release and diversion programs throughout the State of 
Michigan banded together to form the Michigan Association of Pretrial Services 
Agencies (MAPSA). 98/ Though not the first state association of diversion pro
grams 99~ t·IAPSA was the first release-plus-diversion association to be formed on 
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the national (i. e., NAPSA) model. In this regard it has fleen a precursor for 
seven or more other unified state associations implemented since that ttme. l~ 

The next day, June 26th, the.California Court of Appeals for the Third Dis
trict, in the case of Kramer v:. 'MuniCipal iCourt, ruled that a pre~termination ad
ministrative hearing which comp'lied with basic Clue pr()cess requirements was 
imelicitly mandated for divertees under Penal Code ~lOOO, despite the fact that the 
statute was silent on this pOint.lQlj .Thiswas the first time a court had di
rectly appl ied to a pretrial diversion procedure the administrat'ive due process 
requirement for a hearing already enunciated by the U. S. Supreme Court for parole 
and probation revocation processE\s.102/ By not tying its decision to narrow 
state statutory grounds, but rather oybasing it on general principles of admin
istrative law enunciated by a line of California precedents, the California appel
late court in Kramer provided a pfirsuasive impetus for requi\'ing pre-termination 
hearings for any and all diversioln programs, regardless of whether their existence 
is based on enabling legislation 'Dr other authority. 103/ 

Like its predecessor, 1976 was a good year for pretrial diversion on the fed
eral and state levels. The third edition of the ABA's PTI Directory which appear
ed that year listed 148 diversion programs in 42 states and territories, up again 
significantly from the number listed the previous year. The initiative toward 
the formation of state associations continued, with the creation of strong asso
ciations in New York, Ohio, and elsewhere.1041 Connecticut followed the lead of 
other states in passing statewide diversionlliegislation and the New Jersey Supreme 
Court modified and expanded its Guidelines governing Rule 3:28 diversion so as to 
be even more encompassing in scope and detail. The American Bar Association at 
its Annual Conference·passed a resolution in favor of the use of pretrial diver
sion which had been sponsored jOintly by its Section of Criminal Justice and the 
Commission on Corrections--the first time that the ABA as a whole, rather than 
one of its committees, had gone on record advocating diversion. l.Q§f 

The year also witnessed the award of two major LEAA grants to the national 
professional association, NAPSA. One called for NAPSA to develop standards and 
goals to govern the operation of pretrial diversion programs, plus similar stan
dards to govern programs of pretrial release. 1071 The second grant called for 
the establishment of a Pretrial Services Resource Center which would provide, 
among other services to pretrial practitioners and those interested in setting up 
programs, an information clearinghouse, technical assistance and in-house publica
tions addressing key issues in release and diversion •. 108/ With the imminent 
phase-out of the ABA's DOL-funded PTI Service Center, ~ Resource Center, to be 
created via this LEAA grant to NAPSA, would be the primary support entity for pre
trial services nationally. The fact that the grantee was the National Association 
and that the Center would be staffed by professionals who had had direct experi
ence in the pretrial services field was widely interpreted to mean that, in the 
eyes of criminal justice policy-makers and government officials, pretrial services 
as an identifiable, credible discipline in its o\'ir\ right had come of age. 

Important court decisions appeared in 1976 that were to add in new ways to 
the growing body of judicial opinion about diversion practices and procedures. In 
U. S. v. James H. Smith lQ2I--a decision, the real import of which has been under
stated in other commentaries--the District of Columbia Court of Appeals ruled in 
effect that the existence and therefore the eligibility criteria for the U. S. 
Attorney's non-statutory diversion program for minor first offenders is completely 
a matter of prosecutorial discretion. The prosecutor may thus require defendants, 



otherwise eligible for entry into the First Offender Treatment Program (FOT), to 
el ect between 1 ~~igati,ng pretrial motions and opti,ng for diversion. The Court 
reasoned that Slnce successful completion of the FOT Program results in a nolle 
prosequi pf pend;,ng charges whil e non-compl etlan simply results in a retur~ 
regular court processing (1. e •• to trial} with no prejudice to the defendant's 
case, the Government cannot be said either to chill the'exercise of constitutional 
rights nor coerce defendants into contracting away those rtghts when it insists 
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an an early election between filing pretrial motions and opting for diversion. llQ/ 
It is difficult nat to conclude that this ruling directly contradicts, in ration
ale and result, the California Supreme Court's 1974 dedsion in the Morse case. 
TIli ---

Later in the year, the New Jersey Supreme Court handed down a series of 
decisions that would have long.range impact"on ,diversion eligibility selection, 
both in that state and elsewhere. In State;v. Strycnnewict 112/, the Court ruled 
that prosecutors must provide defendants who are considered for diversion under 
Rule 3:28 but rejected written reasons stating the grounds for such rejections . 
.1JlI The Court made clear in the process its intention to monitor prosecutorial 
diversion screening for abuses of discretion and to provide an avenue for judicial 
review of appropriate instances of diversion rejection for suspect reasons, ll1I 

In the companion cases of State v. Leonardis,R6se'and'Battaglia 115/ (known 
collectively as Leonardis I}, the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that thoilgh the 
nature of the offense charg-ed is a major consideration properly taken into account 
by prosecutors when assessing diversion suitability under Rule 3:,28, nevertheless, 
rehabil itation is the primary purpose of diversion. Therefore, the prosecutol' may 
not reject a candidate for diversion based solely on the nature of the charge. 
Rather, the prosecutor must apply a balancing test of all pertinent factors, on a 
case-by-case basis, before deciding whether to offer diversion. llE/ Again, the 
Court made it plain that judicial review of prosecutorjal abuses in this area 
would be in order, according to standards of reviewability and burdens of proof 
determined .!?y. the Court. 117/ 

Finally in that year, a New Jersey appellate court in State v. Nolfi ~ 
that a defendant otherwise eligible for diversion under Rule 3;28 may not be de
nied access to diversion solely because the county in which his case lies does not 
have a program in place. In this resp1act, Nolf; paralleled the California appel
late court decision in Reed ~ by saying that, statewide authorization for diver
sion necessitates making programs of diversion available to all state residents 
and, by extension of that rationale, to out··of-state residents charged in that 
state's, courts. J1Q/ 

The year 1977, the last at which we wfll look, was a year of consummation for 
many of the initiatives and developments already identifi<!d which had come before. 
The Pretrial Services Resource Center opened operation in Washington, O. C. at the 
start of the year and the ABA's PTI Service Center finally closed out after five 
years of service to diversion practitioners, Not only was the torch passed 
smoothly to the Resource Center, but a heightened level of information exchange 
and technical assistance to pretrial p~o9rams across the country was the result. 
lllI In May of 1977, the preliminary draft of the Standards and Goals for Oiver
slon, developed under the LEAA award to NAPSA noted earlier, were presented for 
review and comment at the Sixth Annual NAPSA Conference held in the Washington, 
DC area.}ggj As a follow-up to its previous decision in Leonardis I, the New 
Jersey Supreme Court issued its opinion in Leonardis II ~, which had been re-
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heard solely on the issue of whether the court can compel the enrollment of an 
otherwise eligible defendant in a program of diversion over the objection of the 
prosecutor and absent statutory authority to do so. TheCourt'concluded that 
while it could do exactly that, based on its inherent authority to interpret and 
achieve compliance with its own Rule (Rule 3:28), nevertheless it would take such 
steps only after a supposedly aggrieved defendant bad met a very exacting burden 
of proof that the prosecutor had abused his discretion. 124/ In the process the 
Court termed the exercise of power to divert a defendant to be "quasi-judici.al". 
It added, however, that even if this were not the nature of the power to divert, 
courts have a traditional role to play in "safeguarding individuals from abusive 
government action". ~ Applying for the first time to a non-statutory diVersion 
scheme the rationale of a long line of civil and administrative law cases, the 
Court pointed out that "once the government undertakes to act, it is obligated •.• 
not to do so in an arbitrary or capricious manner". 126/ 

Finally, adding to the weight of judicial opinions on diversion, the D. C. 
Court of Appeals in the case of Walter L. Green Jr. v. U. S" 127/ ruled that the 
Office of the U. S. Attorney did not abuse its discretion or "'=ICf"'improperly when 
it terminated from the local Narcotics Diversion Project a divertee who was rear
rested on probable cause in another jurisdiction, even though the divertee had 
already been acquitted on the rearrest by reason of insanity at the time he was 
terminated from the diVersion program. The Court held that wh~re the terms of the 
diversion agreement stated clearly that rearrest upon probable cause was ground 
for unfavC)rable termination, the prosecutor need not rely on a conviction under 
law for the new offense before exercising his authority to terminate from diver
sion. 128/ 

No one can doubt that the record of the first ten years as outlined above is 
positive--even extraordinary--for such a new and often controversial concept as 
pretrial diversion. Movement and evolution will surely continue into the next 
decade, possibly at an even faster pace. While it is always risky to predict de
velopments in a new area of law or social policy, a few tentative predictions will 
be offered by way of conclusion. Some clear trends can be discerned, and this is 
perhaps the best place to start with predictions. In contrast to the situation 
throughout most of the decade we reviewed, the stage for major developments in 
diversion over the next few years will be the states: state legislatures and 
state courts. The trend toward uniform statewide diversion, either by statute or 
court rule, made such consistent gains over the originally typical "informal 
agreement" approach 129/ dUi'ing the past decade that this can now be said to be 
an irreversible development. State court decisions in many jurisdictions worked 
to buttress the evolution toward statewide, uniform systems of diversion, as we 
have seen. The existence of governors' standards and goals commissions and their 
drafting of state diVersion standards plus the proliferation of state pretrial ser
vices associations will also doubtless insure that most of the activity over the 
next decade ·::ccurs at this level. 

The numerous programs implemented as pilots during the past decade are now 
being institutionalized in sufficient numbers that patterns of permancence alsO 
can be safely predicted. In this regard it is significant that 40 percent of the 
diversion programs listed in the ABA's 1974 edition of the PTI Directory were 
sponsored by independent, private sector entities while reference to the 1976 
edition of the Directory shows that only 17 percent of the programs are independent 
or sponsored by private sector groups. In contrast, only seven percent of the pro
grams listed In 1974 were under the administrative control of executive agencies 
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of state or local. government, whereas 36 percent of the programs listed tn the 
1976 Directory are so lodged. (This does not' incl ude prosecutor-administered· 
programs, which actually declined from 23 percent of the ·totalin 1974 to 16 per
cent in 1976.) The other large·ga'in for program sponsorship has. beel'lcourts,which 
again according to the ABA Directory, spons'ored or administered 11 percent of the 
programs listed as of 1976· in contrast to five percent in 1974. These patterns of 
institutionalization of diversion into large; conventional units of government 
doubtless will affect the traditional flexibility associated with the concept and 
with individual programs. Advantageous in terms of fiscal security and admin
istrative stability, the large-scale institutionalization of diversion programs 
into traditional agencies of government raises the· spectre of co-optation; the 
next decade will tell whether diversion will remain an alternative to, or finally 
become an extension of the traditional system of processing criminal cases and 
defendants. 

Lastly, by way of predictions that can be made with some degree of certaintY1 
the next decade will see increasing involvement of the courts in the entire con
tinuum of diversion processing, from eligibility determination to:termination for 
cause. Ostensibly to insure the existence of basic administrativll! due process in 
diversion, the untoward effect may well be the infusion of inflex'ibility in the 
process to the extent that prosecutors and other actors in the sY!litem will pull 
back from liberal use of the diversion option in favor of other, Jllore conventional 
post-adjudication routes as well as, perhaps, totally non-criminal avenues such as 
pre-charge mediation and conciliation. 
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FOOTNOTES 

"Crime and Criminals: An Address to the Inmates of the Cook County Jail, 
Chicago, 1902" by Clarence Darrow, in Weinberg, A., Attorney for the Damned, 
Simon & Schuster, New York (quoted with permission of the publishers). 

See, Directory of Criminal Justice Diversion Programs 1976, American Bar 
Association Pretrial Intervention Service Center, Washington, D.C. 

Report of The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society 134 (1967). 

See, e.g., Brakel, S., "Diversion from the Criminal Justice Process: Informal 
Discretion, Motivation, and Formalization," 48 Denver Law Journal 211 (1972); 
Henschel, W., and Rix, T., "Reflections on a Functioning Pretrial Diversion 
Program, " in Prosecutor's Manual on Screening and Diversionary Programs, 
National District Attorneys' Association, 1972; Vorenberg, E., and Vorenberg, 
J., "Early Diversion from the Justice System: Practice in Search of a Theory," 
in Prisoners in America, Ohlin, L., ed., Prentiss-Hall, 1973; and a variety 
of publications issued by the Pretrial Intervention Service Center of the 
American Bar Association, 1973-76, as cited throughout this work. 

See, e.g., Goldberg, N., "Pretrial Diversion: Bilk or Bargain?", 31 NLADA 
Briefcase 6 (1973); Gorelick, J., "Pretrial Diversion: The Threat of Ex
panding Social Control, 10 Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review 
180 (1975); Nejelski, P., "Diversion: The Promise and The Danger," reprinted 
in Crime and Delinquency, vol. 22., no. 4, at 393 National Council on Crime 
and Delinquency, October 1976. 

&I The term "pretrial intervention" was coined by the Department of Labor in 
1968-68, when developing the initial DOL pilot programs of diversion. All 
subsequent DOL-funded programs and activities, including the American Bar 
Association's Pretrial Intervention Service Center, have adhered to this 
terminology. The term "deferred prosecution" has been preferred by many 
prosecutors, doubtless due to its early use by Michigan prosecutor, Robert 
F. Leonard, in writing about the Citizen's Probation Authority in Flint, 
Michigan, the earliest formalized pretrial diversion ~rogram, and the subsequent 
preference for this term demonstrated by the National District Attorneys' 
Association in its publications, See, Leonard, R., "Deferred Prosecution 
Program," in The Prosecutor, Journal of the National District Attorney's .,' 
Association, July-August, 1973, re-printed in Source Book In Pretrial Criminal 
Justice Intervention Techni ues and Action Pro rams, ABA PTI Service Center, j , 
1974. supra, note 4 The term "pretrial diversion" has generally been 
the most popular of the three, seemingly due to its use throughout the 1967 
President's Commission Report. 

11 See, "Legal Issues and Characteristics of Pretrial Intervention Programs," 
Directory of Pretrial Intervention Planning and Action Programs, ABA PTI 
Service Center 1974 at 2. 

£V "Programs referred to in the ••. Goals and Standards are pretrial diversion 
programs which offer adult defendants an alternative to traditional criminal 
justice proceedings and which 
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• are voluntary 
• occur prior to adjudication 
• are capable of offering services 

to the 'divertee' 
• result in a dismissal of charges if 

the divertee completes the program" 
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"Goals and Performance Standards for Diversion," reprinted in Resource Materi
~, National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion, Arlington, Va., 
May 10-13. co~sponsored by the National Association of Pretrial Services 
Agencies and the Pretrial Services Resource Center. 

On the one extreme, this eliminates the sort of informal, unstructed not to 
charge, historically exercised by prosecutors in the Anglo-American trad~ 
ition. On the other hand, it eliminates fOI~a1ized programs which provide 
pretrial services to defendants while released on bond but which do not 
result in a dropping of pending charges. Third p~rty custody programs and 
the supportive service arms of pretrial release agencies thus are not 
diversion programs for the purposes of this discussion . 

For a discussion of the history and features of the CPA. see Leonard, R •• 
Deferred Prosecution Program, supra note 6, and Mullen, J., The Dilemma 
of Diversion: Resource Materials on Adult Pretrial Intervention Programs, 
National Institute on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. LEAA, 1975, at 
16-19. 

Connecticut General Statutes Annotated § 19-484.-497; Illinois Revised 
Statutes Ch. 91~, i 120; New York Mental Hygiene Law § 210. Each of these 
statutes authorized treatment in lieu of prosecution for drug addicts only. 
and diversion was to be to a hospital or other custodial setting rather 
than to community-based ambulatory services. 

The degree to which state and local prosecutors over the past ten years have 
diverted defendants under these older statutes is generally difficult to 
determine. However, some idea of their extreme under-utilization can be 
gleaned from references inlider publications. For example, only 217 volun
tary commitments occurred under New York § 210 drug diversion during 1968. 
Report of the New York State NACC for its First Twenty-One Month Period at 9, 
1971, as cited in Note, "Addict Diversion: An Alternative approach for the 
Criminal Justice System," 60 Georgetown Law Journal 677, at note 48. In 
contrast, the new York ACD diversion statute enacted in the mid-1970's 
diverted in the five boroughs of New York City alone 19,145 defendants in its 
first ten months on the books. During that same period, pending charges were 
dismissed against 1.722 other defendants who had successfully completed 
the required six months or more of ACD diversion. Diversion From the Judicial 
Process: An Alternative to Trial and Incarceration, A Report by the Sub~ 
Committee on Elimination of Inappropriate and Unnecessary Jurisdiction. New 
York State Supreme Court, Departmental Committees on Court Administration, 
1975 at 56-60. 
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These were to be fundamental characteristics of all the DOL-funded pretrial 
diversion programs established between 1968 and 1975. It is not too bold 
to say that the dozens of other pretrial diversion programs implemented at 
the local level with other than DOL funds in the yea.rs since 1970 were 
faithful to these three crucial features largely due to the publicity and 
success of the DOL manpower model programs. 

For the pilot pha~e of Project Crossroads, see, Final Report, Project Cross
roads-Phase I (January 15,1968 - May 15,1979), National Conmittee for 
Children and Youth (Washington, D.C. 1972). For the MCEP pilot phase 
evaluation, see, The Manhattan Court Emplovment Project of the Vera Institute 
of Justice, Summary Report on Phase One: November 1,1967 - October 3, 
1969 (New York, 1971). References to both evaluation reports appear in 
Source Book in Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Technigues and Action 
Programs, supra note 6, and both programs are dealt with, alG',J with others, 
in a second ABA PTI Service Center publication, Rovner-Pieczenik, R., Pretrial 
Intervention Strate ies: An Evaluation of Polic -Related Research and 
pOlictoaker Perceptions 1974. See also, Dilemma of Diversion, supra 
note 0, at 7-11,40-42. 

See note 28, infra, and accompanying text. See also Abt Associates, Inc., 
Pretrial Intervention: A Program Evaluation of Nine Manpower-based Pretrial 
Intervention Projects Developed under the Manpower Administration, U.S. 
Department of Labor, Final Report (Cambridge, 1974). 

16/ Report of The President's Tas~ Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, The Criminal 
Offender-What Should be Done? at 22 (1970) 

111 Public Law 91-513, 84 Stat. 123F \1970) 

l§! 21 U.S.C. § 844 (b) (1). 

19/ Id. ~ 844 (b) (2) 

20/ 28 U.S.C. §§ 2901-06 (1970) 

See 116 Congressional Record H9163-64 (daily ed., Sept. 24, 1970) (remarks 
of Congressman Robinson and Springer). For an example of a state drug 
diversion statute enacted along the lines of this federal model, see the 
conditional discharge section for the first drug law offenses under the 
New Jersey Controlled Dangerous Substances Act, N.J.S.A. s 20:21-20 (a) (1), 
(2) and (3) (b). 

23/ See expecially, Prosecutor's Manual on Screening and Diversionary Programs, 
supra note 6. 
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£11 See notes 115-120, 123-126, infra, and accompanying text. 

25/ For a d':!scription of NDEP, its origins and significance, see Zaloom, Pretrial 
Intervention under New Jersey Court Rule 3:28 Proposed Guidelines for 
Operation; supra nete 22, at 5-6 

W Ibid. 

~ 116 Congressional Record S 21161-62 (daily ed., December 22, 1970) 

~ For a narrative description of each project together with an assessment of 
the impact of each sep. Abt Associates Report, supra note 15. For further 
discussion of the nir.e projects and, in particular detail, the Minneapolis 
and Boston programs, see Dilemma of Diversion, supra note 10, at 11-15, 
83-101. 

For a discussion of these program starts, see Dilemma of Diversion, supra 
note 10, at 19-22, 32 and 34. See also, Cohen, B., Operation Mid-Way, Final 
Evaluation-Phase I (Feb. 1,1971 - Nov. 3D, 1971) (Nassau County Probation 
Mineola, NY, 1972); Freed, D., De Grazia, E., and Loh, W., New Haven Pretrial 
Diversion Pro ram-Preliminar Evaluation (May 16, 1972 - May 1, 1973) (New 
Haven, 1973 . 

Project Crossroads became a regular adjunct of the Social SerVices Division, 
D.C. Superior Court in that year. MCEP was expanded to cover all five boroughs 
of the city of New York and remained under the Vera Institute of Justice, 
a private sector entity, though government funding of the program continued 
in various respects. See, Court Employment Project of the Vera Institute of 
Justice, Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1973-74 (Vera Institute, 1974), at 3, 18. 

For a discussion of the original Pre-Indictment Probation Program, see note 
Addict Diversion: An Alternative Approach for the Criminal 'Justice System. 
supra note 12, at notes 52,54 and 62-64, and accompanying text; Specter, A., 
"Diversion of Persons from the Criminal Process to Treatment Alternatives", 
in Pennsyl vania; Bar; AsS0eiati0tdluarterl'y', vol. XLIV 1 no. 5 (October" 1973), 
reprinted in Source Book in'Pretrl~~iminal Justice:1ntervention'Techniques 
and Action Programs, supra note 6, at 16-21. 

Rules 175-185, Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure, Accelerated Rehabili
tative Disposition (Approved May 24, 1972), reprinted in Authorization Tech
niques for Pretrial Intervention Proqrams, supra note 6, at Appendix C. 

33/ See the Attorney General's remarks as quoted in The ABA News, 

34/ New Perspectives on Urban Crime, A Report by the American Bar Association 
Special Committee on Crime Prevention and Control (Washington, D.C.) 

35/ American Bar Association Standards Relatinr to the Prosecution Function and 
the Defense Function (Approved Draft, 1971 • 

36/ See note 62, infra, and accompanying text. 

37/ See note 58, infra, and accompanying text. 
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39/ California Penal Code §§ 1000-1000.4 (approved December 15, 1972). The 
specific section which authorizes the court to make diversion decisions is 
5 1000.2. The statute is reprinted in its entirety in Le al 0 inions On 
Pretrial Diversion Alternatives, Information Bulletin No.1 August, 1975 
(ABA PTI Service Center), at 2. 

~ See, Legal Opinions on Pretrial Diversion Alternatives, supra note 39; 
see also notes 63-73, 101-103, infra, and accompanying text. 

ill See note 32, supra. 

1fj See article by District Attorney Arlen Specter on the ARD, Diversion of 
Persons from the Criminal Process to Treatment Alternatives, supra note 31 

For the text of the ACA Resolution, "Diversion of Non-dangerous Offenders," 
adopted at the 102d Congress of Corrections in Pittsburgh in 1972 see 
ABA Corrections Commission Information Bulletin No. 13 (revised Jan., 1973). 
at 14. 

For the text of the ALI Model Code provision on diversion see Source Book 
in Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Techniques and Action Programs, 
supra note 6 

1§1 345 F. Supp. 1236 (1972). 

~ 28 U.S.C. §§ 2901-06 (1970). 

For a comparison of state court decisions on prosecutoria1 discretion in 
diversion decision-making, see notes 65-73, 112-116, 123-126, infra, and 
accompanying text. --

~ See generally "Hearings on S. 798, The Community Services Q.nd Supervision 
Act, before the Subcommittee on National Penitentiaries of the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary," 93rd Congress., 1st session. (March 27, 1973) 

~ Drug Abuse in America: Problem in Perspective, The Second Report of the 
National Commission on r~arihuana and Drug Abuse (March, 1973), Recommendation 
Section, Legal Contro1s--Federa1 and State, No.3 

These programs were implemented in Austin, Texas; Baltimore, Maryland; Birming
ham, Alabama; Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Dayton, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; 
Kansas City, Missouri; Marin County, California (San Francisco Bay area); 
Miamia, Florida; New York City (Office of the u.S. Attorney for the Southern 



District of ~ew York, i.e., Manhattan); and Wilmington, Delaware. 

Both of these NAC diversion recommendations. together with the extensive 
commentary accompanying the original text, appear in Source Book in 
Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Techniques and Action Programs, 
supra note 6, at 106-141. 

§@f See generally, Report to the U.S. Department of Labor on the Status of the 
ABA Pretrial Intervention Service Center, Interim Progress Report--phase 
I (Aug. 9, 1974). 

MJ Id. at 2-4 
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Perhaps the best example of this was the addition of pre-termination hearings 
to the diversion procedures of several of the DOL Manpower model programs. 
pursuant to cautionary recommendations contained in ABA PTI Center legal 
issues monographs. 

See, notes 88 and 100, infra 

§1j See generally, Beaudin B •• "What is NAPSA?' in Resource Materials, 1976 
National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion (NAPSA, April 14-
18. 1975). 

See, State of the States on Criminal Justice: A Report of the National 
Cotoference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators (May, 1976) 
at 32. See also State plannin~ Agency Grants--Guide1ines Manual M-4l00, 
1.0. March 31, 1975, at 110-11 , para. 63 (LEAA, 1975) • 

. . .ese states are Florida, Georgia. Idaho, Louisiana, Kielrigdn, ~Hssour;, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, and Texas, according to Authorization Techniques 
for Pretrial Intervention Pro rams: A Survival Kit, supra note 22, at 
3-10 an Appendices A and B hereinafter referr to as Survival Kit} 

§Q/ Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Maryland, 
Montana, New Jersey, Ohio. Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. 

ill Survival Kit. supra note 22, at Appendix B. 

House Bill 2199, "An Act Establishing a District Court Procedure for Pre
Trial Diversion of Selected Offenders to Programs of Community Supervision 
and Services", (enacted by Massachusetts Legislature in August, 1974); 
"Correctional Reform Act of 1974" (enacted by Florida Legislature, § 944.025 
of which authorizes pretrial diversion for selected first offenders); New 
York Criminal Procedure Law SI 170.55, 170.56 (authorizing "adjournment in 
contemplation of dismissal u for certain non-serious first offenses); and 
Senate Bill NO. 2491. "Washington State Adult Probation Subsidy Act" (I 3 of 
which authorizes diversion). The Massachusetts, Florida and Washington 
statutes are reprinted in Survival Kit. supra note 22. at Appendix D. 
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63/ 113 Cal. Rptr. 28, (1974) 

M.I .!Q.. at 32 

65/ 113 Cal. Rptr. al (1974) 

§§/ For the text of California Penal Code §§ 1000-1000.4 authorizing drug diversion, 
see ABA PTI Center Information Bulletin No.1, Legal Opionions on Pretrial 
Diversion Alternatives (ABA PTI Service Center, Aug., 1975) at 2 

&ZJ See notes 45-47, supra, and accompanying text 

68/ 112 Cal. Rptr. 493 (1974) 

§21 For parallel decision in New Jersey, see notes 118-120 infra, and accompanying 
text. 

ZQ/ 43 Ca. App. 3d 66 (1974). 

ill For a discussion of multiple offenses considerations with regard to diversion 
eligibility decisions, see Pretrial Intervention Legal Issues: A Guide to 
Policy Development (ABA PTI Service Center, Feb., 1977) at 4-5, and ~ega1 
Issues in Addict Diversion: A Technical Analysis (Drug Abuse Counci , Inc. 
and ABA PTr Service Center, March, 1975) at 48-55. 

ZfI 118 Cal. Rptr. 14 (1974) 

llJ M, at 20 

Z1I 414 U.S. 417, 94 S. Ct. 700 (1974). 

75/ 18 U.S.C. §§ 4251-4255. 

l]{ 414 U.S. 417, 429 (1974). 

ZZI see note 20, supra, and accompanying text. 

Z§1 See discussion in Pretrial Intervention Legal Issues, supra note 71, at 4-5 
and in Legal Issues in Addict Diversion, supra note 71, at 48-55. 

79/ Albuquerque, New Mexico; AlamedaCounty, California; Boston, Massachusetts 
('adult program) Camden County, New Jersey; Denver, Colorado; Detroit, ~lichigan; 
Newark, New Jersey; Richmond, Virginia; and St. Louis, Missouri. 

~ Wilmington TASC was the only drop-out. (For reasons see Preliminary Compara
tive Evaluation of Five TASC Projects, supra note 51.) For the locations of 
the others receiving conintuation fundings, see note 50, supra. 

!D..I See "Justice Department Pusing Diversion in All Federal Districts," in 
Pretrial Intervention Review, no. 1 (Mrach 1975) (ABI PTI Service Center). 
at 4, eols. 2-3. 

§f! The First Offender Treatment Program (FOT) in the Office of the U.S. Attorney 
in Washington, D.C. is an in-house program of diversion which offers no 
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services to divertees and receives no outside funding. Enrollees must 
complete a specified number of hours of courtroom observation, write an essay 
on a topic related to the offense charged, and meet certain other, minimal 
requirements imposed by the prosecutor. A nolle proseyui of the offense 
is then entered. The FOT program diverted approximate y 2,000 misdemeanor 
defendants in 1976, according to r,emarks by Chief Judge Harold H. Greene of 
the D.C. Superior Court in a panel discussion on "The Pretrial Accused: 
A Multi-Faceted Perspective," May 11, 1977 at the 1977 National Conference 
on Pretrial Release and Diversion, co-sponsored by the Pretrial Services 
Resource Center and NAPSA (Arlington, Va., May 10-13, 1977). 

83/ ABA PT! Service Center Director of Criminal Justice Diversion Programs, supra 
note 2, at 12. 

84/ Ibid. 

'§AI Id. at 5. 

§y The O\'iginal 1974 edition of the Directory is reprinted in its entirely in 
Source Book in Criminal Justice Pretrial Intervention Techniques and Action 
Programs, supra nate 6, at 2-11. 

W See note 100, infra, and accompanying text for a list of others. 

88/ With the exception of Maryland and, at present, California, all other exist
ing diversion and release state associations are unified. See note 100, infra. 

Act No. 346, "Arkansas Pretrial Diversion Act" (r·\arch 10, 1975); L. 72 
"Colorado Deferred Prosecution Statute" (96-7-401) (1975); House Bill Nos. 
204 and 1671, "Tennessee Pretrial Diversion Act" (May 28,1975). Each of 
these statutes is reprinted in its entirety in Survival Kit, supra note 22, 
at Appendix D. 

The Kastenmeier~Railsback Bill, H.R. 9332, is reprinted in Resource Materials, 
1976 National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion (NAPSA and National 
Center for State Courts, 1976). An earlier House Bill, H.R. 9007 had been 
unsuccessfully introduced in 1974. 

"Third Round" sites included Chatham County, Georgia; Detroit, Michigan; 
Denver, Colorado; Kansas City, Missouri; Pierce County, Washington; the 
State of Rhode Island; and Yonkers, New York. 

Atlanta, Georgia; Boston, Massachusetts (juvenile component); Compton County, 
California; Detroit, Michigan; Las Vegas, Nevada; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 
Nashville, Tennessee; New Orleans, Louisiana; Phoenix, Arizona; the State of 
Rhode Island; San Diego, California; San Juan, Puerto Rico; and St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 

93/ See notes 50 and 79, supra, for these locations. 

94/ For the original text of the Guidelines, see Resource !1aterials, 1975 
National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion (NAPSA and National 
Center for State Courts, Chicago, Illinois, April 14-18, 1975). 
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JEj See "Ford Crime Message: Expand Diversion." in Pretrial Intervention 
Review, no. 3 (June'! July, 1975) at 1. co1.3.} 

~ See Conference Proceedin $, First Annual Treatment Alternatives to Street 
Crime Conference The Whit,e House, Washington, D.C., Sept. 11, 1973) at 
Tab. 1. 

W see note 33, supra. 

~ See "Pretrial Agencies Unite' in Michigan, " in Pretrial Intervention Review. 
no. 3, supra note 95 at 3, col. 1. . 

~ The Maryland State Association of Diversion Programs had already been formed. 
See note 87, supra, and accompanying text. 

!QQ/ State associations also exist in California. Colorado, New York, Ohio and 
New Mexico. See The Pretrial Reporter, vol. II, no. 1 {Pretria1 Service 
Resource Center, Washington, D.C., Jan., 1978} at 11. 

~ 49 Cal. App. 3d 418, 422 (June 26, 1975). 

lQf/ See Morrisey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972) (parole) and Gagnon v. Scarpelli 
411 U.s. 778 (1973) (probation). 

~ See discussion in Pretrial Intervention Legal Issues, supra note 71, at 
41-45. (California in October, 1975 formally amended its drug diversion 
statute to specifically require a pre-termination hearing (new § 1000.3). 

104/ See note 100, supr~. 

lQW The Connecticut diversion statute, Public Act 76-179, "Criminal Procedure 
for Accelerated Disposition," \~as enacted May 13, 1976. It is reprinted in 
Survival Kit, supra note 22, at Appendix D . 

.l.Q§/ For the text of the ABA Resolution, see Surviva,l Kit, supra note 22, at 1. 

lQZ/ The Standards and Goals twin grant will result in the forwarding of a 
finalized draft to LEM for its approval and publication by April, 1978. 

100/ See "NAPSA Grant Awarded." in About Time (ABA National Offender Services 
Newsletter), vol. 1, no. 2 (November, 1976) at 3, col.2. 

~ 354 A. 2d 510 (1976) 

llQ/ g. at 512. 

lll/ See notes 72 and 73, supra, and accompanying text. 

}lg/ 71 N.J. 85 {1976} 

@ g. at 119. HO\~evel', for a case gOing the other way, on a separation of pow
ers al"gument, see the decision of the Colorado Supre'me Court in People v. 
District Court of Larimer County, 527 P 2d 50 (1974). 



.1.HI .!!!. at 114 

~ 71 N.J. 85 (1976) 

116/ .!!!. at 94-94 

.!1l/ .!!!. at 1 09 

ll§! 141 N.J. Super. 528 (Law Div.) (1976) 

llW See notes 68-69, supra, and accompanying text. 
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}gQ/ See also State v. Kowistki, 145 N.J. Super. 237 (Law Div.) (1977), in which 
the court ordered Somerset County to initiate a program in response to an 
equal protection challenge by a defendant denied diversion on the ground that 
thoY:;Ihotherwise eligible, there existed no appropriate program in the County, 
and therl'!fore he could not take advantage of diversion. 

ill! The i!',i:;>,l .grant application submitted to LEAA by NAPS A specifically mentions 
the Resource Center picking up on ABA PTI Center activities, which were 
scheduled for phase-out. 

}ggf See Final Report, 1977 National Conference on Pretrial Release and Diversion 
(NAPSA and Pretrial Services Resource Center) at 32-34. 

~ 73 N.J. 360 (1977) 

.!W .!!!. at 

.l.W .!!!. at 

lW .!!!. at 

lli.J Opinion No. 11640 (decided en banc, Sept. 7, 1977). 

lW .!!!. at 6 
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This article discusses the issues of judicial overview and prosecutorial dis
cretion through an examination of New Jersey's experience with pretrial interven
tion. It examines the development of administrative practices and current case law 
and their respective roles in the evolution of pretrial intervention. In the 
course of this evolutionary process, New Jersey has resolved critical issues that 
lie at the heart of the diversionary process. 

New Jersey has long been recognized for its pioneering approaches to the devel
opment of diversion and intervention alternatives within the criminal justice sys
tem. Not long after the passage of the Omnibus Crime Act of 1968, New Jersey 
joined the ranks of New York and the District of Columbia in establishing a system 
of pretrial diversion. This system permits defendants, who are identified as amena
ble to rehabilitation at the complaint or arraignment stage, to participate in a 
program in which, after successful completion, the charges are dismissed. 

ADMINISTRATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

New Jersey's diversionary program is provided for by the Supreme Court's 
Constitutional rule-making authority. The New Jersey Supreme Court adopted 
R. 3:28 in October 1970 which provided for the establishment of the Newark Defend
ants Employment Program (NDEP). The NDEP Program was patterned after the Manhattan 
Court Employment Program and Washington D.C.'s Project Crossroads. It was funded 
through the Department of Labor and concentrated on the employment problems of 
the City of Newark's defendant population. 

New Jersey Court Rule 3:28 has been amended tvlice since 1970: once in 1973 
allowing for clear application of the rule to both drug and alcohol detoxification 
programs; and the other in 1974 which resulted in its present entitlement--Pretrial 
Intervention Programs (PTI Program).l1 The 1974 amendment incorporated certain 
safeguards and provided for a non-incriminating procedure of relief for defendants 
who were unsuccessful in program parti cipation. Tht: p: oz;eauY'e c'losei'y mi rrors 
constitutional and procedural safeguards established under Morrissey v. Brewer, 
408 U.S. 471 (1972) and Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 93 U.S. 1756 (1973). 

As a creature of the judiciary, PTI in New Jersey has had to concern itself 
with the concept of judicial overview. Judicial overview has enabled the Court 
to define the guidelines and establish the nec,essary procedures to insure the ob
jective and consistent application of diversionary alternatives. As a result, the 

'Court has been instrumental in the development of a unified state system of pretrial 
intervention. The recognition of judicial overview as an integral part of the 
system is not meant to imply, however, that the Court in New Jersey does not recog
nize the constitutional doctrine of separation of powers or the inherent responsi
bility placed with the prosecutor. Rather, judicial overview recognizes the judi
cial power vested in the Supreme Court of New Jersey by the Constitution (N.J. 
Const. (1947) Art. VI, Sec. I, Par. 1; Sec. II, Par. 3). 



The Court noted and discussed the separation of powers issue in State of New 
Jersey v. Leonardis, 73 N.J. 360 (1977) (hereinafter Leonardis II), a landmark 
PTI case: 

"Inherent in that judicial power is the judiciary's authority 
to fashion remedies once its jurisdiction is invcr!(ed. See 
Adams v. McCorkle, 13~. 561,564 (lSS3). This is not to 
say that the Court can deprive the Legislature of its right 
to determine that certain types of conduct constitute sub
stantive crimes. State V. Naglee, 44~. 209, 226 (1965); 
State v. Holroyd, 44~. 259, 265 (1965). But we have held 
that: ltlhe fact that th'e Legislature has acted to provide a 
remedy does not mean that the judicial branch is limited to 
the boundary lines of strict legislative expression in fashion
ing or denying remedies in a particular case. 1I State v. Carter 
64 ~ 382, 392 (1974) (footnote deleted) pp. 369-370. 

Leonardis II further stated that: 
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lithe separation of powers doctrine does not require an 
absolute division of powers among the three branches of 
government, or a division of government into three water 
tight compartments; but rather the doctrine necessarily 
assumes the branches will coordinate to the end that 
government \'Jill fulfill its mission." (supra 370-371). 

As a result of the Court's approach, the New Jersey PTI programs utilize a 
tripartite decision making process. Rule 3:28 requires that in all instances, a 
recommendation for enrollment in a program be made by the program director, and 
consented to by the prosecuting attorney and the defendant. If they are in agree
ment, the matter is presented to a judge designated to hear such motions and he 
may postpone further proceedings for an initial period of three (3) months, with 
an additional three (3) months permitted in appropriate cases. The very construc
tion of this process captures the constitutional spirit of judicial overview and 
engenders the cooperation necessary to effectively operate a successful pretrial 
intervention process. Much of the recognition for the success of the development 
of a statewide PTI program in New Jersey goes to the cooperative efforts made by 
both the courts and prosecutors. They have insured the system's development in 
an orderly and consistent fashion. 

The Supreme Court designed~. 3:28 as permissive, meaning that Assignment 
Judges, who are the Chief Judges in the various Court vicinages, could consider 
the adoption of such programs in their area. However, they are required to submit 
a comprehensive proposal for the establishment of a program prior to Supreme Court 
participation of several individuals, including prosecutors and staff of the 
Administrative Office of the Courts. 

In early 1974, under the stewardship of Chief Justice Richard J. Hughes and 
Hon. Arthur J. Simpson, Jr., Acting Administrative Director of the Courts, the 
State··Administrative Office of the Courts established a Pretrial Services Unit. 
The unit was vested with the responsibility for the uniform development and admin
istration of PTI throughout the state. A Uniform Proposal for the Implementation 
of PTr in New Jersey, developed by the Administrative Office of the Courts in 
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December 1974, has served as the blueprint for statewide program development. Y 
This approach has insured uniform programmatic development and has supplied prog
ram, prosecutoria1 and court personnel with the necessary guidance and tools for 
orderly evaluation and processing of PTI applications. Moreover, the Proposal 
promulgates criteria and establishes parameters for program counseling regimens, 
and mandates uniform data collection and evaluation instruments. 

All PTI programs in New Jersey must conform to the Pro~osa1 edicts with admin
istrative variation permitted only by approva:1 of the AdmiOlstrative Office of the 
Courts. '}j 

CASE LA~I EVALUATION 

The line of demarcation between experimentation and the institutionalization 
of a program is generally marked by a flurry of court cases. These cases often 
address issues of judicial review, prosecutoria1 discretion and equal protection. 

New Jersey case law has demonstrated that endemic to the issues of judicial 
review and prosecutoria1 discretion is the critical issue of equal protection. 
Equal protection issues affect both the judiciary and prosecutors in their decision 
making responsibilities. Paramount for New Jersey has been the absence of programs 
in some counties and the need for common eligibility criteria. 11 

In the application of the tripartite process, the issue of eligibility criteria 
frequently surfaces. In the early years, interpretation of eligibility varied 
among prosecutors and program staff. The issue of varying and diverse eligibility 
criteria amongst the several PTI programs in New Jersey \1aS addressed in the Supreme 
Court's decision in State v. Leonardis, 71 N.J. 85 (1976) (hereinafter Leonardis I). 

Leonardis I dealt with two very significant issues arising out of the rapid 
development of programs. .The first issue was the desirability of programs to 
develop eligibility criteria consistent with local norms or whether such criteria 
should be developed to address the issues statewide. The second issue dealt with 
the Court's right to review decisions made by either program directors or prose
cutors. 

'The Supreme Court resolved both issues in the affirmative: 

"In making these observations, we do not point 
a finger at either the officials who have proposed 
those programs or those who currently administer 
them. We take judicial notice of the fact that 
the same deficiencies, and others of a comparable 
nature, exist in PTI Programs throughout the State. 
Wh il e we do not condone these defi ci enci es, we 
nonetheless recognize that they are the attendant 
by-products of a program 11hich is still experimental 
in nature." (Leonardis I, p. 120). 

Moreover, the Court concluded that the role played by the tripartite process 
(program director, prosecutor and court) has to insure the application of fundamental 
fairness to criminal defendants. Accordingly, the Court concluded in Leonardis I 



that: 

(1) Defendants who have been accused of ~ crime 
shall be eligible fOI' admission to a program; 

(2) Defendant's admission to a PTJ program shall be 
measured according to his amenability to correction, 
responsiveness to rehabilitation and the nature of 
the offense \'Iith which he is charged; 

(3) Although a trial-type proceeding is not necessary, 
defendant shall be accorded an informal hearing 
before the designated judge for a county at every 
stage of a defendant's association with a PTI 
program at which his admission, rejection or 
continuation in the program is put in question. 
A disposition is appealable by leave of court as 
an interlocutory orde.r E,. 2 :2-2; 

(4) Defendant shall be accorded the procedural protection 
of a statement of reasons after each determination 
of his admission, rejection or continuation in a 
PTI program. 

In summary, Leonardis I and Leonardis II established a clear, concise and 
and direct policy for PTr considerations throughout the State. It resolved the 
serious and often raised issue of separation of powers and affirmed the authority 
of the Court to invoke judicial review. 21 
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Moreover, a number of cases have been passed on by New Jersey Appellate Courts 
which have further clarified Leonardis related issues. In one, the issue of judi
cial hearing parameters has been explored, ""hile in another, \'easonableness of 
guideline interpretation as well as relaxation where appropriate has been suggested. 

CONCLUSION 

The affirmation of judicial overview in Leonardis I and II has resulted in an 
effective system of checks and balances, and has given rise to a workable and flexi
ble diversionary system without infringing upon the integrity of the criminal jus
tice system. This has effectively been demonstrated in New Jersey where twenty 
(20) county PTr programs have been approved for operation. These programs make 
pretrial diversion available to approximately 98 percent of the State's population. 
During the last New Jersey court year, which ran from September 1,1976 through 
August 31,1977, there were 16,328 applications filed for diversion on complaints 
charging indictable offenses. Additionally, programs carried over from the pre
vious court year 990 applications that had been filed but initial enrollment/reject
ion decisions were still pending. Of the 17,318 applications for initial diversion, 
9,308 or 53.7 percent were rejected by either the program director, prosecutor 
and/or designated judge. The vast majority (92 percent) of all rejection decisions 
were made by program directors. Of the 9,308 applications that were rejected, ap
proximately 5 percent fi'led for/or resulted in court hearings on the rejection. 
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The rejection hearings, as provided for under Leonardis I and II are proce~ 
durally defined under N.J. Guideline 8. The hearings are informal in nature and 
procedurally compati~le with parole and probation revocation hearings. The N.J. 
Guideline 6 provides that: 

"Applicatlons for PTI should be made as soon 
as possible after commencement of proceedings, 
but, in an indictable offense, no later than 25 
days after original plea tc the indictment.". §j 

A large portion of the initial PTI rejection hearings were the direct result 
of defendants seeking relief against this guideline. Not surprisingly, however, 
this is most attributable to the pedod immediately following Leopardis I during 
which New Jersey experienced the rapid development of 11 county PTr programs. In 
all cases applications to these programs were limited to defendants who had entered 
pleas on indictments within 25 days immediately preceding the operational date of 
the program. Therefore, many defendants who were arraigned prior to the programs' 
operational deadlines attempted to persuade the courts to relax the application 
filing deadline. Although in rare instances and fod good cause shown the courts 
did relax the guideline, such has been the exception rather than the rule. 

New Jersey Court Rules provide that a single judge, except in certain instan~ 
ces wherein the Assignment Judge must act, be designated to handle all PTI motions. 
The underlying philosophy beh'ind this is to enable specialization within the judi
ciary so that judges are knowledgeable in the diversion process and that guidelines 
and other appl icabll!1 procedures are appl ied equally and uniformly. Al thougb_s.ome 
hearings before des'ignated judges immediately following Leonardis were time consum~ 
ing, and in some instances both rejection and eligibility application hearings 
lasted an average of 45 minutes to an hour, such is no longer the case. Across the 
State the average length of time devoted to both enrollment and rejection hearings 
is approximately 5-~0 minutes. There appears to have been no undue time spent nor 
has there been any adverse effect placed on the courts as a result of these hear~ 
ings. On the contrary, cases are being handled expeditiously with a minimal burden 
being placed on strained court calendars, and, in the final analysis, assistance 
and relief is being given through PTI. 

The New Jersey system has a built-in mechanism to determine program partici
pant recidivism. Each PTI application filed is "flagged" in the State's Criminal 
History Identification system and subsequent updates to that record ad made avail
able to county programs. Although most of the programs are relatively new and 
not experiencing a great deal of recidivism, figures compiled on the three or four 
programs that have been in existence in the State for up to five years give a fair
ly reliable indication as to the success generated through diversion. The average 
recidivist rate, based solely on re-arrest without conviction, of successful pro
gram participants who have had their complaints, indictments or accusations dis
missed, averages 4.7 percent. Comparatively, the rate of recidivism among appli
cants who were initially rejected from participation is 22 percent while recidivism 
among the small percentage of participants who are removed from programs because of 
faulty participation is approximately 37 percent. t4oreover, it is especially re~ 
freshing to note that in the first category the re-arrests among the successful 
PTr participants are generally for an offense or crime less serious then the one 
for which the defendant had initially participated in the program. 
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Although New Jersey programs are not limited to first offenders, the guide
lines contain a presumption that previously diverted defendants should not 
ordinarily be re-enrolled. At the present time, in order to service the needs of 
programs to identify re-application, the Administrative Office of the Courts is in 
the process of developing a statewide central registry. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the resolution of these diversion decision
making issues have provided New Jersey with a viable, uniform system of Pretri&l 
Intervention. 

The author sets forth in this article his own personal views which are not neces
sarily those of the New Jersey Supreme Court. the Administrative Office of the 
Courts, or the New Jersey Judiciary in general. 
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FOOTNOTES 

New Jersey PTI Programs are administered either as a unit or division of 
a county probation department, or established under the direct supervision 
of a vicinage trial court administrator. Persons selected to fill the posi
tion of program director, must be approved by the Supreme Court. Rule 3:28(b). 

The PTI Proposal has been approved by the New Jersey Supreme Court -- see 
State v. Leonardis, 71 N.J. 85 (1976) p. 101. 

Programs have generally been developed through local criminal justice incen
tive with funding through Federal sources. In at least one instance, however, 
the trial court ordered the development of such a program and in essence 
established that a constitutional deprivation exists in the absence of a PTI 
alternative -- see State v .. ~KQwit*ki, 145 N.J. Super 237 (Law Div.-1976). 

The issue of the absence of PTI programs in certain counties is currently 
contained in litigation before the Appellate Division of Superior Court. 
Accordingly, the author feels it would be improper to include an exploration 
of this issue within this article. 

Among other clarifications contained in Leonardis II, the court has estab
lished as the yardstick for judicial review to be the defendant's respon
sibility to demonstrate "the prosecutor and/or the program director acted in 
a grossly arbitrary or capricious manner in denying admission and that his 
conduct amounted to a patent abuse of discretion". 

See footnote 2. 
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Perhaps the key e2ement in improving the system of justiae a7Jai2ab2e to the 
pr-etr-iat aaaused is the rea2ization that change is necessavy. ~~en Louis 
Sahweitzel' first entered the Tombs in Ne!JJ :tork City to study tt!e pretrial, defen
dant hetd there he real,ized that the surety bond system~ so firm2y entrenahed in 
the United States at the time~ was not working properl,y--ahange was needed. SinaG 
then, other proponents of ahange have attempted to improve the lot of the pretrial, 
inaaraeree by establ,ishing programs based on the early Vera model, developed by 
Schweitzer. The need for more basic ahange became evident--the estabZishment of a 
pret:t'iaZ release program does not neaessarity insut'e that the treatment accorded 
to the ploetriaZ. population win improve, or that the determination of pretrial 
retease conditions, inaZuding money bail,~ will change. This realization has led 
to attempta to change the l,egisZation governing the pretriaZ t'eZease determination. 
However, this is not the on2y method avaiZabte to bt'ing about the desired effeats. 
In the foUowing aneaedotal article~ the author disausses how case law aan be an 
effective weapon in bringing change to the pretriaZ praatiaes in a state 01' loaaZ 
durisdiation. 

MI'. BZ'"dce S. Rogow~ a ProfessoX' of Law at NoVa University in FoX't Lauderdate, 
FZorida. has argued five cases befor the United States SupX'eme Court (inal,uding 
the famous Argersinger v. HamZin case) and ha~ been counseZ in over fifty aases at 
the appel,tate l,evel, in the FZorida state system and the federal system, inaluding 
Pugh 1), RairwateX'. MP. Rog01!J is on the Board of Directors of the EX'oward Legal, 
Aid Soaiety and the Seminol,e Tribe Lega2 Advocate Program as weZZ as serving in 
a consuZtant aapaaity to severat pubZic defender and tegat serviae offiaes in 
FZorida. In 1972, the National, Legal, Aid and Defender Assoaiation awarded M1'. 
Rog01!J the ReginaZd HebeX' Smith Award for his work in the area of PoveX'ty Law. 

TpoZ'vagr.tJr.d; the proceedings covered in this articZe. the formeX' PubUa Defender 
Of Dade County, Florida. Phil,Zip Hubbart, and the present Publ,ic DefendeX', Bennett 
Exoummer, were ao-aounsel,. 
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When I w~s ~sked to write this ~rticle I responded by saying that it would be 
anecdotal, because a reassessment of the CaSes would do ltttle to encourage litiga
tion as a tool for reform of pretrial procedures. Since we in Florida have had 
some success in changing pretrial procedures, I thought that sharing experiences 
might provide some insights and induce others to attempt similar actions. If this 
is printed, I assume the editors believe the appro~ch to have some value. 

For those interested in reading the reported decisions, you should see the 
fo11o~ling cases: 

Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 557 F. 2d 1189 (5th Cir., 1977) 
(reheard en banc, January, 1978) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 511 F.2d 528 (5th Cir., 1975) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 422 F.Supp. 498 (S.D. Fla. 1977) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 355 F.Supp. 1286 (S.D. Fla. 1973) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 336 F.Supp. 490 (S.D. Fla. 1972) 

Pugh v. Rainwater, 332 F. Supp. 1107 (S.D. Fla. 1971) 

Ackies v. Purdy, 322 F.Supp. 38 (S.D. Fla. 1970) 

DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA, 1969 - LAWSON ACKlES 

/ 

Twenty-severt muni cipal ities comprise Dade County, Florida. The best known 
cities are t~iami and Miami Beach, but the population of Dade County is extremely 
diverse. In small farming communities like Homestead, Florida City and Goulds, 
migrant workers and minorities live a life far removed from the glitter of the 
tourist communities. Poverty was a way of life for most, living in dilapidated 
shacks just off U.S. 1, the highway to the Florida Keys . 

. Lawson Ackies wa~ one of that group. He had lived in Goulds for nearly all 
~f hlS 30 yeal's, ~orklng now and then as a tomato picker. vlhen he was arrested 
ln 1969 on some mlnor theft charges, he was booked into the Dade County Jail 
and bond was set by a booking officer according to a "master bond list". Unable 
to make the bond, Ackies sat in jail. 

For severa~ yea~s it had become apparent to Legal Services lawyers in Dade 
County.that an lnordlnate ~mount of time was being spent calling the criminal 
court Judges to request ball hearings for people unable to post bond after their 



arrest. Since the Office of Economic Opportunity funded law offices operated in 
the poor communities a.f the county, it was the Lega\l Services lawyers who re
ceived the calls from people complaining that their relatives had been arrested, 
were unable to make bail and no court date was set. At that time, there were no 
prohibitions against Legal Services lawyers handling some criminal matters, and 
since providing immediate service to poor people with critical needs was a good 
way to build community support for Legal Services programs, the poverty program 
lawyer.s acted. 
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When Ackies' cousin called a Legal Services lawyer, the seeds of an idea for 
attacking the system for setting bond in Dade County had already begun to germinate. 
The system was based on a "master bond list". Each of the five Justices of the 
Peace and the Criminal Court judges had set a dollar amount for each crime on the 
list. The amount of bail could vary depending on how seriously the respective 
judges viewed the crime. For instance, the Justice of the Peace in Southern Dade 
County was not offended by gambling charges and his master bond amount was $250. 
In Miami Beach the Justice of the Peace took a dimmer view of gambling and a per
son arrested there for such a violation faced a $1,000 bond. 

No matter ~/here in the County one was arrested for a violation of a state ,stat
ute, the Dade County Jail became home. Upon arrival the booking officer would 
look at the arrest form, decipher the charge, look at the master bond list and tell 
the defendant the amount of his bond. If he could not post it, the defendant was 
processed and placed in a cell with 18 to 20 other persons awaiting trial. 

While the jail officials knew the names of their prisoners, the state attor
ney's office and the clerk of the courts did not learn those names until the arrest
ing officer presented himself to an assistant state attorney to request that an 
information be filed. 

In Florida, all crimes, other than capital offenses, can be proceeded upon 
by the filing of an information-a formal document in which the state attorney 
alleges that a crime has been committed and the defendant committed it. Police 
officers often waited until they had seVeral cases to present before they went to 
the state attorney's office. Thus, a defendant, unable to post bond, could remain 
incarcerated for weeks without a formal charging document having been filed merely 
because the arresting officer was lazy, vindictive or both. Until the information 
was filed, no case existed and therefore no court hearing could be set by the court 
clerk's office. As we subsequently learned, between January, 1968 and February, 
1970, "a mi nimum of 680 persons were 'j ncarcerated in the Dade County jail because 
of their inability to post the master bond bail for approximately 30 days between , 
the time of their first arrest and their first appearance before a judicial officer." 
Ackies v. Purdy, 322 So.2d 38, 40 (S.D. Fla. 1970). 

Lawson Ackies was not one of that group for long. His cousin's call for assis
tance resulted in the filing of a federal civil rights action against the Dade 
County Sheriff, who, at the time, was responsible for the operation of the booking 
desk at the jail. The suit was filed by Legal Services lawyers in conjunction with 
the Dade County Public Defender, whose responsibility for indigent defendants en
abled hint to participate in affirmative litigation as well as criminq1 defense. 
Ackies was released soon after the filing of the suit, but since it was brought as 
a class action, the case remained alive. 

For the first time the decades old methods for arrest and setting of bail were 
being challenged in Dade County. In order to assuage the concerns of some elements 
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of the community, we approached the Dade County Bar Association and told them the 
nature of the suit and our legal rationale. Our conception of the case was simple. 
Since the fundamental requisite of due process of law is the opportunity to be 
heard, Grannis V. Ordean, 2.34 U.S. 385,394 (1914), the use of a master bond list 
for indigents and the absence of a judicial determination of the conditions of 
release, deprived them of their liberty without an opportunity to be heard and thus 
violated the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. We made that 
argument more palatable by pointing out that master bond lists deprived the state 
of an opportunity to be heard too. If a defendant had no ties to the community and 
could not, be counted on to appear for trial, he could simply post the master bond 
bail, leave town, and elude further proceedings. So the failure to conduct a 
hearing on bail was detrimental to individual liberties and state interests. 

~Je also contended that money amounts of bail set solely by the preferred 
charge created two categories of persons: those who could afford the amount and 
were released, and those who could not afford the amount and remained incarcerated. 
Since fundamental rights were involved, we argued that the state had to show a 
compelling reason to justify the discrimination based on wealth. Failing that, 
the practice of using a master bond list violated the equal protection clause of 
the Fourteenth r .. endment. 

The simple logic of the arguments and the unfair results of the use of a mas~' 
ter bond list attracted the Dade County Bar Association to our,side. Th~.v became 
an ally in the Ackies case and stood fast with us throughout the Pugh v. Rainwater 
cases by filing supportive amicus curiae briefs. There is little doubt that the 
Bar's position helped alleviate some of the judicial trepidation which naturally 
resul ts when nelt 1 aw is made. 

Ackies was decided by the Chief Judge of the United States Court for the 
Southern District of Florida. He agreed with the Constitutional arguments and 
ordered that the booking officers must advise an accused being booked into the Dade 
County Jail that: 

(1) He is entitled to have conditions of release set by a 
magistrate; 

(2) That the conditions of release will be set by the magis
trate upon the consideration of the accused's past record 
of appearance, community and family ties, employment and 
the offense charged; 

(3) That he will be presented to the magistrate without unnec
essary delay after these advices are given; 

(4) That he may waive his right to such a relea:;e hearing by 
posting the master bond bail in the amount set by the master 
bond lists. (However, the prosecuting official, upon good 
cause, may require that a defendant appear before a magis
trate without unnecessary delay for the setting of pre-trial 
release conditions). 

Ackies v. Purdy, 322 F.Supp. at 42 

The terms "conditions of release" was purposely used. ~Ie suggested it in an 



attempt to avoid the 'IllOnetary connotation which attaches to "bail". The retention 
of the master bond list for those who wanted to secure immediate release was in
evitable. Some defendants c~n afford the luxury of avoiding a night in jail and 
it appeared a bit perverse to force them to remain incarcerated so they could have 
a hearing. 
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The AeRies decision gave the Sheriff one week to implement a system which 
would proV1dethe required hearings. To the state's credit, the local judicia.ry 
agreed to daily bail hearings and within a week defendants who had previously wait
ed as long as 60 days to appear before a judge found themselves presented to a 
maaistrate within 24 hours of arrest for a determination of the conditions of their 
pretr.ial retease.. While we had hoped for even speedier presentation to a magis
trate. the 24-hour figure was viewed as practical and the chances of an appellate 
court shortening the time were too slim to pursue. Neither side appealed. 

Lawson Ackies was sitting on the stoop of a country mini-mart in Goulds watch
ing a dice game when he was shown the order his case wrought. He was pleased. 

DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA, 1971 - ROBERT WILLIE PUGH 

As we watched the daily bond hearings unfold. two other issues became apparent. 
First, some people still had monetary conditions of release set and were unable to 
make them. Second. those people continued to remain incarcerated even though no 
determination of probabl~ cause had been made. In other words, there I'las no way to 
know if those defendants had indeed committed a crime. The only force holding them 
was the police report. 

Focusing on that. we began to file state habeas corpus petitions in selected 
cases alleging that the detention of a defendant absent any judicial determination 
of probable cause resulted in a deprivation of due process of law. Once again. 
the right to be heard before one is deprived of liberty' was the crux of the argu
ment. But now we were not talking about bail. but about whether indeed the defen
dant did the act resulting in his arrest. If one were released prior to trial 
the same issue of probable cause existed, but it was much more critical in the 
case. of a person who. unable to meet pretrial release conditions, faced the loss of 
job. home. and family, because he was going to remain in jail until trial. 

Each time a habeas corpus petition was filed alleging that the defendant was 
held without legal authority. the state attorney's office responded by filing an 
information. At that time a prosecutor's information was sufficient to show prob
able cause. The prosecutor was, in effect, a one-man grand jury. Via an informa
tion. he could hold someone until trial. Florida law was absolute on the issue. 

The problem bailed down to a situation in which a person was deprived of his 
liberty in a non-adversarial setting by a prosecutor who was clearly not the "neu
tral and detached" party required by the Fourth Amendment or by the decisions de
tailing the pre-requisites for procedural due process. 

Meeting in the offices of one of the lawyers representing the Dade County Bar 
Association, we began to map a new strategy. The procedural issues were substan
tial. Questions of federal-state relationships entered into play, commonly called 
"abstention" and "comity" in legal parlance. There was also a discussion about the 
scope of the suit. Should we focus only on the probable cause issue for persons 
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unable to make bail? Should we argue that everyone, released or not, should be 
entitled to an adversary probable cause hearing? Should we include an attack on 
the money bail system, raising equal protection arguments against a system which 
kept the poor in jail solely because they were poor? 

We decided to pursue both the probable cause and the bail issues. We went 
to the Dade County Jail to interview potential plaintiffs. Several fitted into 
the categories of persons who were unable to make bail and were incarcerated 
awaiting trial solely because of their indigency and because an information had 
been filed, denying them any opportunity for an adversary hearing to determine 
probable cause. The man we chose as the lead plaintiff was Robert Willie Pugh, 
26 years old, no family, who like Lawson Ackies, lived in South Dade County, near 
Goulds, Florida. For the defendants, we listed a host of officials, but the lead 
defendants were judges of the lower courts who were empowered to set bonds and to 
hold preliminary hearings if no informations were filed, and Richard Gerstein, the 
then State Attorney of Dade County, Florida. From fhe outset, the defendants 
realized that the suit, Pugh v. Rainwater, would test some fundamental problems 
which had been tolerated in the low visibility of the criminal justice process for 
years. But no one realized on March 22,1971, when the complaint was filed, that 
the case would spawn seven written opinions in these courts, be argued twice in 
the Supreme Court, three times in the Fifth Circuit (once en banc before 16 judges) 
and still not be finally resolved in MarGh. 1978. ---

Nor could anyone have predicted that the decisions in Pugh would have resulted 
in drastic changes in the Florida Rules of Criminal Procedure for adults and juve
niles, with the Florida Supreme Court conceding that the rules for speedy presenta
tion to a magistrate were adopted to conform to decisions in Pugh and Ackies. 
State De artment of Health and Rehabilitative Services v. Golden, 350 ~344, 
347 Fla. 1977. Another surprise was the decision, after years of patience, that 
monetary bail can only be used if all other nonfinancial methods of guaranteeing a 
person's appearance at trial are shown to be unworkable. Pugh v. Rainwater, 557 
F.2d 1189 (5th Cir. 1977). However, that decision may be Short-lived, since the 
original panel opinion prompted a rare en banc rehearing in January, 1978. 

Detailing the history of the Pugh litigation has limited benefits. The impor
tant thing to understand is that the original Pugh v. Rainwater became two separate 
cases when the District Court declared unconstitutional the information system, but 
upheld the state's argument that its method of setting bail did not violate the 
equal protection clause. The state appealed that portion of the Court's order re
quiring determinations of probable cause by a neutral and detached magistrate. We 
appealed that portion of the decision upholding the defendant's bail practices. 

The state's appeal led to the Supreme Court decision in Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 
U.S. 103 (1975) that a prosecutorial information could not be the sole arbiter of 
probable cause. Probable cause had to be established by a neutral and detached 
magistrate by fair and reliable means within a relatively short time after arrest. 

Pugh's appeal led to the Fifth Circuit panel decision at 557 F.2d 1189 which 
held that money bail could not be imposed on an indigent until the state shows 
that other conditions of release "which do not condition pretrial freedom on the 
ability to pay" are unavailing. 

Both sides of the case are still pending. On remand from the Supreme Court 
order in Gerstein v. Pugh, the District Court forced the Dade County judicial au~·. 
thorities to improve the qua,lity of tnei.r proba,ble ca,use determina,tions by adhering 



to strict requirements in the affidavits filed by police officers to support their 
arrests. A fi na 1 order on the Dade County magi stl'ate' s system shoul d be forth
coming shortly. 
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In its present posture, the system works this way: within 24 hours of arrest, 
a defendant in custody is brought before a magistrate for a first appearance 
hearing, during which the magistrate, after informing the defendant of his rights, 
determines probable cause from the complaint affidavit. If the affidavit does not 
show probable cause, the officer is required to appear in court within 72 hours to 
provide sworn testimony. If the affidavit does show probable cause, a non-adver
sary preliminary hearing is set within fifteen days at which the state must present 
the material witnesses to give sworn testimony before the magistrate. These meth
ods can be severely criticized because of their tendency to render probable cause 
determinations to be rubber stamps of police action. However, the key to effectu
ating any court decision is to constantly, monitor the persons responsible for 
effectuating it to insure their accountability. That is being done in Dade County 
by the public defender's office. In other places throughout the state, more neerls 
to be done. 

The continuing vitality 01; the bail side of Pugh depends upon the en banc 
Fifth Circuit decision. However, the effect of the ~anel decision was to prompt 
the Florida Constitutional Revision Commission to prepare an amendment to the 
Florida Constitution doing away with the concept of money bail for all arrestees 
unless no other methods will assure trial appearances. The panel decision at 557 
F.2d has also led to several unpublished decisions striking down the theory that a 
person charged with a capital or life imprisonment offense is not entitled to re
lease unless he shows that the proof of guilt is not evident, nor the presumption 
great, that he committed the crime. Whatever the outcome of the en banc review. 
new directions in the bail area were forged by the panel decision. 

CONCLUSION 

Robert Willie Pugh is still in prison in Bushnell, Florida. He has been recom
mended for work release and may soon be paroled. He has been kept aware of his role 
;n the changes generated by Pugh v. Rainwater. 

More must be done to insure that p'retrial practic'.'!s are fair,. reliable and 
do not discriminate against the imp.~r:'mi~\.!s, In selJen year~ f1m'ido hasUlH.i.ergune 
dramatic changes in seeking to create such a process. Much of the credit goes to 
public officials who, once faced with orders to change, attempted in good faith 
to implement those commands. The competing interests make any change a balancing 
process. Economic factors are relevant even though they s.hould not determine wheth
er or not one's constitutional rights are going to be protected. But little is ac
complished without some sense of the realities of life, government and judicial 
authority. 

Litigation is a potent tool for reform. But it is not the most important one. 
The crucial element is human energy harnessed to achieve equality in the administra
tion of the low visibility processes of the criminal/ justice system. It is a 
worthwhile endeavor. 
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THE HULTI-PURPOSE COMPARISON GROUP; 
AN EFFECTIVE EVALUATION TOOL FOR DIVERSION 

by 

Peter G. Beeson 
Eric A. McMasters 

* * * * * 

In the pr'etrial field Or' in other' cr'imir.aL justice aPeas a paPticulaP pr'o
blem sometimes sUPfaces when the subject of evaLuation is discussed. Administr>a
tor'S of pr'ogr>ams often do not see the need for' investin .. 3 the amount of time and 
enel'gy into an evaluation that the evaluator' suggests might .be necessary. One of 
the main X'easons joX' this "loggerhead lf is a "language baPPieX'. AdministratoX's 
sometimes define evaluation according to the needs of their agency as they per
ceive them. Evaluators or X'eseaPcheX's on the other' hand often look moX'e to num
bers and methodology foX' theiX' definition. As a result~ two individuals with the 
same goal can become f!'U8tX'ated~ X'esuUing in a needed evaluation being abor'ted. 

In this article the author discusses one method of evaluation that can be used 
by diversion agencies~ but there is an inteX'esting dichotomy presented; while 
principally authored by a program reseaPcheX'~ the program administrator comments 
on eaah of the major issues giving his view of the points being discussed (these 
comments aPe included in the text). 

Mr. PeteX' G. Beeson is in chaPge of ReseaPch and Evaluation for the Lancaster 
County Pre-Tr'ial DiveX'sion Program in Lincoln, Nebraska. PrioX' to assuming this 
position in January, 1977~ Mr. Beeson was an instructor at the University oj 
Nebraska-LincoLn and Doane College in crete, Nebraska. Mr. Beeson holds a M.A. 
from the UniveX'sity of Nebraska-Lincoln and will be awaPded his Ph.D. in August 
of this yeaP. 

Mr. Eric McMasters has been the DiX'ector' of the Lancaster County Pre-Tr'ial 
Diversion ProgX'am since July, 1975. Mr. MaMasteX's, who completed his undel'
graduate degree wOr'k at Central state UniVersity in Edmond, Oklahoma, was a member 
of the Diversion standard and Goals Committee of the National Association of 
Pretrial Sewices Agencies in 1976 and 1977. PrioX' to assuming his pX'esent 
position, Mr. McMasters was Assistant DirectoX' of the Lincoln, Nebraska~ Council 
on Alcoholism and Drugs. 



As budgets become tighter and the notion of program accountability becomes 
more widespread, more and more diversion programs are being asked to justify 
their existence through some sort of program evaluation. Jj For larger programs 
with adequate resources this becomes simply a matter of hiring a private agency, 
a university research group or an in-house evaluator. Many programs do n·ot have 
the resources to buy this kind of technical expertise. As a result, numerous 
efforts to evaluate diversion have failed to employ research designs or have uti
lized inadequate forms of evaluation designs, leading to essentially useless 
information on some programs and very questionable ·information on many programs. 
Our contention is that even the smallest diversion programs can develop valid and 
adequate research designs, providing themselves and other interested parties with 
sound data for decision making. g( The purpose of this paper is to discuss one 
such design. 

DESCRIPTION VS. EVALUATION 
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The evaluation reports of many diversion programs reflect no basic research 
design, giving only narrative and numerical descriptions of program activities. 
They report the number of males and females diverted, the average age, a break
down of the offenses involved, how many made it through, how many got rearrested, 
etc. This information is indeed necessary but by itself is not·adequate for pro
gram evaluation. It exists in isolation with no meani.ngfu1 reference point or 
context for interpretation. The classic example of this is data on recidivism. 
What is meant by a rearrest rate of 10% for diversion clients? Without haying 
some notion of what the rearrest rate would have been without diversion the figure 
of 10% doesn't really say much. Faced with this interpretative problem, some 
agencies have compared their data to those gathered by other pretrial agencies or 
other groups within the system (e.g., local probation or parole statistics, na~ 
tional figures, etc.). These comparisons are questionable at the least and at the 
most simply invalid. This is true for two ·reasons: (1) pretrial agencies dif
fer greatly in their criteria, requirements, and the criminal justice system they 
serve; and (2) diversion programs are generally much more selective in their 
clients than other parts of the criminal justice system. In other words, the 
groups involved just aren't comparable. 

A good evaluation design creates a context within which the descriptive data 
of the diversion program can be interpreted and assessed. The ideal is the clas
sical experimental design which, in the case of diversion, would randomly assign 
potential clients to two groups, one group getting diversion and the other going 
through the traditional criminal jUstice system. Both groups would be followed 
and the data on the group that went through the traditional criminal justice sys
tem would be used to understand the data on the diversion group. Then a rearrest 
rate of 10% would have some real evaluative meaning when compared with the rear
rest rate for the group who followed the traditional route through the system. 
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Unfortunately, the amount of ,resources required and the legal and ethical issues 
involved in the denial of diversion on a random basis to people otherwise eligi
ble make this type of design not very feasible for most programs. ~ Fortunately, 
there is a research design which is both practical and feasible and which can pro
vide valid evaluation data for diversion. This is a quasi-experimental method 
known as the comparison group design. 1/ 

FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR'S EXPERIENCE: A good evaluation design 
has many indirect benefits. For example, sound program infor
mation has been extremely useful in disarming program critics, 
of which there are some. If not critics, at least skeptics. 
I have yet to recall a single instance when a question raised 
by a local government official, steering committee member, or 
criminal justice policy maker was not being addressed by the 
program in its evaluation. When a program administrator knows 
what his or her program is actually doing--and what it is not 
--then policy makers gain confidence and rely more and more on 
the administrator. Over time, the credibility and integrity 
of the program is recognized. The battle then is half won. ~ 

THE COMPARISON GROUP DESIGN 

The comparison group design approximates the conditions of the experimental 
design by c~eating a group that is as equivalent as possible to the group under 
study (in this case diversion). This is done by selecting people who met the cri
teria for diversion, but who did not receive diversion either because it was not 
in existence when they were charged or because, for one reason or another, they 
did not take ptl,rt in an eXisting program. A possible further step is to create a 
"matched" comparison group. This involves selecting individuals in terms of pro
gram criteria and also matching them with the individuals in the diversion group 
on selected criteria, e.g., age, sex, race, offense, prior record, etc. This 
matching approach creates a more valid comparison group than an "eligibility" ap
proach. However, it involves the expenditure of a great deal more resources and 
requires a large universe of potential comparison group individuals, making it of 
limited feasibility for most diversion programs. 6/ Therefore, this paper will 
concentrate on a design which utilizes the elibigllity approach which is valid and 
adquate for most research on diversion. 

The first point in selecting individuals for a comparison group is to decide 
from what source to get them. 7/ Kirby 8/ has indicated four possible sources of 
individuals for a comparison group: -

1. A group of defendants chosen from a time period before the 
program started who would have been eligible for diversion 
had the program been in existence. 



2. A group of defendants e1.igible for diversion who were rejected 
by the judge and/or opted for a trial rather than diversion. 

3. A 0rouP of defendants who would have been eligible for diyer
sion but were not screened by the program because it was not 
operating at a particular time of day or week. 

4. A group of defendants who would have been eligible for diver
sion but were not referred by their attorney or other sources 
because of lack of knowledge about program eligibility. 

The first option is perhaps the best for smaller and newer diversion programs 
in that the data is already present and the last three options may not generate a 
large enough group for a solid comparison. 9/ The main problem with the first op
tion is that criminal justice systems change and persons selected under the same 
eligibility criteria, but at different pOints in time, may be significantly dif
ferent. With options t\~O through four, the possibility exists that people who 
were eliminated from diversion consideration through self-selection, ignorance, 
judicial discretion, or happenstance may be significantly different from those 
getting diversion. In choosing a source, consider its accessibility, whether it 
can provide an adequate number of individuals, and its likelihood of divergence 
from the diversion group. 

Having chosen a source for the comparison group, a time frame needs to be se
lected. There are two basic options; (1) A fixed period, such as the one year 
period just before the diversion program began operations for the first source. or 
the first two years of program operations for SOUl'ces two through four; (2) A sam
pling of time periods within a fixed period, such as every other month during the 
first two years of program operation. 
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In conjunction with a decision on a time frame, one needs to decide whether 
to include all people from that source and time period or to take a sample of them. 
10/ A problem may arise in getting an adequate number for the comparison group 
without overtaxing resources. Therefore it is necessary to determine just how 
many people meet the eligibility criteria within the parameters (source and time 
frame) selected. If this number is larger than desired, sonJe further selection 
(sampling) is necessary. The most appropriate method is some form of random se
lection, e.g., decide on a sequence such as every third person (if you have twice 
as many as you want the sequence would be every other one) and start the selection 
at a random pOint. 1lI 

Once the group has been identified, a deciSion must be made on the method of 
data collection. A basic decision here is whether to make direct contact with the 
individuals involved through an in-person interview, a telephone interview or a 
mail questionnaire or to confine the approach to existing records. Utilizing di
rect contact is an extremely d'ifficult and arduous task. The success rate of 
tracking people down once they've 1eft the criminal justice system is very low, 
and even if contacted, the probability of getting cooperation and good data is not 
high. The big advantage of employing direct contact is that the information pos
sibilities are much greater than those associated with archival sources. With 
direct contact, more personal information can be gathered. Utilizing archival 
data lim"its the information to data primarily on criminal justice involvement plus 
a few demographic characteristics. However, for most agencies direct contact is 
not possible due to the amount of time and resources it demands. 
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It is important to remember that the comparison group serves only as a basis 
for a good evaluation design. A well constructed comparison group without ade
quate data on the diversion group is just'as useless as good program data with no 
comparative context. Although this may sound redundant, it is important to keep 
in mind that the comparison group and the diversion group are going to be compared. 
You need to be sure that the i.mportant variables are included in each group and 
that they are consistent in definition, operationalization, and measurement across 
groups and over time. 

The careful selection of variables is important; pay close attention to your 
ability to ,measure them and their utility in answering evaluation questions. They 
should be defined as clearly and unambigiously as possible. For example, "prior 
juvenile record" could refer to all offenses under a certain age or to offenses 
handled by a separate juvenile court. Specific guidelines in the measurement of 
each variable must be set forth. Again, using "prior juvenile record", data col
lectors must have rules on how to record instances of .a juvenile arrested but not 
charged, a juvenile arrested and tried as an adult, a juvenile arrested and ar
raigned in adult court but later transferred to juvenile court, a juvenile arrest
ed and released subject to call, juveniles arrested for minor ordinance violations 
(e.g., undersize game fish or dog without leash), juveniles charged with status 
offenses, etc. Finally, these decisions must be adhered to over time and across 
research groups. If for one group prior juvenile record is measured as all of
fenses under the age of eighteen, while for the other group only those offenses 
remanded to a separate juvenile court are considered, the comparability of the two 
is destroyed. 

THE SCOPE OF THE CO~lPARISON GROUP 

Once a program has decide~ to employ a comparison group design one of the 
most important questions is: What information are they going to collect on the 
individuals in the comparison group? Unfortunately, there is a tendency to view 
the comparison group as simply a frame of reference for recidivism data. It is 
our contention that the comparison group can be used as a basis for other major 
aspects of program evaluation as well. These would include: cost effectiveness, 
system impact, refiling rates, the personnel cost of traditional processing, and 
program impact on the person. 

Recidivism 

Recidivism comparison allows one to make some assessment of the impact of di
version on further criminal involvement. Recidivism needs to be clearly defined 
and measured in the same way for both comparison and diversion groups. One needs 
to determine if arrests or convictions or both are going to be used and if one is 
going to differentiate according to seriousness of offense. 12/ Further, these 
recidivism figures must be examined over equivalent time periods. Time blocks 
(e.g., 6 or 12 months) need. to be set out from the same point (e.g., arrest date) 
in both groups and extended through time as far as feasible (at least one year af
ter a person has completed the program). 



Cost Effectiveness 

Most diversion programs need a solid estimate of the cost of diversion as 
compared to traditional criminal justice processing. In figuring the costs of 
traditional processing most programs have used rather gross and questionable ap
proaches. l3/The first and often neglected step in assessing cost is to deter
mine the degree of involvement in traditional processing diversion clients would 
have had if diversion had not existed. Many programs have used estimates based 
on the entire criminal justice system (e.g., so many peol?le get jail. so many pro
bation, so many fined, average court time per case, etc.). ignoring the uniqueness 
of "diversion type" clients and cases. The comparison group deSign provides the 
opportunity for a much more accurate picture of traditional processing of IIdiver
sion type" cases. Utilizing court and prosecution records, the following informa
tion can be gathered for every member of the comparison group: number of appear~ 
ances in court, trials, preliminary hearings, pre-sentence investigations, dispos
itions, sentences, special conditions of sentences, warrants issued and public 
defender usage. Given this data, one has a very good estimate of the amount of 
court time, prosecutor time, jail time, probation time and public defender time 
involved in the traditional processing of diversion type cases. One can use this 
information with cost estimates to provide a good assessment of what it would cost 
if diversion cases went through the traditional criminal justice system. 

System Impact 
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The information mentioned above in conjunction with cost effectiveness also 
doubles as an excellent estimate of the impact of diversion on the criminal justice 
system. These figures allow assessment of the extent to which the system's re
sources are "freed up" by diversion programs. For example, a major appeal of the 
comparison group analysis lies in its utility to address such concerns as diversion 
programs having only minimal impact On jails and prisons, because oniy those people 
who would receive probation or fines are diverted, 14/ 

Refil ing Rates 

A criticism of diversion and a concern of many programs is that diversion 
could be used as a "dumping ground" by prosecutors for cases that would ordinarily 
have been dismissed. One way to assess this is to look at those cases which do 
not make it through the program and are remanded back for prosecution, The refil
ing rate refers to what happens to these cases, e. g., how many are dismissed, 
amended down, convicted, receive jail time, are fined, are not filed on, etc. 
Compiling similar information on the comparison group allows the program to deter
mine whether the c,')urt action against their unsuccessful clients is reasonably 
close to court action under similar circumstances ~Iithout diversion. This can al
so be used to see if the dispositions received by unfavorably terminated cases are 
more severe than if the cases had not participated in diversion. 
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Personal Impact of the Program 

The first diversion programs were geared to impacting on an offender's em
ployabil ity and earning potential. Most programs continue to have similar inter
ests, with emphasis on vocational counseling and educational upgrading. Programs 
often try to assess their impact on the person's employment, education, income, 
drug use, etc., by the use of a "before and after" design measuring these vari
ables at intake into the program and upon termination. This is an important and 
useful approach, but it raises the question of whether reported changes would have 
occurred over time without diversion. One way to address this question is to ob
tain this sort of data on the comparison group (at comparable time points} and see 
if over equivalent time periods they make similar changes. However, most of the 
program impact type variables can only be obtained through some form of direct 
contact, whereas most of the previously discussed data is available in official 
records. lEI 

The above sections provide only some of the potential information which could 
be involved in the scope of a comparison group. Even with the limitations of ar
chival data many different types of information can be gathered and utilized to 
more effectively evaluate diversion programs. The scope of a comparison group de
sign ultimately depends upon the needs and resources of a program in question. 
But, a word of caution; there is a natural tendency for managers and evaluators to 
include a lot of "it would be nice to know this or that". This results in infor~ 
mati on overload which is often difficult to interpret, expensive to collect, anal
yze and store, resented by the staff responsible for collecting it, and confusing 
to others. Therefore, when designing a management information system and evalua
tion design, 1 imit it to the most basic infoY'mation necessary. 

THE ADMINISTRATOR'S EXPERIENCE; There is a far greater proba
bility of repercussions from reporting too much information 
than too little, Policymakers at all levels recoil at the 
sight of thick reports, extensive charts and graphs and com
plicated formulas. 

GATHERING THE DATA 

After deciding what information is to be collected on the comparison group, 
one needs to design an instrument for the collection of that data. l§f A ques
tionnaire or interview schedule 'is necessary fot' the direct contact approach and 
some form of data sheet for the archival method. 1Z/ Next, one must decide where 
to get each piece of information on the instrument. 18/ Once these data sources 
have been identified, contact should be made with pe~ons in charge of the data 
and arrangements made to obtain the necessary information. Having gained access 
to data sources, one must check the manner in which the information was gathered 
and recorded. What at first seems to be a complete and accurate record may turn 
out to be a rather haphazard compilation, forcing one to look elsewhere for the 



information. lQI 

Obviously, evaluation is only as good as the people who are responsible for 
the data collection. Care should be taken in training personnel who will be col
lecting the data, making sure they understand why the information is needed and 
how it is to be used. There is nothing so disheartening as discovering half-way 
through a data collection effort that one or more of the data collectors has been 
tabulating certain items in novel ways. 

FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR'S EXPERIENCE: Some programs have staff 
people whose primary responsibility is data collection. EYen 
so, much, if not most, of the information gathered is done by 
the direct service staff. From a purely economic view, if 
evaluation is to be an on-going function of a diversion pro
gram, few programs are gOing to have the luxury of a separate 
evaluation staff. This brings up the problems of conflict be
tween the goals of evaluation and that of direct service. 
There seems to be an inherent conflict here; making the admin
istrator's role crucial. Management must actively support the 
evaluation effort and must seek and gain a commitment from the 
direct service staff in this regard. A climate must be crea
ted whereby the direct service staff can recognize the benefits 
of evaluation, rather than perceive it as a potential threat. 
On the other hand, a manager has to be aware of the adminis
trative demands put on direct service staff. A good rule to 
keep in mind is to stress quality of data over quantity. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

When one has the data gathered and tabulated, the next step is to compare 
the two groups (comparison and diversion) on basic characteristics such as age, 
race, sex, offense, and prior record. Once it is established that the groups are 
reasonably comparable, one can move on, comparing other variables. Constructing 
percentage tables with comparisons between the two groups on each variable is pro
bably the best way to get an impression of what's going on and to connnunicate the 
results to others. Statistical tests can be used to test the significance of dif
ferences between the groups in cases where there is concern that the differences 
are due to chance. ~ 

PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The first problem that usually comes up in regard to a comparison group de
sign is the question: Do I have the resources to attempt it? The answer is YES. 
First of all, one need not attempt a full blown "matched sample--two hundred case 
-interview type" design. The well designed but limited comparison group is still 
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quiite val id and valuable, providing much more J.1eaningful evaluation than a 
str'aight descriptive approach. By limiting the size of the sample and scope of 
th~~ data collection, and determining method of data collection (archival versus 
dil"ect contact) an agency can come up with an adequate research design which can 
be achieved within their resources. Second, the comparison group does not have 
to be created over night. Once designed, it can be slowly accumulated over a long 
period of time, utilizing it as a filler task for those slower periods of agency 
operations. Third, technical advice is available through the Pretrial Services 
Resource Center and often through local colleges and universities ill or govern
ment agencies. 22/ Fina11y, one can always utilize volunteers to assist in the 
gathering and tabulating of the data. ~ 

FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR'S EXPERIENCE: ~Ihile a solid evaluation 
design is an important asset in seeking funding and support on 
the national and state level, its utility in this regard at 
the local level is questionable. Most local policymakers do 
not read evaluation reports carefully and they only infrequently 
base funding decisions on what is in the reports. Quite 
frankly, at times, it seems that most efforts at evaluation 
are done mainly to satisfy the needs of the administrator for 
information on program effectiveness and answers to critics. 
However, efforts should be made to educate policymakers to the 
benefits of data-based decision making and hopefully the fu
ture will bring a more rational approach to program funding. 

In developing a comparison group design, one can often run into the problem 
of not being able to utilize a data source that one was counting on; either be
cause of being denied access to it, 24/ because it is incomplete, or because it is 
of questionable validity. The best response to this problem is to look for other 
sources where the data might be available. There is a great deal of duplication 
in most criminal justice record keeping and one can often find the same informa
tion in many different places (e.g., the prosecutor's office and the Clerk of the 
Court often keep essentially the same file on each cas~; information on probation 
orders and pre-sentence investi~ations can often be found in the court files as 
well as at the probation office). 

In analyzing the data one might find that the comparison group does not match 
completely with the diversion group on certain variables. This certainly isn't 
cause to throw out the design, but nor must it be ignored. The first step is to 
see if you can ascertain the degree to which this mismatch will affect the compar
ison design. For example, suppose you have more property offenders and less drug 
offenders in your comparison group than in your diversion group. You can compare 
drug offenders and property offenders within each group to see if they are signi
ficantly different on the evaluation variables (e.g., recidivism). If there are 
no signlficant differences, these must be taken into account in any interpretation 
and every effort made to ascertain the type and magnitude of possible bias. In 
any event, all aspects of the design should be part of any report, including all 
information on the comparability of the two groups. 



CONCLUSION 

This paper has been a limited overview of prospects and possibilities within 
the framework of one type of evaluation design. We have focused on those aspects 
of the design we believe to be most appropriate and useful to thoseagenc;ies 
which do not have the resources to contract for research. He have gone this 
route because we believe that even the smallest agency can do an effective evalu
ation design utilizing a comparison group approach. If more diversion programs 
incorporate adequate research designs in their evaluation efforts, they and all 
other programs will benefit. 

**The authors wish to thank Michael P. Kirby of the PreTrial Services Resource 
Center and Hugh P. Whitt of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln for their 
valuable comments and suggestions. Further we wish to express our appreciation 
to Elaine Severe and Cindy Ebner for editorial and clerical assistance. 
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FOOTNOTES 
.. "" ....... 

l! Program evaluation has long been stressed as sound program management and it 
is one of the national standards for Pretrial Diversion. 

~ For a good discussion of the reasons for research in diversion l see Michael 
P. Kirby, Suggested Research Practices: in Release and Diyersion, Washington, 
D. C.: Pretrial Services Resource Center, Forthcoming. 

'}j For an example of the experimental design in evaluation research in diversion, 
see the discussion of the Vera experiment in Michael P. Kirby findin~s 2; 
Recent Research Findings in Pretrial Diversion, Washington, D. t.: retrial 
Services Resource Center, 1978. 

11 For a more complete discussion of the variation in research design see 
Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley Experimental and Quasi~Experimental 
Designs for Research Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963. . 

Q/ This paper attempts to incorporate the views of both evaluation and admin
istration in the utilization of a comparison group design. W.e have adopted 
this framework to distinguish those comments relating strictly to administra
tive experience. 

&! For a good example of the comparison group design utilizing the matching 
approach see Donald Pryor PreTrial Diversion Program in Monroe County,N. Y.: 
An Evaluation Rochester, New York: Center for Governmental Research, 1977 •. 

II Although we present this material in sequence, all aspects of the design must 
be considered in making any decisions about particular parts of the design. 

~ Michael P. Kirby Suggested Research Practices in Pretrial Diversion, 
Washington, D. C.: Pretrial Services Resource Center, Unpublishea. 

2J There is no magic number in terms of comparison group size but less than 50 
creates some questions about representativeness and may lead to problems 
later in the analysis. 

10/ Obviously, this question must be addressed to some extent in se"'ecting a 
source. 

ll! Use of a table of random numbers is often helpful in this regard, see the 
Rand Corporation A Million Random Digits Glencoe, Ill: The Free Press, 1955. 

lfI See the Urban Institute's Monitoring the Impact of Prison and Parole 
Washington, D. C., 1977, Chapter 3. 

m For a discussion of the problems of figuring cost effectiveness see 
~lichael P. Kirby and David Corum, "Cost Effectiveness Analysis: A Case 
Study," The Bellringer, ill, November, 1977. 

Some programs have attempted to speak to this concern by pOinting out the 
jail and prison sentences received by their unfavorable terminations. There 
are two SUbstantial reasons why this is a questionable practice: 



(1) Judges, aware of a person's unfavorable termination from diversion 
through pre-sentence investigations or other sources, often take this into 
account and impose a stiffer sentence than they would have otherwise, (2) 
Generally speaking, unfavorable terminations are not representative of diver
sion clients as a whole. as many Qf them are terminated for new offenses or 
were the least motivated participants. 

J2/ See prior discussion on method of data collection under "The Comparison 
Group Design". 
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In designing the instrument for data collection thought should be given to 
the method (manual, sort punchcards. computer, etc.) which will be used to 
tabulate the results. We believe that all programs should seriously consider 
computerization in their management information system and evaluation efforts. 
The capabilities for data analysis are well justified and not as expensive as 
most people think. This is especially true with ever increasing pressure on 
funding sources. It is less expensive to establish a relatively simple on
going computerized data collection system than to pay the personnel costs for 
doing this work manually. Even if a program cannot implement computerization 
initially, it would be wise to design the data collection system with future 
computerization in mind. 

lZI Since the direct contact approach is unlikely except for the larger and more 
established programs, we will not discuss it further. 

Common sources of data in this regard are the records of police, courts, 
prosecutors, probation, correction agencies, social service agencies, etc. 

l2V Usually the best way to evaluate a data source is to talk directly with the 
people involved in the day to day gathering and recording of the information 
with which you are concerned. 

~ See Hubert M. Blalock, Jr. Social Statistics 2nd Edition New York: McGraw
Hill, 1972, Chapter 13. 

At universities check with departments of sociology, psychology, criminal 
justice, political science, etc. Also, one can investigate the possibilities 
of graduate students doing all or part of the programs evaluation design for 
partial fulfillment of their degree requirements. 

Government possibilities are local corrections departments, state crime 
commissions, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, etc. 

Again local colleges and universities are good places to look for volunteers. 
If volunteers are used, careful selection and training should be employed to 
insure sound data. 

In terms of denial of access for reasons of confidentiality, one can investi
gate the possibility of getting the data in aggregate form--in other words, 
giving the agency or department a list of people in the comparison group and 
asking them to tell you how many were Xs and how many were Ys,. how many re
ceived Z, how many got Q. etc. 
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PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM IN 
MONROE COUNTY, N. Y . : 

AN EVALUATION OF PROGRAM IMPACT 
AND COST EFFECTIVENESS 

by 

Donald E. Pryor 
Pl uma W. Kl uess 
Jeffrey O. Smith 

* * * * * 

A time for concern for any new criminal justice program is when grant funds 
are depleted and the local jurisdiction is asked to absorb the costs of the pro
gram. Already strained budgets, political influences, and other factors can 
weigh heavily against the program Y'eceiving the needed funds to continue. One of 
the most effective balancing tools available to the program is a methodologically 
sound evaluation that demonstY'ates the program is indeed effective in improving 
the local criminal justice system. 

Too often diversion programs have not been able to p1'ovide this tool to the 
impoY'tant decision makeY's. Many good pY'ograms have been discontinued because they 
were not able to clearly demonstrate their worth, either because no evaluation was 
prepared, or one was poorly done fY'om a methodological point of view, theY'eby cas
ting doubt on the findings and conclusion. 

Conversely, a well pY'epared. conservative evaluation can often oveY'ride the 
effects of political infighting and fiscal conservatism in the final decision 
making process. 

The following aY'ticle describes a methodology employed in an evaluation of the 
MonY'oe County PretY'ial Diversion Program. Conservative in its expectations trom 
the beginning, the evaluation answeY'ed the question of whetheY' the program had a 
positive impact on the criminal justice system (it does) and whetheY' the program 
could be accurately descY'ibed as cost effective (it can). 

The experiences and methodology described in this article should be consideY'ed 
by any diversion pY'ogY'am that is planning an evaluation--the positive results can
not be overemphasized. 

The authors of this article aZl worked on the evaluc/tion of MOnY'oe County and 
are employed by the Center for Governmental Research Inc .• in Rochester, New York, 
Mr. Pryor and Mr. Smith as Senior Research Analysts and Ms. Kluess as a Research 
Analyst. 
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Donald E. FPyoX' was the Pl'ojeat DiX'eatoX' of the MOrlX'oe County E1)aZuation, Mr. 
FPyor did his graduate work at PuPdue University reaeiving his Masters Degr'ee in 
1968 and his Ph. D. in Industrial psyaholorJY in 1974. MY:'. Pl'lJoX' has sewed as 
projeat diX'eator foX' many major researah projeats in both the publia and private 
sea tors sinae joinir.g the staff of the Cente:r> for Governmental Researah, Ina., in 
1970. 

Plwna ri. Kluess has been with the aente:r' for four yew.'8. A gr'aduate of ComeU 
University, Ms. KZuess worked at the University for two years foUowing gr'aduatiort 
as a Reoearah Teahniaian. ao-authoring two researah reports on poverty in New York 
state. 

Sinae joining the Center staff in 1973, Jeffrey O. smith has been involved in 
seVen researah projeats that examined issues in MOrlX'oe County, inaluding youth 
serviaes, tax refo~, governmentaZ reorganization, drug abuse, and the instant 
pretrial diversion evaZuation. Mr. Smith reaeived his B.A. in Eaonomias in 1970 
and his M.B.A. in Finanae from Ohio State University in 1972. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pretrial diversion or intervention programs have become increasingly popular 
nationally within the past ten years. 11 This is despite the fact that systematic 
reviews of published research have raised serious questions about diversion pro
grams and methodologies which have been employed to evaluate them. 

r~ost published evaluations have reported positive program impact on partic
ipants and on the criminal justice system, but the validity of these assertions
and in fact, the validity of diversion programs as viable alternatives to the 
eXisting system-has been called into question in the past few years. 

It is in this context that the evaluation of Monroe County's three-year old 
Pre-Trial Diversion Program becomes particularly significant. This evaluation 
recognized the reservations and criticisms raised concerning research designs of 
earlier evaluations of similar programs, and attempted to avoid or correct for 
limitations of those designs. Using a conservative evaluation strategy, the 
evaluation nonetheless resulted in positive impacts attributable to the program. 

Description of Monroe County Program 

The Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion Program operates in upstate New York. 
t4onroe County had a 1970 population of about 712,000, including the city of 
Rochester (1970 population of about 295,000). 

The program began operation in late 1974. Until June 30, 1977, it was 
funded through a federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) grant 
coordinated by the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Beginning 
July 1, Monroe County assumed responsibility for funding the program, based on the 
results of this evaluation's cost effectiveness analysis. The program now operates 
under contract with Monroe County as part of the non-profit Monroe County Bar 
Association Pre-Trial Services Corporation, which also operates the Pre-Trial 
Release program. The Diversion staff includes a Director, three counselors, and 
a secretary. The program has averaged almost 300 official clients for each of 
the three years of its existence, with the numbers increasing each year. 

The Diversion program is designed to provide an alternative to prosecution 
by offering a defendant an opportunity for counseling and other supportive 
services, provided both by program counseling staff and through referral to various 
community service agencies. Dismissal or reduction of charges and avoidance of 
court prosecution is possible if successful progress is made by the defendant on a 
contract agreed to by the defendant, District Attorney, defendant's attorney, and 
judge. The contract period is typically for three months, although an extension 
is occasionally granted by the court upon request. 



The program's criteria for entry are flexible, and counselor discretion at 
intake is encouraged, but in general, those persons eligible for the program are 
defendants at least 16 years of age who have been formally charged with mis
demeanors or selected non-violent felonies, and who are either first offenders 
(about 50%) or who have a relatively light prior record (although 37% in the 
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study sample had been previously convicted on an adult charge). Both males and 
females are eligible. Defendants must be considered by staff to have need for 
services and to be motivated to work on specified problems, and must be considered 
likely to commit subsequent crimes in the absence of such services. They are 
accepted into the program only with the knowledge and consent of the defendant's 
attorney (who typically initially refers the defendant to the program), and after 
approval by the District Attorney and judge. Not eligible ;s anyone who is on 
probation or parole, who has charges pending in another court (although occasion·, 
ally exceptions are made to this), who is an identifiable drug addict, or who is 
charged with either a violation, a violent crime, or one requiring a mandatory 
jail sentence upon conviction. 

Literature Review: KeY,Research Findings 

The evaluation literature on diversion was summarized in two oft-quoted and 
respected studies published by Mullen and Rovner-Pieczenik in 1974. 2/ The 
findings of those reports which are most applicable to the focus of this article 
are reviewed briefly below. 

Low recidivism rates reported for many programs were attributed in part to 
program selection strategies. Specifically, it was charged that most programs 
select primarily minimum-risk defendants who have relatively little likelihood 
of recidivating even without program intervention, and provide them with various 
services that are by implication not necessary. 11 Moreover, the reported recid
ivism rates were primarily limited to the period of program participation, with 
research problems limiting the ability to generalize these findings to the post
program period. 11 

Available data were inadequate to justify conclusions as to whether there 
were net costs or benefits to the local communities and criminal justice systems.~ 
Mullen went further, indicating that since most diversion programs had relatively 
small caseloads and were relatively costly to operate, it was difficult to justify 
diversion on cost effectiveness criteria. 6/ The Governor's Commission on Crime 
Prevention and Control in Minnesota concurs, stating that it would be unlikely 
that diversion programs could be cost effective compared to traditional court 
processing, particularly if the programs were (as recommended) to take higher-risk 
clients with a greater need for set'vices, provide only minimal supervision for 
those not in need of services, and protect the defendants' legal rights by pro
viding for court supervision and access to defense counsel. The commissiolln 
concluded, "A workable pretrial program is not a viable management tool." 7 

In a more recent review of the diversion literature since 1974, Kirby ~ 
concludes that subsequent research still leaves many of the same unanswered ques
tions. He notes that many say "that the diversion concept has been invalidated", 
but he disagrees, stating, "Rather, it means that research does not exist to demon
strate whether or not diversi on has an impact on cl ients. II ry Thi sis due to the 
continuing problems in designing sound research strategies, although he does note 
the existence of a few research efforts "using the proper methodology". lQ/ 
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Literature Review: Methodological Problems 

The most pervasive and significant research problems noted in the reviews of 
diversion evaluations were related to sampling difficulties. Some studies includ
ed in their program samples only those who successfully completed the program, 
thereby artificially improving program statistics by not including the "program 
failures". In other studies, no control group or comparison group was used, and 
in many others, those used were inappropriate or flawed for various reasons. 
These difficulties with sampling in turn called into quest'ion many of the findings 
of positive program impact and impressive cost-benefit results. 1lI 

Many of the evaluations have been atta~ked because they did not use an experi
mental design, with random assignment of people to the program and to a control 
group. This is generally considered the ideal basis for evaluating program impact. 
However, rarely is there the opportunity to conduct such an evaluation, because 
of a variety of practical constraints. Even in some cases where the design hus 
been attempted, there have been problems suggesting that it is not by itself a 
panacea for curing all research problems. lfI 

In the absence of a controlled experiment, it is generally agreed that a 
quasi-experimental design is the best approach, with a comparison group selected 
on the basis of characteristics similar to those in the program. The difficulty 
with such samples is that they are usually based on "paper matches" and therefore 
cannot be sufficiently matched on more intangible variables such as motivation. 
Also, in many cases even the "paper matching" has been done without sufficient 
attention to determining equivalence of samples on key characteristics. None
theless, there does appear to be increasing recognition that carefully selected, 
equivalent comparison groups can be developed and used as part of well-executed 
quasi-experimental designs to substitute for the controlled experimental design 
in providing rigorous research methods to assess diversion impact. 1AI As one 
reviewer has noted, "Given equal care in design and implementation, there is no 
reason why the quasi-experiment cannot perform significant tasks in correctional 
evaluation, carrying out many assignments now thought possible only by use of the 
controlled experiment." ill 

METHODOLOGY 

The evaluation was designed to determine the impact and cost effectiveness of 
the Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion program. Primary emphasis was placed on 
measuring (1) program impact on dispositions and overall criminal justice system 
processing (including sentences) associated with the charges leading to entry into 
the program, and (2) impact on recidivism rates and associated processing. Dollar 
figures were ultimately assigned to the various events and processes associated 
with the impacts, thereby leading to conclusions about the cost effectiveness of 
the program. The basis for assessing program impact and cost effectiveness was a 
comparison between samples of program participants and matched comparison samples 
of persons not exposed to the program. 

In actuality, there wel'e two program samples: (1) official clients, offici
ally admitted to the program; (2) defendants not officially admitted to the pro
gram because of apparent lack of need for services, but who were interviewed by 
DiVersion staff and for whom recommendations were made to the court. For each of 
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these two program samples, a matched comparison sample was developed. These four 
groups, with sample sizes, are as follows: 

• C1ients receiving services (official clients) 
Program sample (N=137) 
Comparison sample (N=137) 

• Clients not receiving services 
Program sample (N=35) 
Comparison sample (N=32) 

These samples, and the methods used to assess impact and cost effectiveness, are 
described in more detail below. 

Selection and Composition of Program Samples 

As noted above, two samples of program clients were included in the research. 
(1) The first and largest (N=137) included official pr09~am clients: those who 
were officially accepted into the program and for whom a ':Jntract to undertake 
specific activities was jointly approved by the client, his or her attorney, the 
District Attorney, and the judge on whose docket the case appeared. (2) The 
second sample (N=35) included cases for whom the program made a favorable re
commendation to the District Attorney and court, but who were deemed by program 
staff to be Not in Need of Services (NNS), and who therefore never became official 
c 1 i ents with contracts. --.-

Each of these samples includes all persons in the two respective categories 
who were initially interviewed by program staff in alternate months between 
January, 1975 (when program intake officially began) and the end of March, 1976. 
Thus, every person designated as either an official client or NNS during those 
eight alternate months was included in the samples. The strategy of selecting 
samples over a 15-month intake period was adopted to assure that sample composi
tion would accurately reflect any changes in patterns and sources of referrals and 
in resulting client composition during the start-up year of th.e program, March., 
1976 was set as the cutoff point for inclusion in the program samples, to allow a 
minimum of a one-year follow-up period for measuring recidivism and related 
processing. 

As noted earlier, the evaluations of several pretrial diversion programs cited 
in the literature have used the approach of including only successful terminations 
in their participant samples, thereby biasing results in favor of the program. 
Our official client sample, however, included ~ program participants entering in 
the months specified, regardless of their ultimate performance in the program. 

Selection and Composition of Comparison Samples 

In order to determine whether the program had any impact on program partici
pants or on the criminal justice system's processing of the participants, it was 
necessary to select comparison groups of non-participants which were as equivalent 
as possible on relevant variables to the participant samples. 
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Comparability of Samples 

For the impact and cost effectiveness analyses to be meaningful, it was 
essential that the matched samples used in the comparisons exhibit a high degree 
of comparability to their respective program samples (Official and rlNS). Other
wise, any differences found could have been attributable to factors other than 
program effects. Thus, the information presented in Table 1 is quite important 
in that it indicates almost exact comparability or equivalence between the re
spective program and comparison samples on the six primary matching variables.17/ 
Chi Square statistical significance tests indicated no significant differences-
between either the Official program and comparison samples or between the NNS 
program and comparison samples on any of those variables. l§/ 

This comparability is particularly important because of admitted problems 
with retrospective matching of "paper eligibles" based on characteristics appear
ing to be comparable on paper. Reviewers of other evaluations have raised the 
legitimate point that this does 'lot account for the "non-paper" intangibles, such 
as motivation and need for services, which are determined in part at least in an 
interview setting. Nor does it take into account the discretion the District 
Attorney's office, judge, and Diversion staff have in whether or not to accept 
cases into the program. There is no good response to that concern. It is a pro
blem which clearly negatively affects the "equivalence" of the comparison and 
participant samples. On the other hand, by having matched on an individual one
to-one basis, and on more variables than did the earlier studies which used this 
"paper-matching" approach, the authors conclude that the best possible "paper
matching" job has been done, thereby neutralizing much of this p\'oblem. 

Further support for the judgment that the samples a\'e virtually equivalent, 
even on more intangible variables not directly measured, comes from an analysis 
of certain behavioral problems of people in the respective samples. Names in 
each of our samples were subsequently checked against the county's Psychiatric 
Register l2/ to determine if comparable proportions of various problems (e.g., 
emotional, personality, or mental disturbances) existed in each sample. As with 
the mat.ching variables, almost exactly comparable proportions resulted, with about 
30% of both the Official program and comparison samples having had various dis
turbances recorded prior to the time of the respective arrests which brought the 
individuals into the samples. Not surprisingly, there were fewer people listed 
in the Register for the NNS samples (about 15% in each of the program and compari
son samples). Furthermore, the patterns of specific diagnoses within the compa
rable samples were also quite similar. 

Such similarity of behavioral problems suggests that decisions made in terms 
of acceptance into the program by Distrir.t Attorney, judges, and Diversion st~ff 
would have been similar for the comparison samples to those made for the actual 
program samples, had the comparison samples had the benefit of an existing Diver
sion program. This cannot, of course, be proven, but it does provide further 
evidence in favor of the overall similarity of the samples, and thereby further 
increases the level of confidence which can be plnced in the conclusions drawn 
from the impact and cost effectiveness analyses. 
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Assessment of Program Impact 

For each person in each of the four samples, the disposition (whether or not 
convicted) on the original charge was recorded. Arrest and conviction information 
was also collected on each crime for which any person in the participant or com
parison samples was arrested within the year following the charge which led to 
his/her inclusion in the Diversion program or the comparison sample. In addition, 
the nature of the sentence was determined for all convictions, as was the amount 
of time actually served for jailor probation sentences. These data served as the 
primary measures of program impact on clients and the criminal justice system, and 
were also instrumental in determining the costs and benefits attributable to the 
program. 

Initially, it was intended that an analysis of change io each individual's 
economic status would be undertaken, including changes in employment status, in 
earnings and skill levels, and in public assistance (welfare) status. However, it 
proved impossible to obtain reliable, complete information on employment and earn
ings, so the economic analysis focused on changes in public assistance status. 
Using the one-year periods immediately preceding and immediately following the 
original arrest for each person, changes from the first to the second year in the 
numbers of persons on public assistance rolls, and changes in the total public 
assistance expenditures associated with those years were compared for the respec
tive samples. 

Attelnpts were also made to measure program impact in bringing about progress 
in various types of social or behavioral problems that program clients had at 
entrance to the program. Some tentative initial analyses of impact in these 
areas were begun by the authors, but since there was no way of determining pro
gress on such problems for the comparison samples, no real conclusions were 
possible. 

Assessment of Cost Effectiveness 

As noted earlier, the cost effectiveness analysis was designed in broad terms 
to determine whether diversion of cases to the diversion program resulted in (1) 
reduced costs to the criminal justice system as a direct result of diverting cases 
from the normal COCI't processing for a particular arrest, (2) reduced future costs 
as a result of reduced recidivism rates, and (3) reduced public assistance expen
ditures as a result of helping remove people from the public assistance rolls. It 
was hypothesized that each of these reductions would in fact occur as a result of 
the program. 

Instead of including in the cost effectiveness analysis those fixed criminal 
justice system personnel, facility, equipment or overhead costs which are not 
subject to actual savings or reallocation in the short run (fixed costs which have 
often been included in other cost/bene~it studies throughout the country), our 
approach was to include only those ~:: ;21 costs which could be dire:tly s~ved or 
potentially reallocated in the short run. An average cost approach (lncludlng 
fixed costs) for estimating costs of arrests, trials, probation, etc., would not , 
have reflected the potential change in demand for resources in the criminal justice 
system which could be generated by changes in the number of crimes. trials, jail 
sentences, etc. 
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Table 1 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE GROUPS 
(% OF TOTAL SAMPLE) 

Official Samples NNS Samples 
Program Comparison Program Comparison 

r-Characteristics (N=137) (N=137) (N=35) (N-32) 

SEX: 
Male 75% 75% 86% 84% 
Female 25 25 14 16 

RACE: 
White 68 68 77 78 
Black 3G 30 20 22 
Hispanic 2 2 3 0 
Other 1 1 0 0 

AGE: 
Hi 13 13 14 9 
17 15 16 6 22 
,n 14 13 29 16 " 
If' .20 14 18 17 16 
:'1-22 15 14 17 6 
23-29 20 19 3 19 
30-39 6 6 14 6 
40+ 4 2 0 6 

PREVIOUS ADULT RECORD: 
None 50 45 71 56 
Misd. arrest, no conviction 10 10 11 19 
Felony arrest. no conviction 3 4 3 3 
Misd. + Fel. arrest, no conviction 0 2 0 3 
Misd. arrest with conviction 18 18 11 13 
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Felony arrest with conviction 1 5 0 3 
Misd. + Felony arrest with conviction 18 15 3 3 

CHARGE/OFFENSE: 
Personal Misdemeanor 5 6 12 6 
Property Misdemeanor-Petit Larceny Only 29 29 31 35 
Property Misdemeanor-Other 6 7 11 9 
Bad Checks-Misdemeanor 1 1 0 0 
Criminal Mischief-Misdemeanor 3 4 0 0 
Grim. Poss. Dangerous Weapon-Misdemeanor 1 1 0 0 
Prostitution-Misdemeanor 1 1 0 0 
Other Sex-Related Misdemeanor 4 4 3 3 
Traffic-Related Misdemeanor 2 2 3 3 
Property & Personal Misdemeanor 3 2 0 0 
Forgery-Felony 6 4 0 0 
Criminal Mischief-Felony 1 1 0 0 
Burglary-Felony 2 1 3 3 
Personal Felony-Robbery 1 0 0 0 
Property Felony 29 30 9 9 
Drug-Related Felony 3 2 6 6 
Drug-Misdemeanor & Felony 4 5 23 25 

COURT: 
City 29 29 26 23 
Town 71 71 74 77 

NOTE: Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

'" 
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Marginal cost estimates used were generally based on the cost of labor; fQ/ 
however, included were only those labor costs directly associated with processing 
cases--costs which presumably could have been either eliminated or reallocated had 
a particular case not come through the system. Thus, supervisory costs, for 
example, were not included on the assumption that these were fixed overhead costs 
that would be affected very little, if at all, by the presence or absence of a 
particular case coming through the system. In short, in using manpower costs it 
was assumed that at least two changes could be made if there were a future decrease 
in the demand for judicial services: either fewer personnel would be needed or the 
quality of services could be altered. In either case there would be a clear sav
ings--in that the community could reallocate these human resources to satisfy other 
existing needs. 

Only direct costs to the jurisdictions involved--that is, internal costs 
absorbed only by the public sector, rather than private costs--were included, 
thereby excluding related societal costs or benefits associated with reduction in 
crime. That is, such things as the value of stolen property, costs of private 
expenditures to prevent crime or call attention to it if it occurs, the psycholo
gical costs to the individuals involved and the community at large, etc., all are 
difficult to quantify, and their absence from the cost effectiveness analysis 
tends to understate the program's benefits somewhat. 

Potential benefits derived from the existence of the Diversion program were 
considered as being attributable either to direct diversion benefits or to longer
term recidivism benefits. 

The diversion benefit is the immediate return to the community resulting from 
diverting defendants from the traditional judicial and correctional system into 
the Diversion program, to the extent that their cases are dismissed by the court 
after program participation. The value of this diversion from the criminal 
justice system depends on th~ number of cases dismissed that otherwise would not 
hav~ been, the cost of judicial proceedings, the cost of sentences (including 
actual time spent in jailor on probation), and the costs of public assistance 
associated with those in the program. The recidivism benefit depends on the number 
of rearrests prevented. In addition to the costs of judicial proceedings and 
sentences, marginal costs of police processing, lower court intake, and pre
sentence custody are included in the recidivism benefit estimates. Costs of these 
items are included for rearrests but not in the diversion benefit analysis because 
these events have already occurred by the time the Diversion program intervenes in 
a case, and therefore could not be affected by the program. Obviously such costs 
could be prevented in the future, however, by preventing subsequent arrests. 

For each event or process included in the calculation of costs or benefits, 
the marginal cost was multiplied by the difference in respective probabilities 
between the program and comparison samples, and the resulting figure was projected 
to a full annual client load (N=295 in 1976). All diversion and recidivism bene
fits were summed (including any "negative benefits", or costs, where the partici
pant sample yielded higher costs than the comparison sample). Annual costs of the 
Diversion program and marginal cost estimates of services rendered by the Public 
DefeDder and District Attorney offices (in referrals to the program) 22/ were 
determined and added to "negative benefits" to yield a total cost figure, and this 
w~s matched against the benefits to determine the net cost or benefit to the 
community associated with the program's existence. 
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Conservative Research Assumptions 

It should be noted in the context of the overall evaluation approach that 
the results are judged by the authors to be on the conservative side. The net 
effer,t of the methodology used and of decisions made throughout the study is to 
have made it difficult for the Diversion program to appear cost effective. But 
this approach was agreed upon early in the evaluation as the most honest. rigorous 
approach possible and the approach that would ultimately be the most valuable to 
persons deciding the future of the program. 23/ By focusing exclusively on the 
"real" benefits of the program and its total impact-and not looking at extraneous 
cost savings or at too restricted a group of "favorable"clients-we indeed made it 
harder for the program to appear cost effective. But our approach assured that if 
the program did survive this rigorous, conservative evaluation, there should be no 
question that it would have proved its case for continuation beyond any reasonable 
doubt. 

Moreover, because the primary data analyses, of nece~sitYl were based on data 
from the early stages of the program (to provide adequate time for post-program 
follow-up), the impact and cost effectiveness measures were based on clients who 
entered the program prior to its"stabilization" and 'during the time when differing 
procedures were being "experimented" with. Available evidence suggests that this 
fact led to an additional conservative, underestimated statement of the program's 
impact and cost effectiveness. 

RESULTS 

This chapter concentrates primarily on the differences between the' ... ~fficial 
program and comparison samples. The NNS sample data will be noted as appropriate, 
but the real focus of the analyses is on the two Official samples, since those 
allow the best assessment of what happens to matched eq~ivalent groups, one of 
which experienced the full range of program services, the other of which did not. 

Diversion Impact 

As shown below in Table 2, the program had a significant impact on its client's 
ultimate conviction rates on the original charges (those that led to inc1usion of 
a person in the program or in the comparison sample). 

Almost 2/3 (64%) of the comparison sample were convicted of charges almost 
identical to those for which only 21% of the program sample were convicted. Of 
the 80% of the program sample who successfully terminated from the program, only 7% 
were convicted on the original charges. Of the remaining 20% who terminated un
successfully, 70% were found or pled guilty. This conviction rate was essentially 
the same as the 64% convicted in the comparison group not exposed to the program, 
thus suggesting that there is no apparent prejudicial "double jeopardy" negative 
treatment given by the courts to unsuccessful terminees from the program. 
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Table 2 

CONVICTIONS ON ORIGINAL CHARGES 

NNS 

% 
Convicted 

21 % 
64% 

54% 
59% 

On the other hand, as seen in the table, there were no significant differences 
in numbers of convictions between the two NNS samples. Thus, it would appear that 
the implication of a favorable recommendation from the program to the courts, which 
is supposed to be associated with NNS cases, does not in fact carry any particular 
weight in court, since 54% of the NNS cases wound up being convicted. 

Public Assistance Impact 

The Diversion program had a reverse impact on the public assistance case
load. Despite the fact that increases in employment did occur for some while in 
the program, there also was an increase in public assistance casaloads among the 
program sample. As shown be10w in TablE! 3, in the year prior to the original 
arrest, 19 cases (14% of the Official client sample) had been on public assistance. 
In the year following the arrest, this increased to 26 cases (19%), a 37% increase 
in number of cases. The total assistance received increased 30% to $58,425 in 
the follow-up year. In the Official comparison sample, on the other hand, the 
numbe'r of cases declined ove~ the two years (from 15 to 13, a 13% reduction), and 
the omount of total assistance increased only $1,686 to $26,826 (a 7% increase). 

There are several possible explanations for this increase in public assis~. 
tance expenditures. In part, the increase is related to the difficult economic 
times in which the program has operated and the uncharacteristic (for the 
Rochester area) high levels of unemployment which have severely limited the job 
placement opportunities for the program, while simultaneously, as costs rose, 
creating the need for more public assistance for many. Also, the comparison 
sample had a higher percentage of defendants who served time in jail during the 
second year (20 more pers~ns than in the program sample served jail sentences in 
the second year). Finally, it is important to note that the program deliberately 
helped place some eligible clients on public assistance, a legitimate program 
function which by definition increases public cost.s for those clients. 



Table 3 

IMPACT OF DIVERSION ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

Cases Receiving Basic Assistance: 
# 
% of Sample 

Total Assistance Received: 
Average Received Per Case: 

Recidivism Impact 

Comparison Sample 
Year 

Year Prior Follow. 
To Arrest Arrest 

15 13 
10.9% 9.5% 

$25,140 $26,826 
$ 1 ,676 $ 2,063 

Program Sample 
Year 

Year Prior Follow. 
To Arrest Arrest 

19 26 
13.8% 18.8% 

$45,085 $58,425 
$ .2,373 $ 2,247 

Table 4 below indicates the impact the program has had on recidivism rates: 

Table 4 

RECIDIVISrl RATES: SUBSEQUENT ARRESTS AND 
CONVICT-IONS WITHIN ONE YEAR 

% 
Sample Rearrested 

Services) 
24% 
37% 

9% 
19% 

% Convicted 
on Rear'rests 

12% 
22% 

3% 
6% 
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The figures in the table indicate that the program has led to a 35% reduction 
in the one-year rearrest rate for official c1ients from 37% to 24%), and a 45% 
reduction in the conviction rate on those at'rests (from 22% to 12%). 

Not surprisingly, those persons who had been successfully terminated from the 
program had a much better rearrest and subsequent conviction record than did those 
unsuccessfully terminated. Of those successfully terminated, 19% were rearrested 
and 8% were convicted on those arrests; 44% of the unsuccessfully tenminated were 
rearrested and 30% were convicted. In ~Iact, those who had been unsuccessfully 
terminated had proportionately more rearrests and cOllvictions than the Official 
comparison sample that had no contact with the program. This is partially 
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explained by the fact that in many cases, a rearrest itself is sufficient reason 
for unfavorably terminating a client (with the decision left largely to the dis
cretion of program staff and D.A.'s office, depending on the individual circum
stances of the person and the rearrest). 

Finally, as the table indicates, there were slight but consistent differences 
in rearrest and conviction rates between the NNS samples, in favor of the program 
sample. Although these differences and the number of NNS cases were too small to 
have a major impact on the program's cost effectiveness, the differences did 
contribute slightly to the benefit side of the program's cost/benefit ledger. 

It was considered important to note when the rearrests occurred during the 
one-year follow-up period, in order Lo assess the longevity of any recidivism 
benefits. the number ()f rearrests in each three-month period during the follow-up 
year was recorded for each sample (several persons were rearrested more than once 
during the year and each ~Jbsequent arrest was recorded). The results for the 
Official samples are shown in Table 5 belO\~. 

Table 5 

NUMBER OF REARRESTS (AND % OF SAMPLES) BY QUARTER 

3-Month Intervai 

1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Program (N=137) 

7 ( 5.1%) 
19 (13.9%) 
15 (10.9%) 
8 ( 5.8%) 

Compa ri son (N= 137) 

26 (19.0%) 
19 (13.9%) 
21 (15.3%) 
19 (13.9%) 

Not slJprising1y, the biggest difference in rearrest rates between the pro
gram and comparison samples occurred within the first three months (when the 
program presumably has the greatest amount of control or impact on the lives of 
the participants). During th.:.t time, 5% of the program sample was rearrested, 
and 19% of the comparison sample. But, even though the differences in rates were 
less through the remaining nine months of the follow-up year, the comparison 
sample continued to have more rearrests throughout the year (e.g., 14% vs. 6% in 
the last three months), which suggests that the program's impact on recidivism 
does indeed extend well beyond the life of the program (most program clients are 
terminated within five months of the arrest date). In fact, the rearrest rate 
difference increased in the last three months over the preceding six months. 

Sentencing Impact 

Table 6 indicates the time spent in serving jail and probation sentences. 
These r~present the terms actually served, rather than the sentenced time. Pre
sentence custody is not included in the table. ~ The table isolates time served 
on the original charge from that spent for convictions on any rearrests. Clearly 
the biggest program impact in terms of l'educed time was associated with the 
original charge. 



NNS Not in Need of 
Services 

Table 6 

JAIL AND PROBATION SENTENCES ACTUALLY SERVED 
(AND NUMBER OF PEOPLE SERVING) 

Jail Sentences Served (Days) 
Original 
Charge Rearrests Total 

274 ( 2) 721 ( 5) 995 ( 6)* 
2,412 (18) 1,492 (10) 3,904 (26)* 

Probation Sentences Served (Weeks) 
Original 
Charge Rearrests Total 

'109 ( 9) 286 (3) 995 (11)* 
1,869 (23) 836 (8) 2,705 (31) 

Program Sample {N=35} ( 0) ( O) ( 0) 92 ( 2) CO) 92 ( 2) 
(1) 453 ( 6) Comparison Sample (N=32) ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) 373 ( 5) 80 

*Total number of people is less than the sum of original charge plus re
arrest because some defendants served time for both original charge and 
rearrest 

ex> 
w 
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Program Impact by Personal Characteristics 

Some observations are offered here which summarize by personal characteris
tics the impact of the program across several criteria: program termination, 
convictions on original charge, rearrest and convictions, and sentence time. The 
program appears to have had its most significant overall impact on those arraigned 
in Rochester City Court, particularly males. It has had relatively impact on 
female clients; perhaps in part because of the absence of female counselors in the 
program (except for the Director, who takes a few cases). The program has been 
successful wit~ both whites and blacks, though less so with blacks in town courts. 
It has been effective with young and old alike, but particularly with those under 
20 (and especially those under 20 arraigned in City Court). It has been most 
effective with those with no previous arrests in preventing future arrests and in 
reducing probation time, and most effective in reducing jail time for those with 
previous convictions. It has also.had it$ great~st impact.in tho$e cases original
ly charged with felonies, despite the fact that the majority of its clients were 
charged with misdemeanors. In terms of residence, the program's greatest impact 
has been on city, rather than town residents. 

Those employed at program entry and at the end of their stay in the program 
were more likely than those unemployed to terminate successfully and without a 
conviction on the original charge. Those employed at entry were less likely to be 
rearrested or convicted on rearrests than were those not employed. Employment 
status at the end of the program was somewhat less related to rearrest likelihood, 
however, as even the increased numbers of persons in full- or part-time employ
ment had higher proportions of rearrests than was the case for full- or part-time 
employed at entry to the program. This would seem to suggest that the limited 
employment services now available through the program have relatively little long
term recidivism impact in this type of economy. Nonetheless, those employed full
time at the end of the program did have significantly fewer convictions on those 
rearrests than did those with no employment or part-time work, perhaps suggesting 
that the ultimate disposition is at least somewhat affected by employment status. 

Cost Effectiveness of Program 

The results of the cost effectiveness analysis show the Pre-Trial Diversion 
Program to have a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.3 to 1, ·based on one year of diver
sion and one year of recidivism benefits. ~ Thus, the ratio indicates that the 
program has been an efficient use of community resources. 

Most of the impact data upon which the cost effectiveness analyses were 
based have already been presented. The major portion of the program benefits was 
attributable to savings from reduced probation and jail sentences, reduced pre
sentence jail custody, and reductions in the number of pre-sentence investigations 
needed (from 65 to 25 in the Official samples). The resulting savings equalled 
the approximate costs of salaries and benefits for two full-time probation 
officers, and the jail benefits were large enough to total three jail guards who 
would not have to be hired--or the equivalent of three person-years savings in 
guards serving on overtime. 

Other significant cost savings resulted from reductions in the number of 
trials and grand jury presentments. The number of trials was reduced from seven 



in the comparison sample to one for the program participants. The comparison 
sample had 31 cases sent to the grand jury, 24 of which resulted in indictments; 
for the program sample the corresponding numbers were 22 and 15. 
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Other than the administrative costs of actually running the Diversion program 
($92,041 in 1976), the main costs or "negative benefits" against the program were 
(1) the marginal costs of the Public Defender, D.A., and courts related to time 
spent in referring a person to the program and other activities related to intake, 
and (2) the public assistance costs. Even with a correction to adjust for in
creases in total welfare caseloads during the period of program operation, the 
increases in numbers on welfare and in the total amount of assistance received 
were substantial enough for the program sample to represent a significant cost 
against the program, as indicated earlier. Some have suggested that this item 
should not be held against the program because of the reasons outlined in the im
pact section above, but the authors believe that this cost must be included if all 
true costs and benefits to the community are to be assessed. 

Our basic cost/benefit approach was conservative in that it only included 
first-year recidivism benefits. Rearrest information could only be obtained for 
a one-year period follo~ing program intake because of the timing of the eValuation, 
but with the continuing differences in recidivism rates between the program and 
comparison samples throughout the year, it is possible to realistically estimate 
additional savings attributable to further reduction of arrests in a second year 
for the same group of clients. Conservative projections made as part of the evalu
ation indicated that including a second year of recidivism benefits for the same 
clients woulct increase the benefit-to-cost ratio to 1.6. 26/ 

Summary 

The evaluation indicates that the Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion Program 
has had significant impact in the following areas: 

, reduction in convictions on original charges; 

• reduction in numbers of people rearrested and in total 
number of subsequent arrests; 

• reduction in subsequent convictions; and 

• reductil:>n in jail and probation time served. 

The program has been shown to be cost effective. Given the extremely con
servative approach used in the evaluation, one which stacked the odds against 
the program, this conclusion strongly supports the continuation of the program in 
the future. Moreover, the fact that recidivism benefits held up and even improved 
toward the end of a year suggests the potential for longer-range program benefits. 
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C.ONCLUSIONS 

This article began with a review of some of the major criticisms which have 
been leveled at pretrial diversion programs and their evaluations. This conclu
ding chapter assesses the Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion program and this 
evaluation in the context of those criticisms. 

Level of Client Risk 

The charge has been that most diversion programs have traditionally selected 
mainly low-risk defendants having little likelihood of recidivating even in the 
absence of program intervention, and have provided them with unnecessary services. 

The Monroe County program stresses that it is looking for the individual who 
would otherwise have been prosecuted, with a high probability of being convicted; 
and it stresses that it is aimed at individuals who have some problems which, if 
not resolved, are likely to lead to further involvement in the criminal justice 
system. How well has it met those objectives? 

From examining the comparison sample data, it is clear that not only would 
the program participants have been prosecuted in the absence of Diversion, but 
they would also have had a high probability of conviction on the charge (64% of 
the comparison sample were convicted). 

The program is quite flexible in its use of its entrance criteria and appears 
less exclusionary than many other diversion programs reviewed during our evalua
tion, especially in admitting those with prior records. The program has granted 
the counselors discretion in waiving certain criteria of ineligibility if upon 
their assessment they feel that the defendant needs and would benefit from the 
program. 

Accordingly, data from the evaluation indicate clearly that the program does 
in fact accept "higher-risk" defendants with more serious criminal l"ecords than 
even some major program referral sources in the county are aware of. Despite 
the tendency of many diversion programs to be primarily first-offender oriented, 
fully half of this program's clients in the Official study sample were not first 
offenders. Moreover, 37% had previously been convicted, 7% at ieast twice with~n 
the preceding five years. Almost 1/4, 23%, had been arrested at least twice within 
that five year period; 19% had previously been arrested on a felony charge (2% with 
two or more such charges), and 3% (four cases) had been convicted of felony-level 
charges within the previous five years. 

The NNS classification was initially intended to select out those who did not 
need to be involved further, either in the program or in court prosecution, and a 
determination of NNS was to be considered a favorable recommendation by the pro
gram to the D.A. and court. ~ Rather than take on those who didn't need any 
services or who would be unlikely to be rearrested even without any program, 
Diversion took the position at the beginning that it would not accept these low
risk persons. The NNS classification, supported by a letter explaining the desig
nation to the D.A., was devised as a special mechanism to safeguard against the 
tendency to accept them. 



Program data support the claim that Diversion's clientele have indeed been 
a relatively high-risk population: 

Sample 

Matched official comparison sample 
Diversion NNS sample 

% Rearrested 

37 
9 
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The matched or comparison samp1e--whose members were selected by matching against 
the Official program sample on six key variables, and who presumably therefore 
reflect what would have happened to the Diversion sample without the program--had 
a rearrest rate of 37% in the y~ar following the matched arrest. Those persons 
were rearrested an average of 1.7 times each in that year. On the other hand, the 
Diversion NNS group, who were referred to but rejected by the program because they 
were identified as not needing program services and as unlikely to be rearrested, 
had a rearrest rate of only 9%. 

Conclusion: Taken together these figures supucrt the contention that Diver
sion has received and retained higher-risk defendants and, to the extent that some 
lower-risk referrals have been made, has been willing' not to "pad" the program 
statistics by accepting them as official clients. 

Artificially-Improved Recidivism Rates 

The charge has been that many of the low recidivism rates reported in the 
literature have been primarily limited to the period of program participation. 
Furthermore, some reported evaluations included in their program samples only 
those who successfully completed the program. 

In this evaluation, ~ program participants from the sample period, whether 
successfully terminated or not, were included in the program sample. Earlier in 
this article, differential rates for successful and unsuccessful terminecs were 
noted for several criteria, cleariy indicating the artificial improvement in pro
gram statistics which would have resulted had we examined only the successfully 
termin~ted clients. 

Recidivism rates reported in this evaluation were clearly not limited to the 
period of program participation. The program sample's superiority over the com
parison group was at its greatest during the first three months after the original 
charge. when the program would be expected to have its greatest impact on its 
clients. However, that superiority, though reduced, was maintained throughout the 
one-year follow-up period, and in fact increased in the final three-month quarter. 
The impact of the program thus appears to last well beyond the point of program 
participation. 

Conclusion: Reduced recidivism rates found in the evaluation pertained to the 
entire Diversion sample and held up over a post-program period. 
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Need for Rigorous Research Design 

The charge has been that there have been very few carefully-designed. well
executed, rigorous evaluations of Diversion programs. Too often, comparison 
groups have been selected without sufficient attention to assuring equivalence to 
the program samples. In addition. cost effectiveness analyses have not generally 
been conducted from the framework of determining only real or reallocable costs 
or benefits to the jurisdictions involved. 

In this evaluation. we have conducted what we believe to be the most pains
taking, meticulous matching strategy possible to assure sample equivalence. given 
the impossibility of using a randomly-assigned control group. Given a retro
spective matching procedure. there are inherent problems which cannot be completely 
solved no matter how careful the matching strategy. but we believe our one-to-one 
matchin~ complemented by the behavioral problem analysis through the Psychiatric 
Registrt, comes as close as possible to minimizing the problems. 

The conservative nature of the cost effectiveness analysis employed in this 
evaluation is discussed below. and was based on the assumption that only those 
costs which could be actually saved or reallocated would be included in the analy
ses. thereby helping assure that any calculated benefits could in fact be realized 
by the local communities involved. 

Conclusion: Given that the evaluation was begun almost two years after the 
program started and had severe time constraints which limited the follow-up period 
to one year, the authors believe that the methodology employed is sound and enables 
confidence to be placed in the evaluation findings. 

Cost Effectiveness of Program 

The charge has been that many apparently impressive cost-benefit results have 
been inflated because of methodological problems and designs \~hich were not con
servative enough. Moreover, serious questions have been raised concerning whether 
diversion programs, with their relatively small caseloads, could eVer hope to be 
cost effective when compared with the eXisting system, particularly if higher-risk 
clients were accepted and defense counsel were part of the decisions about whether 
or not to enter the program. 

In the Monroe County program, we have demonstrated that relatively high-risk 
clients are being served, and access to defense counsel has been a part of the 
program from the beginning. Costs of having such counsel have been incorporated 
into the cost effectiveness analysis. A conservative set of research assumptions 
was applied to the impact and cost effectiveness analyses. To the extent that 
minor sampling errors resulted from the matching process, these led to under
~stimates of program benefits, based on reviews of the subsequent impact measures 
against each of the matching variables. The recidivism benefits were limited to 
on~ year. Despite all of this--a11 of which should have combined, according to 
most expectations, to assure that the program could not prove to be cost effec
tive--a 1.3 ratio of benefits to costs resulted. The ratio is lower than many 
reported in the literature, but the authors believe that in the context of the 
above, it represents solid, real benefits. 
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Finally, it is also revealing in this context to note the results of a "mini
analysis" of all program clients from January and March of 1975 compared with all 
clients from those same two months in 1976. This seemed to indicate clearly in 
the areas of rearrests, convictions, and jail and probation sentences that the 
program's impact was greater after a year in operation than in its initial months. 
For example, the conviction rate on original charges for all cases in the first 
two months of our program sample was 40%, compared to 17% in the last two months 
(January-March, 1976). The rearrest rate for the same period was down from 28% 
to 22%, and convictions on rearrests were down from 20% to 11% of the respective 
subsamples. Average jail sentence time per sample member was down from 29 to 4 
days, and average probation time was down from 15 to 6 weeks. Thus, it appears 
reasonable to assume that, had we been able to conduct the evaluation exclusively 
on 1976 clients rather than predominantly 1975 first-year clients, impacts and 
benefits attributable to the program would have been even more positive. 

Conclusion: The Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion program has proved itself 
cost effective under extremely conservative research methodologies and circumstances. 
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lJ See, for example, National Pretrial Intervention Service Center, Legal Issues 
and Characteristics of Pretrial Intervention Programs, Washington, D.C.: 
American Bar Association, 1974, p. ii; National Pretrial Intervention Service 
Center, Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Techniques and Action Programs, 
2nd ed., \~ashington, D.C.: American Bar Association, 1975, p.:~. 

Y Mullen, Joan, Pre-Trial Services: An Evaluation of Policy Related Research, 
Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Associates, 1974; Rovner-Pieczenik, Pretrial Inter
vention Strategies: An Evaluation of Policy-Related Research and Policymaker 
Perceptions, Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, 1974. 

l' Mullen, pp. 30, 44. 

11 Rovner-Pieczen~k, p. xv. 

§J Ibid. 

§! Mullen, p. 30. 

ZJ Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, Pre-Trial ~iversionl 
Intervention, St. Paul, Minnesota: 1976, pp. 102-104. 

?J Kirby, Michael P., "Recent Hesearch Findings in Pretrial Diversion", Alterna
tives - A Series, Washington, D.C.: Pretrial Services Resource Center, 1978. 

2J Ibid, p. 29 . 

.!.Q/ Ibid, p. 16. 

llJ See, for example, Mullen, pp. 30, 37, 39; Rovner-Pieczenik, pp. xiv-xl(; 
Kirby, pp. 7-10. 

J1! Adams, Stuart, Evaluative Research in Corrections: A Practical Guide, 
Washington, D.C.: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1975, pp. 72-73. 

111 Kirby, pp. 8, 12, 15-16; Adams, pp. 60-73. 

111 Adams. p. 64. 

In Monroe County, there are 23 lower courts where arraignment occurs: 
Rochester City Court, 19 town courts, and three village courts. 

Several other variables (residence, employment status, marital status, 
children, release status, arresting agency, education, and time in community) 
were also included in the matching process, but these were considered second
al"y in importance and therefore received less attention when cases were being 
matched. Nonetheless, even these variables were generally quite similar 
across the Diversion and comparison samples, although less so than the six 
main matching variables~ 
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Particularly for the program and comparison Official samples, on which the 
primary impact and cost effectiveness analyses were based. 
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The previous adult record as shown in the table does not indicate actu,al 
number of arrests or convictions, although within each of the categories 
listed (other than "none"j, some of the individuals in each sample had more 
than one offense on their record. However, there were no significant differ
ences between samples. 

The county's Psychiatric Register contains records back to 1960 for incidents 
of diagnosis and treatment performed by community mental health centers and 
nearly all private psychiatrists in the county. It is estimated by Register 
officials that the Registel' contains about 96 or 97% of all incidents which 
have occurred in the county since the Register's inception, and it ;s there
fore considered to be perhaps the most complete record of serious behavioral 
problems for an entire geographical area existing anywhere in the country. 

The principal exception being in estimating the cost of incarceration, where 
the costs of groceries, laundry, medical supplies, etc. were also included. 
The opportunity cost of facilities and equipment in terms of their lease 
value in their next best alternative use was not considered. Facility and 
equipment costs were considered fixed in the short run and were therefore 
not considered as potential cost savings. 

The method of estimat'ing costs was a simple sunmation of the personnel costs 
involved in a specific event (e.g., trial, preliminary hearing). This 
personnel cost was based on the estimated time spent by each person, mUlti
plied by that person's respective costs per hour. 

Cost items not included in many evaluations of Diversion programs. 

It should be noted that the evaluators were aided by a research advisory 
committee, established by the director of the Monroe County Office of 
Criminal Justice Planning, under whom the evaluation was conducted. The 
evaluation study director met regularly with this committee to review pro
gress, discuss problems, determine strategies and/or necessary modifications 
in research approaches, seek help in accessing particular information, and 
the like. This committee proved to be a useful sounding board for the 
evaluators and provided some helpful insights into the data collection and 
analysis process. 

£1/ The comparison sample was held in custody a total of 636 days for rearrests, 
the program sample 385 days. 

~ The benefit-to-cost ratio is an investment criterion which shows that a 
project is a "profitable" investment if the ratio of the pl"eSent value of 
benefits to the present value of costs is greater than unity. 

The marginal costs and total estimated costs and benefits calculated in the 
evaluation effort for various events and processes in the criminal justice 
system are not printed here to save space, but they are available upon 
request. 
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Although, as seen earlier, charges have frequently not been dismissed for 
these NNS cases in the absence of services being provided by the program. 
Thus, the program is having to reeducate those in the system (judges and 
D.A. staff) about the intent and importance of the NNS designation. 
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In April, 1977, the National Center for State Courts pubUshcd tn.a lla;tiDHCiZ 
Evaluation ProgX'CU11 Phase I Swnmary Report: Pretrial Release Programs. This study, 
fUnded by LEAA, attempted to identify what pretrial program types were in exist
ence as well as what the general state of the art was. This important work laid 
the grou~ork for the Phase II study, awarded to the Lazar Institute, which is 
now under way. In this paper the authors disouss what the Phase II study wiZZ 
examine as well as the methodology to be employed. 

Mary A. Toborg is Associate Director of the Lazar Institute and PrincipaZ 
Investigator for the "Phase II" evaZuation of pretrial release. She has conducted 
a wide range of evaZuation studies. including two "Phase I" analyses: of projects 
which provide employment services to prison reZeasees and of the Treatment AZterna
tives to Street Crime (TASC) program, which refers criminaZly involved drug abusers 
to treatm,ent.·· PrWJ~ 1;;J rjoini17f] Jj,"">U''.l .i'~~, x'-;"?org managed evaluation studies for 
several Federal agencies, including the Economic DeveZopment Administration in the 
Department of Commerce and the special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. 
She holds a Masters degree in PubZic Administration from Harvard University and a 
Bachelors degree from the University of Texas at Austin. 

Martin D. Sorin. a Senior Associate at the Lazar Institute. is conducting the 
dofendant outcomes analysis for the Phase II study. DT. Sorin has extensive 
experience in criminal justice research and evaluation. with special expertise in 
analyses of courts and judicial behavior. Prior to joining Lazar, he was e~ployed 
at the Center for Policy Research in New York City, where his duties included 
managing large-scale data bases and analyzing policy implications of research 
findings. He holdB a Ph.D. and M.A. from New York University and a B.A. from Long 
Island Univ",,·sity. 
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Nathan I. Silver, a Senior Associate at the Lazar Institute, is analyzing 
pretrial release "delivery systems". Before joining Lazar, he had engaged in a 
nu~ber of analyses of criminal justice problems and other legal issues while work
ing for such organizations as the Court of Appeals of Georgia, the City of Atlanta's 
Attorney's office and the u.S. Attorney's office (Atlanta). Mr. Silver is a 
graduate of the Emory University School of Law and the University of Wisconsin. 



INTRODUCTION 

Background 

As part of its National Eva1uation Program, the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justic.e of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) has cOlJJl1issioneLi a "Phase II" study of pretrial release. This evaluation, 
being conducted by The Lazar Institute, is designed to fill major knowledge gaps 
identified in a "Phase I" study conducted by the National Center for State Courts 
and published in April 1977. l! Among these unresolved issues are the following: 

• What impact do pretrial release programs have upon release 
rates? 

• Do programs result in increased "equity" of release (e.g., 
by leading to the release of more poor defend,nts than 
would otherwise occur)? 

• What is the extent of criminality among pretrial releasees? 

• To what extent do defendants on different types of pretrial 
release {e.g., own recognizance, money bail, deposit bail} 
return for scheduled court appearances? 

• How do the operations of pretrial release programs affect 
defendant outcomes (e.g., court appearance rates, pretrial 
criminality rates)? 

• What costs and benefits are associated with pretrial release 
programs? 

These and similar issues will be analyzed during the Phase II evaluation. 

In general the evaluation encompasses two broad areas of analysis: the 
"outcomes" of defendants (e.g., their court appearance rates and pretrial crim
inality rates) and the pretrial release "delivery system" (e.g., the operations 
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of pretrial release programs and their interactions with important parts of the 
criminal justice system). This paper also describes several special studies which 
will supplement the defendant outcomes and delivery system analyses. These 
special studies include the cost effectiveness of pretrial release programs, 
analysis of defendant perspectives on the release process and consideration of 
whether pretrial release programs have had a lasting impact on criminal justice 
system operations. 
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The remainder of the introductory section py'esents selected background 
information on the Phase II evaluation. This information, which provides the 
perspective needed for review of the subsequent sections, consists of brief 
descriptions of the development of pretrial release programs, the scope of the 
Phase II study~and the nature of the analyses to be conducted. 

Development of Pretrial Release Programs 

For many years there was widespread criticism of America's traditional reli
ance on money bail as the means of seGYring pretrial frggc!gm. Y Sud, a system 
was viewed as inherently unfair to poor persons, who could have difficulty 
raising bail amounts. Moreover, some individuals who could not make bail were 
eventually placed on probation after their ca~~s came to trial. This created 
the ,,'~noma1y that persons were confined while 'i>,'esumed innocent only to be freed 
when found guilty. 

Despite continuing criticism of the bail system, reforms were adopted only 
in the 1960's. The first major reform effort was the Manhattan Bail Project, 
begun in 1961 by the Vera Foundation (now the Vera Institute of Justice). Through 
pretrial interviews--covering such topics as employment status, length of resi
dence at current address and extent of local family contacts--Vera identified a 
group of individuals considered good risks for release on own recognizance (ROR), 
with po requirement of money bail. The project demonstrated that people with 
strong community ties would appear for trial, even if they did not provide cash 
bail. Fo'r example, of the 3,505 defendants granted ROR at the project's recom
mendation over a three year period, only 1.6% failed to appear in court. ~ 

The Vera experjment was widely acclaimed as a major success, and similar 
projects were initiated in many other jurisdictions. Indeed, within a decade 
more than one hundred pretrial release programs were in operation across the coun
try. ~ In addition to release on recognizance, other types of bail reform were 
in use, including: ~ 

• deposit bail, under which a percentage of the bail amount 
(usually ten percent) is deposited with the court in order 
to secure release; and 

• supervised release, under which the released individual 
must agree to comply with certain requirements, such as 
reporting to a pretrial release program periodically. 

At present, pretrial release programs vary along a number of important dimensions 
as discussed in the Phase I report on this topic. §{ For example: 

• Many programs use a formal "point system", similar to that of 
the Manhattan Bail Project, to determine eligibility for 
nonfinancial release, but other programs base release recom
mendations on more subjective criteria. 

• Some programs verify all information provided by defen
dants while other programs pay minimal attention to 
verification. 



• Some programs try to serve the entire population of 
arrestees, including those who could have obtained the 
money needed to make bail, while other programs try to 
serve only those individuals who could not have been 
released without the programs· assistance. 

• Some programs can recommend a wide variety of release 
alternatives, including different levels of super
vised release as well as ROR, while other programs can 
consider only a very limited set of release alter
natives. 

Although the use of nonfi'lancial release has often been accompanied by the estab
lishment of formal' pretrial release programs, many jurisdictions without such 
programs nevertheless use nonfinancial release. This can occur through judges 
questioning defendants about their community ties and considering this informa
tion when setting the conditions of release. Consequently, some analysts 7/ 
have questioned whether pretrial release programs are necessary once the vi)ue of 
nonfinancial release has been demonstrated. Proponents of this Viewpoint argue, 
that once judicial attitudes have endorsed nonfinancial release, judges can 
ascertain the information needed to make a release determination without the 
assistance of a formal program. Although this information would probably not be 
verified to the same extent as is done by pretrial release programs, the effect 
of such verification has been largely untested. 

An additional consideration which hinders the assessment of pretrial release 
programs· effectiveness is the lack of even the most basic data on either program 
or defendant performance. For example, the National Center for State Courts' 
survey §! of 110 pretrial release programs found very few programs which had any 
data at all on the rearrests of individuals while on pretrial release. In addi
tion, 25% of the programs which responded to ~he survey had no data on the num
ber of defendants they had interviewed. An even higher percentage of responding 
programs had no information on the number of defendants who were recommended for 
nonfinancial release or the number who were granted such release. 
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An earlier survey ~ of approximately 100 pretrial release projects had sim
ilar findings. At that time only about half the projects maintained fai1ure-to
appear data on ROR re1easees and even fewer maintained comparison data on bail 
releasees or data on the rearrest rates of defendants they served. In the ab
sence of such basic information. it is difficult to make any definitive statements 
about the effectiveness of pretria_l" rel,~iise prograJll!? 

The lack of knowledge concerning the effectiveness of pretrial release pro
grams is particularly serio~s because of the rapid increase in the number of such 
programs over the past fifte·en years. In addition, there has been a concomitant 
growth in public concern about the possibility that r~leased defendants may be 
committing crimes while awaiting trial. Without goodaata on the pretrial crim
inality of released defendants, it is difficult to gauge the extent to which this 
public concern is justified. Obtaining such data is therefore an important aspect 
of the Phase II evaluation. 
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Scope of Phase II Study 

The Phase II evaluation will analyze pretrial release in a sample of communi
ties located throughout the nation. In these jurisdictions the overall release 
systams';;i11 be studied, rather than merely the activities of pretrial r'elease 
programs alone. This is an important point, because many defendants may secure 
release without program assistance (or even despite adverse program recommenda
tions). 

Other important features of the study's scope include: 

• limiting the analysis to adults, rather than also considering 
the special problems posed by the release of juveniles; 

• analyzing the pretrial outcomes (e.g., fai1ure-to-appear, 
criminality) only for defendants who are taken into custody 
by the police and excluding outcomes analysis (though not 
delivery system analysis) for individuals released through 
police "citation" or "summons" programs; 

• focusing the evaluation on defendants processed through 
State and Local. rather than Federal, courts: 

• analyzing only trial courts and excluding release mechanisms 
associated with appeals of verdicts; and 

• studying only pretrial release programs, rather than including 
such related programs as those concerned with pretrial inter
vention or diversion. 

The sample of programs to be selected for analysis will reflect appropriate 
geographic representation, a wide range of types of release (e.g., own recogni
zance, bail. deposit bail, supervised release), broad eligibility for program 
participation (especia1ly'in terms of criminal charges) and different points of 
program intervention (e.g., soon after arrest versus following arraignment). It 
is anticipated that eight to twelve programs will need to be analyzed to meet 
these conditions. 

Other criteria which will affect program selection are: 

• whether there are enough program clients and other releasees 
to warrant analysis; 

• whether local criminal justice system processing is quick 
enough to ensure that cases will reach disposition during 
the time period of the study; and 

• whether locally available records are sufficiently good to 
permit reasonable analysis. 

j 
A 
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Nat~re of Analyses 

Three broad types of analyses will be conducted during the evaluation study: 

, analysis of the outcomes of pretrial releasees (e.g., rates 
of criminality and failure-to-appear); 

• assessment of the "delivery system" used to make release 
decisions (e.g., analysis of program operations and of key 
program interactions with other parts of the crim~nal 
justice system); and 

• special studies (e.g., cost effectiveness of pretrial 
release programs, perspectives of released defendants, 
analysis of communities no longer having programs). 

The outcomes analysis wiil be conducted in two different ways depending on 
the community. If possible, an experimental approach will be implemented in 
several communities. This approach would operate as follows: 

• Two groups of defendants would be analyzed: a group which 
is processed by the program (i. e., the "experimental" group) 
and a group which is not processed by the program (i.e., the 
"control" group). Any defendant would have an equal chance 
to be in either group. 

• Members of the "program" group would receive normal program 
processing, while members of the "non-program" group would 
be processed by the criminal justice system without progran! 
involvement. 

After each group has about 400 defendants, the pl'ogram 
would return to its normal operating procedures. 

• Outcomes of defendants in both groups would be tracked. 
Such outcomes include whether release was secured, whether 
court appearance dates were kept, whether pretrial crimes 
were committed and the final disposition of the case. 

• A comparison of the outcomes for the "program" and the 
non-program" group would indiCate the program's impact 
(since the only difference between the two groups of 
defendants should presumably be that one was processed 
by the program and the other was not). 
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In many ways, the "ideal" situation for conducting such analysis is in a jur- ,0 
isdiction having a pretrlal release program which is not able to interview all 
defendants who might potentially be eligible to receive the program's services 
(for example, a program may lack the resources to conduct around-the-clock inter
viewing and thus may effectively exclude some defendants from the program). In 
such a case, not all the eligible defendants are served by the program; those 
defendants not served can !:Ie ~onsidered part of an "overflow" group (i.e., they 
exceed the program's service c~pacity). Under these conditions, a "non-program" 

o 
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group of defendants could be developed, for analytic purposes. by modifying 
the pro(:ess for selecting "program" versus "overflow" defendants, so that any 
defendant has an equal probability of being in either group, while overall 
client loads remain at the same level. 

The need for experimental analysis of pretrial release programs has been 
widely emphasized. For example, at the end of an extensive study of pretrial 
services (including both release and diversion), Abt Associates concluded that 
many important questions concerning program impact remained to be answered and 
that: 

"Questions such as these require the USE;! of controlled 
field experiments. Properly executed, this design pro
duces results of virtually un'impeachaole validity. The 
random assignment of a sufficient number of subjects 
to treatment and non-treatment status provides assur
ance that the groups under observation are similar in 
all respects and that any observed differences in out
comes may be attributed to the treatment delivered. 
Without equivalent groups, any differences that emerge 
can be attributed to the effects of selection rather than 
the particular treatment strategy." 101 

Despite the usefulness of experimental analysis. there are some jurisdictions 
where it cannot be implemented. For example, the statutes for certain areas 
require that all defendants be processed by pretrial release programs. In addi
tion, other areas may reject an experimental approach because of a variety of 
local concerns. To et1~,ure appropriate coverage of pretrial release programs, 
"retrospective" analyses will be conducted in selected jurisdictions. In these 
cases defer.dant outcomes will be studied after the fact, based on existing records. 

Although retrospective analyses do not permit the development of control 
groups of the type available in experimental studies. comparison groups can be 
identified. Outcomes of the members of the comparison group can then be used as 
a benchmark for assessing a program's impact on the outcomes of defendants it 
serves. Comparhon groups could be selected from such groups as the following: 

• persons eligible for a program's services who were missed 
due to screening errors, lack of service for people arrested 
on certain days or at certain times, or other reasons; or 

• persons released by the court, although they had been 
rejected by the program because of ineligibility, inability 
to verify information provided or determination that they 
were poor risks. 

Also, for programs which select clients after the first court appearance and thus 
serve only those defendants unable to secure release independently~ a comparison 
group could be structured from defendants released by the court at the first ap
pearance. 

Thus in all areas studied. outcomes of defendants processed by a pretrial 
release program will be assessed vis-a-vis the outcomes of defendants not so 
processed. Detailed information on the specific content of the outcomes analyses 



appear's in the next chapter, followed by a discussion of the del ivery system 
and special analyses to be conducted. 

DEFENDANT OUTCOMES DURING THE PRETRIAL RELEASE PERIOD 

The reieasee outcomes analysis has four major aspects: 

• assessment of failure-to-appear rates; 

• analysis of pretrial criminality; 

• identification of "high-risk" defendants; and 

• analysis of final case dispositions of rel~ased versus 
detained defendants. 
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Each of these four major outcome areas is discussed below. Besides informa
tion on outcomes, the study will consider defendants' demographic and socio
economic characteristics. criminal history. current arrest charge, pretrial 
release status, and extent of program contact. This will permit analysis of 
outcome difference for various sub-groups of defendants. 

Failure-To-Appear 

The extent to which released defendants fail to appear for court proceedings 
is an important issue to be considered during the evaluation study. Historically, 
the use of money bail has been legally justifiee! as necessary for ensuring a 
defendant's appearance in court. Thus, alternatives to traditional money bail, 
such as release on own recognizance or deposit bail, have usually been assessed 
at least partly in terms of their impact on the appearance rates of released 
defendants. 

Specific questions to be considered include: 

• What are the failure-to-appear (FTA) rates of 
released defendants? 

• How do the FTA rates of defendants l'e'l eased as a 
result of program intervention compare with those of 
other releasees? 

• Do defendants with higher levels of post-release 
supervision have lower rates ~f failure-to-appear? 

• Do defendants who receive better notification of 
court dat~s have lower FTA rates? 

• Is the type of re1ease (e.g., own recognizance, 
deposit bail, money bail, supervised release) 
associated with different FTA rates? 
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" Are defendants with certain demographic characteristics 
(e.g., young black males) most likely to fail to appear? 

• Are defendants with certain socio-economic characteristics 
(e.g., type of job, salary, length of time employed, 
extent of community ties) most likely to fail to appear? 

• Are defendants charged with certain offenses most likely 
to ~ail to ap'pear? !l! 

• . Are defendants with certain ~ypes of criminal records 
(e.g., long vs. short history of criminality) most 
likely to fail to appear? 

• What is the relative impact of defendant characteristics 
(demographic, socio-economic, offense charged, criminal 
history), type of release and amount of post-release 
supervision on failure-to-appear? 

• How do failure-to-appear rates vary with the length of time 
that defendants are released? 

• Are FTA rates lower when penalties are imposed for failure
to-appear (e.g., prosecuting the FTA charge)? 

In order to analyze these questions, "failure-to-appear" must be defined. 
Many different definitions have been used in the past. For example, a 1973 
survey found that 51 pretrial release programs were using 37 different methods 
of calculating failure-to-appear. 12/ 

Although many specific FTA definitions exist, they usually fall into two 
broad categories: defendant-based or appearance-based. Both types will be 
included in the pretrial release study, since each reflect an important aspect 
of the evaluation. Defendant-based measures, which indicate the number of in
dividuals who present some risk of FTA, are needed for analyses relating defen
dant characteristics to FTA likelihood. Appearance-based measures reflect the 
overall "disruption" of the court process and are needed to assess total costs 
to the criminal justice system from release practices. 

A third mensure of interest is "willful" FTA, which acknowledges that defen
dants may simply forget court dates (or leave the court after long wa.its) and are 
not "willfully" trying to evade justice. ill Although willful FTA usually cannot 
be calculated with prer.ision from existing records, it can often be estimated. 
For example, in some jurisdictions bench warrants may not be issued routinely at 
the time of non-appearance, but only later if the defendant fails to contact the 
court voluntarily. In such places the number of bench warrants issued may serve 
as a useful indicator of willful FTA. Another estimate could be derived from 
analyzing the number of defendants who do not contact the court within a certain 
time period (e.g., thirty days) following a scheduled court date. 

As discussed above, several measures of FTA are needed for adequate analysis 
of defendant outcomes. In general, for purposes of this study, failure-to-appear 
will be considered to have occurred when a defendant in a criminal case is not 
present in court at the date and time for which formal proceedings have been 
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sCheduled. Specific operational definitions of failure-to-appear rates which will 
be used include the following: 

• appearance-based FTA rate (the number of failure to 
appear divided by the total number of scheduled ap
pearances); 

• defendant-based FTA rate (the number of defendants who 
missed at least one court appearance divided by the total 
number of defendants studies); and 

• estimated "willful" FTA rate (the number of defendants 
failing to appear who did not contact the court within 
30 days of a scheduled court date divided by the total 
number of defendants studied). 

Pretrial Criminality 

The extent of criminality by pretrial releasees is a topiC of great interest, 
because assumptions about such criminality underlie much of the controversy about 
the safety of release. Persons who believe that releasees have high levels of 
criminality may oppose release and support "preventive detention", while individ
uals who believe that releasees are not very "dangerous ll are more likely to advo
cate release. At present, little reliable information exists concerning releasees' 
pret~lal criminality. Thus, development and analysis of such data is an important 
COncern of the Phase II study. 

As with failure-to-appear, a major problem in assessing criminality is a 
definitional one. Although arrests are often used as a measure of criminality, 
there are many limitations to this approach, including: 

• More crimes occur than are reflected in arrest data. 

• Arrest analyses often focus on one jurisdiction, although 
an individual may commit crimes in other areas as well. 

• Charges are often dismissed or reduced soon after arrest. 

• Arrests do not reflect guilt. 

Despite these limitations, arrests offer a convenient proxy for criminality and 
will be used in the present study. In addition, every effort will be made to 
obtain conviction data for arrests which occur during the pretrial release period. 
These data are important because they reflect a determination of guilty, but they 
are often much more difficult to acquire than ar'r'est informat'ioh alone.-

Another definitional pY'oblem relating to criminality concerns the natUre of 
the offense charged. Since the severity of criminal activity reflects danger to 
the community, it is important to analyze specific offenses. However, different 
jurisdictions may have varying definitions of felonies versus misdemeanors and of 
individual charges. To achieve comparability across jurisdictions, Lazar will 
try to apply consistent definitions of offenses to the data available locally. 
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The offense categorization of the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) will be used 
as the basis for this analysis. 

Specific questions which willIE considered in the criminal ity analysis 
include: 

• To what extent are released de:fendants arrested on new 
charges during the pretrial release period? 

• To what extent are releasees ultimately cl:mvicted for crimes 
allegedly cOlll11itted during the pretrial r:elease period? What 
are the lengths and types of sentences imposed for such con
victions? 

• For what types of crimes are releasees ar'rested during the 
pretrial relea.se period? What are the conviction rates for 
these various types of crimes? 

• Do defendants released as a result of program intervention 
have diffe~ent arrest or conviction experiences for pretrial 
crimes than other releasees? Do they engage in different 
types of crimes? 

• Are different types of release associated with different 
arrest or conviction rates for pretrial crime? With dif
ferent types of crimes? 

• Does the level of defendant supervision during the pretrial 
release period affect: arrest or conviction rates for pre
trial crimes? The types of crimes? 

• Are certain defendant characteristics (e.g., demographic, 
socio-economic, criminal history) associated with lower 
rates of arrest or conviction for pt'etrial crimes? With 
certain types of crimes? 

e Is the initial offense (for which release was granted) 
associated with lower rates of arrest or conviction for 
pretrial crimes? With particular types of subsequent 
(pretrial) crimes? 

• What is the relative impact of defendant characteristics 
(demographic, socio-economic, offense charged, criminal 
history), type of release and amount of post-release 
supervision on pretrial criminality? 

• To what extent is failure-to-appear associated with 
pretrial criminality (as reflected in arrest and conviction 
rates)? 

The analyses of pretrial criminality must also consider the time span between 
the initial release and final dispostion, since the risk of arrest increases as 
time passes. Indeed, past analyses have suggested that pretrial criminality would 
be greatly reduced if cases were tried within 90 days of arrest. ~ 



It is important to note that, while the time to disposition affects both 
FTA and pretrial criminality, the reverse is also true. A missed court ap
pearance or a new arrest will in itself slow down the processing of the case: 
a failure to appear causes delay while the defendant is found and returned to 
court, and rearrest on a new charge may also slow the trial of the original 
charge. lEV Thus, it is necessary to analyze both the effects of court delay 
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on failure-to-appear and rearrest and the effect of failure-to-appear and rearrest 
on court delay. As part of this analysis, the impact (if any) of rearrest or 
failure-to-appear on the defendant's condit.ions of release should also be cons iil
ered: Are the terms of release changed and. if so, in what ways? 

Identification of "High-Risk" Defendants 

Another important area for analysis concerns the ability to .nredict, at the 
time of the release decisions, which individuals are likely to f~il to appear in 
court or to commit crimes during the release period. Although a few past studies 
have considered this problem, findings have so far been inconclusive. Various 
factors have been proposed as those associated with release risk (i.e., the 
likelihood of non-appearance or rearrest). Such factors include: 16/ 

• sex and age, since males are more likely to commit crimes 
than females and individuals in their teens and early 
twenties are more likely to commit crimes than older people; 

• race and income. because the social disadvantages experienced 
by blacks and low-income defendants might make their release 
risk greater than that of whites and higher income defendants; 

• local reSidence, since this might be associated with lower 
release risk than for non-residents; 

• employment status (employed. full-time student or unemployed) 
at the time of arrest, because this reflects an impor,tant 
community ti ej, 

• family ties (whether the defendant lives with parents. 
spouse or other kin and the degree of contact and type 
of relationship with family members). since this also in
dicates community ties; 

• criminal history. because this may be related in general to 
future criminality and thus to rearrest while on release 
and perhaps also to non-appearance; 

• type of offense charged in the present prosecution, because 
those cha.rged with more serious offenses may be more 
reluctant 'than others to appear in court and face possible 
punishment; 

• court disposition time. since long court delays may be 
associated with more failures to appear or rearrests; and 

• the form of release. 
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An analysis of these factors for defendants released in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
found that only court disposition time, criminal history and the form of release 
were in fact associated with the risk of nonappearance or rearrest. lZI Similar 
studies need to be conducted for other jurisdictions to determine whether these 
findings appear generally valid. 

Ideally, prediction analyses should consider program and criminal justice 
system characteristics, because these may be easier to change than defendant 
characteristics, Although the small number of programs to be included in the 
present study precludes most such analyses, some program and criminal justice 
system characteristics are client-specific (e.g., level of program service pro
vided, type of defense attorney who handled the case, identity of the presiding 
judge). If there are enough cases to permit reasonable analysis, the impact of 
these factors on defendant outcomes will be considered. 

In addition, qualitative analyses of local delivery systems may suggest that 
certain causal factors are at work. Although some impressions cannot be analyzed 
quantitatively, they can be evaluated for plausibility. In certain cases careful 
qualitative analyses may form the basis for developing new insights concerning 
ways to reduce any adverse effects resulting from the release of defendants pend
ing trial. 

Whatever the various prediction analyses show, Barry Mahoney has pointed out 
that critical questions about trade-offs are likely to remain: 

"Assuming that a set of indicators can be developed that will 
predict the likelihood of pretrial crime with some degree of 
accuracy, how much (if any) inaccuracy is acceptable as a 
matter of social policy? As a matter of constitutional law? 
For example, suppose a set of indicators could isolate a 
group of ten defendants with similar characteristics and 
accurately predict that, if all are released, four will commit 
crimes. Would such a 40% accurate predictive capacity be a 
justifiable basis for holdina all ten defendants in detention? 
What if the predictions were-80X accurate?" 18/ 

Thus, the provision of more accurate data will facilitate an informed discussion 
of the trade-offs involved but will not in itself resolve the determination of 
the most appropriate release policy. 

Final Dispositions of Cases 

The type and severity of final dispositions for released defendants will be 
compared with those of detainees, whenever there are enough defendants of each 
type to permit reliable analysis. Although several past studies have shown that 
detained defendants recei\i~ld harsher dispositions, ill this could have resulted 
either from the fact of detention itself (e.g., because detained defendants may 
have a harder time lining up witnesses or otherwise assisting in their own 
defense) or because the detained defendants were in fact the ones whose cases 
merited more stringent treatment (in terms of both detention and final disposi
tion). To assess the likelihood of these possibilities will require analysis of 
defendant characteristics which might affect dispositions. 
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Past studies have also suggested that detained defendants may be more likely 
to plea bargain than released defendants. 20/ This can be analyzed indirectly by 
examining the extent to which detained and released defendants enter guilty pleas 
and by comparing the final charges with earlier ones. 

Specific questions to be considered in the dispositions analysis are: 

• How do the final court dispositions (e.g., type, length) 
of released defendants compare with those of detainees? 

--Are more detained defendants convicted than released 
defendants? 

--Do more detained defendants plead guilty than released 
defendants? 

--Do convicted defendants who were detained receive more 
sentences of incarceration than convicted defendants 
who were released pretrial? 

--To what extent are detained defendants placed on pro
bation when they are convicted? Since such defendants 
later are presumably not considered dangerous to the 
community, is there any evidence that they might have 
violated release conditions, so that their detention 
can be explained on that basis? 

• To what extent can disposition differences between detainees 
and releasees be explained by selected characteristics of the 
two groups of defendants? (e.g., both severity of offense and 
criminal history might reasonably be associated with more 
severe dispositions.) 

Another issue of interest concerns the time required for the cases of de
tained defendants to reach a disposition. This information is needed for cost
effe.ctiveness analysis, because a major IIsavings" usually attributed to pretrial 
release programs is the lessened cost of detention. Thus, it is important to 
estimate the length of time that released defendants might have been detained, had 
they not been released. 

The analysis of dispositions will, when added to the other analyses of 
defendant outcomes, provide substantial insight about the impacts of pretrial 
release programs. To understand the specific processes which produced such im
pacts requiresanalys;s of the operations of pretrial release programs and the 
interactions of these programs with various parts of the criminal justice system. 
Such analysis is discussed in the following section. 

DELIVERY SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND SPECIAL STUDIES 

The Phase II study will include an analysis of the "delivery system", which 
provides defendants with pretrial release opportunities. This analysis, discussed 
below. considers both the operations of pretrial release programs and interactions 
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with important criminal justice system componer.ts. Several special studies are 
also described in this section; these include a cost-effectiveness analysis of 
programs, assessment of defendant perspectives and consideration of whether pro
grams have made a lasting impact on criminal justice system operations. 

Program Operations 

Goals and Objectives 

The goals and objectives of the program, along with the methods chosen and 
resources available to realize them, will be ascertained. These goals and 
objectives will determine the kinds of choices apparent to the program managers 
and the eventual decisions made by them. Such elements as staff responsibilities, 
resource allocation and selection of pretrial release approaches depend on pro
gram policy. 

Goals may vary \~idely among programs. For example, a program might seek to: 

• release as many defendants as possible, limited only by the 
size of the defendant population; 

• release only those defendants who are unable to secure release 
by other methods, especially by posting money bail; 

• release only those defendants that it believes are likely to 
reappear for trial; 

• release only those defendants who are believed not likely to 
commit new offenses during the pretrial period; or 

• provide pretrial releasees with the supervision and counseling 
that it hopes will serve the ends of the criminal justice 
system and. the needs of the individual defendants. 

In addition, the attitude of a program's directors toward its ro'I';) and 
position in the criminal justice system may affect release rates ~,"d defendant 
outcomes. A program may be organized as, or consider itself to be: 

• an advocate for defendants; 

• an impartial agency which collects and provides information 
for the court; or 

• an organization which serves and protects primarily the non
defendant population. 

Type~ of Release 

Another indication of the goals of a program is the type and extent of 
services it provides. Since there are many possible types of release, the 
Phase II study will include a profile of methods of release that are available 
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in the jurisdiction and applied by the program. This will include analysis of the 
program's involvement with: 

• own recognizance release; 

• cash bail; 

• unsecured bond; 

• surety release; 

• ten per(;ent deposit bond; 

• release with stipulated conditions; 

• release with supervision; and 

• third party custodial programs. 

Eligibility Determination 

Eligibility for various types of release may be determined by many factors, 
including: 

• State statutes or local ordiilances, or both; 
I' 
i 

• tri a 1 court pol i ci es, inc 1 ud'i ng procedures adopted by the 
courts or enforced individually by judges; 

• State or Federal appell ate court decisions; 

• prosecutorial attitudes and influence; and 

• the policy of the program itself. 

There can be Variations, even 11ithin a single system, in the manner that 
a defendant is considered for release. The following scheme suggests the 
possibilities for review of a defendant's qualifications for release: 

• Defendant is ineligible for pretrial release. There is 
no interview, and no information is reported to the court. 

• Defendant is ineligible for release, yet is interviewed by 
the program. If the defendant is ineligible on the basis of 
the offenses charged, and the charges are later reduced in 
seriousl'!ess, the interview\information will b~ readily avai1~ 
able for presentation to the court. 

• Defendant is eligible under the court policy and is inter
viewed by the program. However, the program issues no 
recommendation, in order to avoid the controversy that may 
attend an undesirable defendant outcome, and leaves the inter~ 
Jlfe.:t!1,:t.ion of the interview results to the court. 
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• Defendant is eligible and interviewed. When the information 
has been verified, recommendation for or against release is 
made. 

• Defendant is eligible, and program is empowered to release the 
individual without obtaining prior court approval. 

• Defendant is released upon arrest, after an issuance of a 
citation. This reqUires the posting of a "bond", which is 
forfeited in the event that the defendant fails to appear 
at scheduled court proceedings. In this event, the failure 
to appear constitutes an admission of guilt (no contest) and 
the forfeiture serves as a fine. 

• Defendant is released upon arrest, after issuance of a 
summons to appear. No bond is reqUired, but the defendant 
is expected to appear at court proceedings for a determi
nation of guilt and a fixing of punishment if guilt is 
proven. 

As indicated above, a defendant may be deemed eligible for release at several 
different points in the criminal justice process. For many defendants the involve
ment of a pretrial release program is an important aspect of the release deter
mination. Eligibility determination for program services can be considered as a 
two-stage process: "threshold" eligibility conditions must be met to enable a 
defendant to receive pretrial release attention by a program, but program 
"considerations" must also be favorable to secure support for release. Thus, a 
threshold eligibility condition may be viewed as one which is necessary, but 
usually not sufficient, to ensure a defendant's release. 

A threshold eligibility condition may be offense-related, that is, a defen
dant may be denied pretrial release attention due to having been accused of com
mitting a certain enumerated crime, say a violent felony. In such a case, no back
ground attribute could then qualify the defendant for non-surety bond release. 

Threshold eligibility conditions may also be defendant-related, tied to an 
individual's personal attributes or actual past conduct within the criminal 
justice system. These conditions include previous failures-to-appear at scheduled 
court proceedings, arrests or convictions for crimes committed while on pretrial 
Y'elease, and previous convictions for certain serious offenses. Other defendant
related factors involve a determination by the program that certain attributes 
indicate a likelihood that the defendant will fail to appear for court proceedings 
or commit pretrial offenses, or both. These factors include such items as resi
dence outside the area served by the program and evidence of drug or alcohol 
addiction. 

As indicated earlier, to survive the threshold eligibility determination does 
not assure the defendant of pretrial release. For at this point there is a second 
application of criteria, in the form of program "considerations". No single 
consideration is capable of screening a defendant out of a program, but it may 
combine with other factors to have that effect. 

Residence in the community is an example of a common program consideration. 
A showing of local residence may increase the defendant's chance to receiVe a 
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program's favorable recommendation for release, but it will not assure it. Nor 
will the lack of residence by itself prevent a program, when other considerations 
have been met, from issuing a release recommendation. 

Besides determining the threshold eligibility conditions and program con
siderations which have been formally specified, the Phase II study will analyze 
the ways these various eligibility factors are actua1iy applied by the program. 
For example, a program might relax the operation of an eligibility condition and 
recommend for release some defendants who would be screened out under a rigid 
application of the eligibility rules. On the other hand, a program consideration 
may be used in practice to exciude defendant"sfrom the program's services. 

Program considerations concerning eligibility reflect the values and experi
ence, and in some cases the willingness to experiment, of programs' directors. 
Pretrial release programs must consider whether a defendant, if released, is 
likely to appear for court proceedings. In addition, programs sometimes also 
consider, at least implicitly, whether a defendant is likely to commit a crime 
during the pretrial release period. 

A defendant's reliability as a pretrial risk is often believed to be indicated 
by employment, residence in and ties to the community, personal stability and 
absence of previous criminal activities. Conclusions about the defendant's .reli
ability are made after the following kinds of information are collected: 

• age, race and sex; 

• t'es i dence (place and 1 ength) ; 

• marital status; 

• family ties to the area; 

• employment history; 

• educational background; 

• medical and psychiatric history; 

• alcohol and drug=related problems; 

• previous criminal record; and 

• economic responsibilities (e.g., family support, 
public utility paymentz). 

The phase I! study will not only 1 ist those factors that are considered .by 
a program but will also discern how they are weighted and used. This is espE!~cially 
important, because many programs begin the defendant evaluations by collecting 
essentially the same info~ation. 
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Interview 

An important aspect of program operations is to' interview defendants and pro
vide appropriate information to the court. To help evaluate the effectiveness of 
the interviewing arrangement, the study will consider: 

• what questions are asked the defendant; 

• how much time the average interview requires; 

• if the interviewing hours are coordinated with arraignment 
schedules to prevent a sizable backlog from occurring; 

• how much time typically elapses between arrest and 
interviewing; 

• whether the wait before interviewing affects the ability 
or willingness to am;wer the interviewer's questions; 

• what instructions and training are given to interviewers, 
including format, questioning, courteousness, etc.; and 

• if a d~fendant has the option of postponing the inter
view until a more advantageous time. 

Verification 

Verification procedures are often used to assure the accuracy of the defen
dant's answers to the interviewer's questions. Many programs attempt to verify 
obtained information by the time the defendant is brought before a magistrate for 
a bail determination. Usually, such programs will not make a recommendation for 
release until the information has been verified. 

The sources used for verification will be examined during the Phase II study. 
These sources include: telephone interviews with references; city directories, 
street directories, and voters' lists; computerized information systems; and 
federal, state and local records of the defendant's previous criminal record, if 
any. 

The d~fendant's previous criminal record is, of all interview information, 
perhaps the most difficult item to verify. In many cities, the local arresting 
authority supplies this information to the pretrial release program. But even 
they are often uninformed about the criminal activity of many defendants. This 
lack of accurate information sometimes results from the separ~tipn of jurisdic
tional authority. For example, it is often more difficult to learn of a defen-

. cant's activity in another state, or even in another county Within the same state, 
than it is to learn of a defendant's previous federal offenses, because of elab
orate FBI and U. 5. Attorney's Office computer systems. 50 long as there are 
incomplete connections among state and local record-keeping systems, the problem 
of obtaining this information will persist. The Phase II study will assess the 
ways that local pretrial release programs deal with this problem. 
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Evaluation of the Defendant 

Because of the respect commanded by Vera's pioneering pretrial release pro
gram in New York City and the operational ease of many of its procedures, a . 
nulllber of pretrial release programs use a Vera-type "point system" to evaluate 
a oefendant's appropriateness for release. However, modifications in the system 
are often made to meet the needs of the individual programs. Other programs rely 
primarily on interviewers' subjective judgments to determine release reliability. 

To assess the techniques used for defendant evaluation. the Phase II study 
will consider such questions as: 

• Does the program use a numerical scale? 

• Does the program evaluate defendants on the basis 
of the inter'viewer's subjective judgment? 

• When a number' system is used. rliay an interviewer, on the 
basis of subjective judgement, recommend tel ease when 
release is not numerica"ily indicated? 

• Does the program attempt to elicit subjective information 
from the defendant that is th~n weighed along with the 
other elements?, . 

• Who has the authority to recommend re1ease, if recommenda~ 
tions are made? Interviewer,'~? Unit ,eaders? Deputy 
directors? Program directo~s1 . 

• What quality control m~asures are used to make sure that 
program recommendations (or other information provided to 
the court) are camfully developed? 

Presentation of Information 

Pretria1 release programs use different techniques for pr1esenting release~ "., 
related information to the court. Many programs prepare written reports which· 
contain recOlllmendat';ons about release.St~ch a report. is der!ived from the pro~ 
gram's interviewing questionnaire and ln~y even be a CO?y of it. MOY'e frequently, 
a separate (,\eport is pl'epared with information taken from/the interviewing,form. .. . ,. 

."", 

Program representatives sometimes appear in p~rsd~ at bail h\l',ar;ngs~,:l'hey 
may be assigned the task by the program's directors, or hyorder 'of the COllr,t. 
The representative who answers judicial and other inquifies may ·have actu~lJy 
interviewed the defendant, but it is.more likely that"one indivipual has been.. . 
chosen to represent the program in behalf of all defendillit·s. MOnitc\~'in9 COUT'\; 
activities, representing defendants and the program, andma,intaininggo.od relations 
with the courts are among the purposes served by such representation.l'fjle main',' 
disadvantage of this arrangement is that the representative's'.\lppeara:hCe: may be'-
extraneous because of the avai1ability of a written report· aUG thus constitute an, .~ 
ineffective use of program resources. - :- . . - .~ 

,_\ I 
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The Phase II study will include consideration of the ways that programs 
present release-related information to the court. In addition, the study will 
assess the advantages and disadvantages of the various procedures used. 

Follow-up Procedures 

The term "follow-up procedures" describes the supervisory and notification 
methods used after a defendant's release to ensure the individual's return for 
court proceedings. Many persons who are active in the pretrial release field 
believe that a program's effectiveness is largely attributable to the strength of 
its follow-up procedures. These procedures may be applied before a defendant's 
scheduled appearance or after a defendant has failed to appear in court. 

There are three common ways to follow the progress of defendants and inform 
them of upcoming court appearances. One is to send a post card or letter, pre
pared manually or generated by computer, to the defendant's last known residence 
to provide information scheduled court dates. Additionally, telephone contact 
with the defendant is re1ied upon by many programs, and some assign to each 
defendant with a sense of participation and responsibility. Last, there is the 
less frequent.ly used method of having field staff notify defendants of their 
scheduled appearances; this practice isuften limited to persons who have already 
failed to appear at proceedings. 

Programs sometimes have a variety of special procedures which are usee! ~hen 
a defendant misses a court date. For example, in some places programs have been 
given the authority to issue and execute bench warrants, that is, writs for the 
arrest of defendants who have failed to appear at scheduled court proceedings or 
have otherwise violated the terms of their release. Other programs apply additional 
supervisory measures when a defendant fails to appear in r.:ourt. 

The different follow-up methods and their frequency of use vary across pro
grams. These variations, and their apparent impact on defendants' appearances for 
court dates, will be considered in the Phase II study. 

Other Aspects of Program I~nalysis 

The Ph(ise II study will ~include analysis of other aspects of pretr'ial release 
programs, such as: 

• the way the program is organized to achieve its goals; 

• the administrative hierarchy within which the program 
is located and its influence on program operations; 

• the program's budget, sources of funds and allocation 
of financial resources to various activities; 

• the costs of the program services provided; 

• the type of staff who work at the program and how 
they were selp.cted and trained; 



• the nature of the facilities available to the program; and 

• the type of research and evaluation activities conducted 
by the program and the uses to which they are put. 
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These analyses, coupled w'ith the Phase II study components described earlier, 
will provide a detailed understanding of program procedures and operations. 

Program Interactions with the Criminal Justice System 

The Phase II evaluation of pretrial release will include descriptive accounts 
of the nature of the criminal justice systems and the broader communities in which 
individual pretrial release programs operate. The study will, by fixing the con
text, illustrate how these p.lements affect a program's operation and how the pro
gram may itself influence the workings of the criminal justice system and the 
attitudes of residents in the area. 

The Formal Process of Justice 

The "formal process" of justice refers to the steps through which the criminal 
law is enforced against individual defendants. It begins not at the time of arrest 
but when charges have been lodged against the individual. At this pOint, the 
defendant is said to be "booked", and the process attaches to the individual. 

The steps outlined below describe the range of possibilities to which the 
defendant is exposed. The defendant may pass through one, more than one or all of 
the following stages; in addition, it is possible and often happens that charges 
may be dismissed, and so done at any time. A judgment may be made by a responsible 
authority that insufficient evidence is available to convict, the severity of the 
act is negligible, or the defendant has shown sufficient remorse or rehabilitation 
to warrant the removal of charges. When this occurs, the defendant is released 
from criminal liability, although further criminal exposure may occur--usuallY via 
grand jury indictment--if the individual has \1Ot yet been in criminal "jeopardy". 

To the extent that the practices of a system vary from the proposed scheme, 
there may be, too, variations in the kinds of treatment or attention the defendant 
receives. Thus. the following steps are descriptive but cannot be considered 
definitive of the procedures possible in a criminal justice system: 

• "a.rrest"; the apprehension of the individual; 

• "booking", the labeling of an individual as a suspect and 

• 

the creation of a police record. Once booked, a defendant's 
situation must be resolved by a judicial authority; thus, 
booking represents a heightening of criminal proceSs involve
ment; 

"initial appearance". a procedure that allows for the setting 
of bailor release conditions, and the taking of pleas. 
Bail commissioners, magistrates, or trial judges may preside 
at this procedure; 
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• "preliminary hearing", an optional though often used procedure 
that enables defense counsel to test the case against the 
client. If "probable cause" exists to indicate that a crime 
occurred and, further, appears to have been committed by the 
defendant, the defendant will remain so charged. If no probable 
cause exists, charges will be dismissed; and 

II "arraignment", the hearing at which a plea of guilty or not 
guilty is required of the defendant. 

It should be remembered that systems have different names to describe similar 
procedures. What is an "arraignment" in one jurisdiction may ~e an "initial 
appearance" in another. Of importance to a pretrial release study is that release 
may be awarded at nearly any pOint in this scheme. Also, when release or bail 
has been denied, there are procedures that exist almost everywhere to assure 
review of the original detention decision. . 

The Phase II study will include an analysis of release rates, the number of 
persons released at each stage in the process, and the way that the process itself 
affects the operation and equitability of pretrial release programs. 

The Criminal Courts 

The structure of the criminal court system will be an important determinant 
of the way that a pretrial release program operates. Release programs must adapt 
most of their procedures to the practices of the local courts. 

Courts may be organized in one of three ways. They may be organized accord
ing to the substantive law itself (e.g., separate courts for felonies and mis
demeanors) .. ~e!:!graphical boundaries or political units .. Because of the nature of 
the criminal law, t::ere must be connections amollg the courts to assure that cases 
are finally taken to disposition. For example, a reduction of charges may result. 
in a transfer of case authority from one to another court. Thus, the Phase II 
study must consider the organization of the local courts and the manner in which 
the pretrial release program interacts with them. 

Judicial Officers 

The term "judicial officer" refers to any person who is authorized to perform 
a decision-making function in the service of the courts. This category includes 
judges but is not llmited to them. Judicial officers include all persons who 
perform the discretionary tasks of justice, that is, those acts that require not 
only the application but also the interpretation of the criminal law. Judges, 
magistrates, bail commissioners, and other persons possess this authority. 

Unless a program has the independent authority to release certain defendants, 
its recommendations for release must be approved by judicial officers. Even when 
a program possesses the authority to release defendants, this authority has been 
granted by the deference of the court. 
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The process for selecting judicial officers must be considered, since this 
process will determine the types of indiViduals who will make release decisions. 
Selection will depend on the structure of the system itself, the legal background 
required for the pOSition, and the extent to which political considerations affect 
the selection and decision-making processes. 

The Phase II study will also assess the judicial officers' relationships with 
the local pretrial release program and the extent to which judges make use of 
information developed by the program. Answers to the following series of questions 
should accurately depict judicial attitudes toward f)1"etrial release programs: 

• Does the agency enjoy good relations with the judges in 
the criminal courts? 

• Does the judicial officer generally rely on the recommen
dations of the pretrial agency? 

• Does the judge release as many defendants as are recommended 
by the program? Felver? More? 

• Does the judge require Verification of information before 
making a release decision? 

• In the event that a defendant fails to appear for proceedings, 
does the judge issue a bench warrant for arrest? Revoke 
release provisions? Set bail? Add new conditions? How often? 

• Does the judicial officer apply extraordinary measures to 
defendants charged with pretrial criminality? 

The Role of the Prosecuting Attorney 

~ny kinds of decisions are made by a prosecuting attorney. and many of them -
will affect the defendant's pretrial standing. In those places where pretrial 
reiease eligibility depends on the seriOUsness of the alleged offense, OVer
charging defendants could prevent many from securing pretrial release. On the 
other hand. the willingness of the prosecution to charge lesser offenses could 
allow some defendants to obtain release where otherwise they would be detained 
until a later probable cause determination led to a reduction of charges. 

The prosecuting attorney's policy toward plea bargaining may affect both 
charging policy and release attitudes. If plea bargaining is used extensively, 
the prosecuting attorney may oppose the release of many defendants in the belief 
that plea bargaining will be aided if they are detained. 

At the base o~ this discussion is the fact that prosecutors have broad 
discretion OVer the course of the criminal process. How they exercise this 
authority. and how that affects the pretrial status of defendants, will be 
subjects for Phase II study. 
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The Legal Community 

The legal community comprises a number of public and private groups and 
individuals charged with the responsibility of providing assistance to the local 
criminal defendant population. For those persons of means who are charged with 
crimes, there are usually private attorneys available to be retained at various 
rates. 

Because the defendant population contains many persons who are indigent or 
have few resources, much legal representation is subsidized. Many cities and 
most United States District Courts have public defenders, salaried attorneys who 
are appointed by the courts to assist the defense of indigent defendants. Where 
there is an insufficient number' of public defenders or none at all, such conven
tions as the appointment of counsel, pro bono (free of charge) defense work, and 
bar association registers and assignment schedules provide the needed representa
tion. 

One problem that affects this area of law is that attorneys who work as public 
defenders or appointed counsel may have little financial interest in the resolution 
of individual cases. Additionally, there may be certain built-in limitations that 
prejudice the defendant's cause: for example, when continued good relations with 
the court and local prosecutors are needed for additional court appointments, a 
lawyer may be less supportive of the client's case than if other circumstances 
surrounded the defense. 

The vigilance of the practicing bar can affect, too, the work of the pretrial 
release program. If the bar is generally capable and determined in its defense 
of criminal defendants, it may demand that the program develop information helpful 
to its clients' cases. The bar in this way can try to influence pretrial release 
programs. Also, because the practicing bar is usually viewed to be among the more 
conservative of community elements, its support of the pretrial release program's 
work and advances in the field may be important for public acceptance. 

The relationship of public defenders and the private bar to the pretrial 
release system will be explored in the Phase II study. A profile will be prepared 
of the role of the criminal law community as it affects pretrial release functions. 

The Police 

Police officers are granted considerable authority to investigate complaints 
and make arrests where the evidence warrants such action'. How this authority is 
used affects the intake of defendants into the system. The priority that is given 
to answering certain kinds of complaints (e.g., family arguments that are likely 
to escalate into violence) will be reflected in the booking records. The attention 
of police officers to certain areas of a community will be mirrored by the charac
ter'istics of persons eventually detained. Also, the extent of pol ice activity in 
tracking persons released pending trial may affect both fugitive rates and pretrial 
criminality r-ates. 

In some jurisdictions the police commonly release many individuals, particu
larly those charged with relatively minor offenses, through citation or summons 



p.rograms. Such .pol ice activitie!. may substantially reduce the number of defen
qants who are screened by a pretrial release program. 
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Although the activities of the police may affect pretrial release programs in . 
a variety of ways, these impacts may be measurable only inferentially. For example, 
conclusions regarding the overcharging of offenses, by either the number or 
seriousness of allegations, may be derived from an examination of the number of 
dismissals or reductions of charges on the basis of probable cause. Records of 
police bookings and dispositions at initial appearances, preliminary hearings, and 
arraignments could also be studied to supply essential information. Yet, even 
here, because of the role of prosecutors and the functioning of the judicial pro
cess, an already overloaded mechanism, it is difficult to isolate police behavior 
as the cause of these occurrences. 

Int~rviaW$ with judges. prQs~cutors, def~nse attorneys and persons active in 
pretrial rei ease programs will provide some of the desired information. Discussions 
with the police themselves should provide their' perspective on their attitudes 
toward their role and the performance of law enforcement functions which affect 
the pretrial release system. 

~urety Bond Practices 

Tne surety bond, commonly known as the bail bond, was until the middle 1960's 
the traditional method for obtaining pretrial release. The association of finan
cial loss with the defendant's obligation to make court appearances was and still 
is believed by many to provide a needed incentive for voluntary personal return. 
Under the surety arrangement, a bondsman or bonding company promises the court 
that the defendant will appear at later court dates. If the defendant fails to do 
so, the bonding agency attempts the location and return to custody of the indi
vidual. From thi.s service the bonding. agent rece'ives a usually non-refundab.le per~ 
centage of the bond amount, the defendant secures pretrial liberty, and to the 
court goes the benefit of a pretrial release program at no cost to the court it
self. 

That is how the surety system is supposed to work. The major impediment to 
its effective operation is that the defendant has oddly little financial stake 
in the outcome. The defendant's payment to the bondsman is the same, whether or 
not court appearance dates are met. 

What financial motivation the bondsman has in the matter is often vitiated by 
court practices. An unsuccessful surety is responsible for the face amount of the 
bond in the event of a defendant's non-appearance. However, courts do not always 
require the surety to pay the bond amount. 

Doubtfulness about the bonding agent's effectiveness and the fairness of a 
system of pretrial release that helps only those who can afford the bondsman's 
fee led to the Manhattan Bail Project of the early 1960's, the forerunner of all 
own recognizance release programs. Today, the surety bond continues as a major 
form of pretrial release, despite pressure for reform of the system. Although 
some states have outlawed the issuance of surety bonds, bondsmen on other states 
are well-organized and vocal advocates for the continuance of the surety bond 
practice. 

.1 
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The Phase II evaluation will describe bonding activity in each jurisdiction 
studied. Included will be analyses of the extent to which bail bonds are issued, 
typica1 bond amounts for various offenses, whether bonds are forfeited and 
collected when defendants fail to appear for court dates and the nature of the 
local bonding community (e.g., size, amount of influence). 

Jail and Prison Facilities 

The Phase II evaluation will provide a profile of jail and prison facilities 
that serve the defendant and convicted criminal populations in the areas studied. 
Jails are ordinarily the places of confinement for persons sentenced to short 
periods of incarceration (e.g., less than a year) and for individuals awaiting 
trial who have not obtained pretrial release. Prisons house persons who have 
been convicted and sentenced to relatively long periods of incarcerat'ion. 

The confinement situation may have a considerable impact on the operation of 
a pretrial release program. If the local jail is overcrowded, more defendants 
may be released pending trial than the jurisdiction would otherwise allow. Even 
if the local jail is not overcrowded, other conditions (e.g., lack of proper 
sanitation, hygiene or medical care) may encourage liberal release policies. Thus, 
assessment of local jail and prison facilities is an important part of the 
analysis of the pretrial release delivery system within a jurisdiction. When com
bined with the analyses of other key criminal justice system interactiuns with the 
pretrial release program and the assessment of the operations of the program it
self, this will provide a detailed understanding of the pretrial release system 
in each area studied. 

Special Studies 

Several special studies will complement the analyses of pretrial release 
delivery systems and defendant outcomes. These include a cost-effectiveness 
assessment of programs, a small-scale study of releasee perspectives and a brief 
analysis of communities no longer having pretrial release programs. 

Cost-Effectiveness Assessment 

It is important to compare the costs of a pretrial release program with the 
benefits which derive from its operation. Despite the importance of such analysis, 
Barry Mahoney reports that "there have not been any really sound cost-benefit 
analyses of pretrial release programs". 21:f' He notes that several cost-benefit 
studies of individual pretrial releas~l programs have been conducted and that these 
have generally concluded that the programs were cost-effective. However, these 
studies contained serious methodological flaws, including: 

e assuming that the persons released by the program would 
otherwise have remained in jail; 

• assuming that the period of time from arrest to disposition 
would have been the same had the defendant not secured 
release; and 



• failing to distinguish between fixed and variable jail 
costs in computing the per day savings from jail popula
tion reduction. 
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Besides such conceptual problems, difficulties frequently arise in developing 
quantitative estimates of program benefits and costs. Often extremely crude 
estimating techniques must be used to assess such costs as those resulting from 
crimes committed by released defendants. In addition, certain program benefits 
may defy quantification altogether. For example, a criminal justice system may 
provide greater equity of release decisions for its citizens as a result of a 
pretrial release program's operations. This may be considered a benefit in its 
own right, without regard to any savings in detention costs or other measured 
benefits stemming from the increased equity. In such cases, the benefits can be 
identified and described, but an economic value cannot easily be associated with 
them. 

An additional problem which the cost-benefit analysis must face is that both 
costs and benefits may be different, depending upon the perspective from which 
they are viewed. For example, benefits to releasees will be different from 
benefits to the government agency sponsoring the program. Additionally, various 
levels of government may perceive benefits and costs differently. A city govern
ment, for example, may have little interest in savings which accrue to county 
court systems. 

Such differences in perspective can be illustrated by considering program 
costs. Besides the program budget, costs to the jurisdiction include: 

• added welfare payments to the family and other expenses, 
if the defendant is not released; 

• costs of attempting to apprehend released defendants who 
would otherwise be in detention; and 

• costs that result from crimes committed by released 
defendants who would otherwise be in detention. 

Costs to defendants include: 

• lost income, if they are not released; and 

• the costs of obtaining release through a bail bondsman, 
if release through a program is not possible. 

ThUS, the perspective for measuring both program costs and benefits must be 
specified before the analysis can begin. 

As the above discussion illustrates, it is difficult to develop precise 
estimates of program benefits and costs. Nevertheless, due to the importance of 
the topic, the 9hase II study will include a cost-effectiveness assessment of 
nrogram impac(. Tilis assessment will necessarily rely on a variety of estimating 
techniques which are less than perfect. In spite of this limitation, the cost
effectiveness assessment should provide useful insights concerning the extent to 
which program costs are offset by identifiable benefits. 
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Release Perspectives Analysis 

The perspective of defendants is an important one to consider for a number 
of reasons. For example, Feeley and McNaughton have observed that fai1ure-to
appear may be more associated with "how well defendants understand court procedure, 
how much respect they have for the court and the police, how well aware they are 
of scheduled court appearances, and what penalties they believe they face if they 
fail to appear", than with the defendant's background characteristics or severity 
of charge. 22/ These aspects of defendants' understanding of the court process 
will be explored during selected interviews with released defendants. 

It is anticipated that a small number of personal interviews will be conducted 
with released defendants in a few of the communities studied. These interviews. 
seeking subjective impressions of defendants, will supplement the information 
acquired in the other parts of the Phase II study. The interviews will: 

• obtain the releasee's perspective on the release process; 

• solicit the releasee's views about the pretrial release 
program; and 

• provide a means of verifying data collected from existing 
records about the defendant. 

Additionally. efforts will be made to obtain information about any criminal activ
ities in which the defendant may have engaged during the pretrial release period, 
whether or not the releasee was arrested for them. 

Communities Now Without Programs 

Some analysts have speculated that the major impact of pretrial release 
programs may be to bring about changes in judicial attitudes regarding non
financial release. ~ Once such changes have been achieved, there may be little 
need for the program: judges might ask the relevant questions of defendants 
during the release proceedings and continue to release as many defendants without 
requiring money bail as they had done when the program existed. On the other 
hand, some analysts believe the presence of a formal program is essential for 
achieving high rates of nonfinancial release. 

One way to address this issue is to consider the types of changes which 
occured in release practices after a program ceased to operate in a jurisdiction. 
Brief telephone interviews with knowledgeable local individuals in these areas 

~ ,should permit an assessment of the nature of such changes. If possible, the 
former program director will be contacted, as well as judges who had been on the 
bench over a period spanning both the program's existence and its demise. 

Interviewed individuals will also be asked whether data are readily available 
in the jurisdiction on such matters as release rates by type of release during the 
period of program operation and afterward. If available, such data will be 
analyzed to assess possible program impact. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As discussed in the preceding sections of this paper, the Phase II evaluation 
is designed to address many of the unresolved questions identified in earlier 
assessments (including a Phase I study) of the state of knowledge regarding pre
trial release. These questions include: 

• What is the extent of crimina1ity among pretrial releasees? 

• What are the failure-to-appear rates of releasees? 

• Are different types of release (e.g., own recognizance, 
money bail, deposit bail, supervised release) associated 
with different rates of criminality or failure-to-appear? 

• Do certain defendant characteristics (e.g., age, race, 
sex, current char'g'e. prior criminal record, community 
ties) seem to affect rates of pretrial criminality or 
failure-to-appear? 

• How are release decisions made in various jurisdictions? 

• What is the nature of the interrelationships between 
pretrial release programs and other parts of the criminal 
justice system? 

• What are the costs and benefits of alternative types of 
pretrial release? 

These questions will be considered through a variety of analyses focused 
primarily on assessing defendant outcomes and understanding pretrial release 
delivery systems in a sample of communities located throughout the nation. The 
results of the Phase II evaluation should facilitate an informed judgment ~bout 
the impact of pretrial release programs on defendant outcomes, col11i1unity safety 
and criminal justice system practices. Such evaluation can, in turn, help ensure 
the future development of appropriate release policies for accused defendants. 

\ , ,I 

'-- .,. 
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A GROUP TREATMENT MODALITY FOR YOUTHFUL FIRST 
OFFENDERS IN A PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRru1 

by 

Robert r1. Casse, Jr. 
Greg Sisk 

* * * * * 

Diversion programs and systems aPe constantly looking for service delivery 
alternatives in their locale that might aid the client in their charge. While 
employment and/or school opportunities are often the primary focus, programs 
are by )'W means limiting themselves to just these options. 

In the East Baton Rouge Pretrial Intervention Program Qn innovation was 
implemented three years ago that became an integral part of the program. Clients 
under the age of 26 participated in group dicrcussions conducted once a week by 
a psychologist who co-authored this article. The process involved developed over 
the past three yea1's so that what is presented is not a paper alternative, but 
rather one that has been on-going. 

Although the authors do not discuss the cost involved in running such a pro- . 
gram ~;n their article, diversion program administrator's should know 'f;hat it 
needn't be an expensive proposit':'on. QuUe often dedica,ted professionals such as 
the authors ave available f-;r assistance, particularly if the diversion program 
has any contact with a college or university. 

Robel't M. Casse, Jr. is currently an Associate ProfRssor at Louisiana State 
University. Dr. Casse received 7tis doctorate from the University of Southern 
Mississippi, having received his M.A. degree from Louisiana State University. 
Dr. Casse personally conducted the groups described in this article while under 
contract to the Diversion program. Dr. Casse was aided in the preparation of this 
avtiale by Greg Sisko Mr. Sisk reaeived his M.A. from Louisiana State University 
and is presently aompleting work toward his doctorate. 

f 
i 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following IIrticle provides a unique 41'1ersion model e~pJo,y~d' at t!'le'}ocal 
level by- combining 'i ndiviaual counseling, education, training, empT'oyment, .a~d 
group trelltment. Qroup treatment or education, which is tne foc~s of this presenta-
tion, utilizes II multi~modal approach which draws uponiearning thE).oy'y. gesti1lt, . 
transactional anillysis, stigma, behaviorism, and psychotherapy., Thil mu1thmodal 
aspect of group treatment clearly indicatestoat no single psyc)io!&,:Iuc:ational ap
prollch is applicable to the wide diversion of personalities., eriv.irorimen'es"al'lte
cedants or crimes which are present in each gr'oup •. It has taken the 'senior author 
three (,3) years to determine the parameters fot' t/lis time limited/task focused' 
I11Qdll]tty and it is hoped that the procedures descrthed.;:h~rein will be' helpful to' 
others as they integrate group treatments into their diversionary prognams . 

• ·1' 

Arrest data and court statisttcshav.e' lindic~t~d that "most caseS'l-in the crimi-" 
nal courts consist of what are ess~ntially violations of moral'nQr"n!; and instancE.s 
of annoying behavior, rather than of a dangerous crime" (Presideflt'sCommission, , 
1967). . ~ ,. "c.,' ',"_, . 

The concern over the tremendous burden pl aC,ed on c~urts' atilf the' :il1justices· as
sociated with the inability of the courts to handle the vol!lnie(jf'ca~es, compounQed 
by evidence that criminal processing often doe~ more harm than"g06g ·(Rubin, 1970), 
has resulted in a focus on diversion of certain gro!lps of offenders, before court .. 
processing. In terms of time-cost savings, deferred prosecution of s,elected cases 
contributes to a more effective allocation of the limited. resources available to 
the criminal justice system, thereby permitting a f,oncel)tration of risou'rces upon 
the more serious criminal cases which may present a rGml, threat to publ1~ safety. 

, , . 
The East Baton Rouge Parish District Attorney's,.Office.'initiater.l a dive~'sionary 

Pretri a 1 Interventi on (p . T. 1.) Program in 1975. 1/ The prog0'qm is des i gned to offer :,'1 
an il.lternative to criminal prosecution to youthfli) first off.ehders (between the·ages 
of 17~25) arrested for non-violent crtmes" Provided ·a~t·i;ndiv1dual meets the~e cri-
teria and the arresting officer and victim concur. the District Attorney's .office 
notifies the accused of their eligibility for t.lle prog~m. The individual may 
then choose to stand trial for the crime"with whfch he ''1'$ charged"orhe may elect 
to participllte in the P. T.r. pr,ogram, whereupon the cha:t~~s filedagal!lst him ~re 
not processed. While in the three (3) month program, ·thei.participant i$,r,~quired 
to attend school, receive vocational traintng, or \~ork at a suitable job. ,'~ac!'k, 
participant is a~signed a counselor he must meet with weekly to assist him tbwarcl 
~hese goal~ .. In addition, participants,are,req)"",rett,to attend a weekly grou~ meet-
lng, Partlclpants 'understand that termlnatl0,ll,,;frof;j, the program will-result ,f they 
are re-arrested, fail to maintain employment;t!.c not"attend me~tings-. or drop out 
of educational/vocational classes. TerminaMt,m from/r,che program nman~ the individ-. 
ual must stand trial for his original offen:;e. Upohsuccessful com!1~{~ti!)nQf tbe 
program, the pending chal'ge is "dead-filed", although the District)\ttQrney ret~~iiS 

•... .'. II·' 
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the r:ight to reftle the charge for a pertod of two (2) years. This roar occur 
if the participant is re .. arrested aUld convicted of a criminal offense prior to 
the expiration of the two l2} year period, If no conviction occurs during this 
two (2) year period, all records of the case are expunged. By participating tn 
the P.T.I. Program. the individual avoids the possibility of receiving a convic" 
tion on .his record, receives rehabilttative counseling and assistan'ce in find~ 
ing employment or continuing his education, and avoids exposure to hardened 
criminals. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a successful group treatment modaltty 
for use with YIJl.lthful offenders in a diversionary program. This group treatment 
approach·is not group psychotherapy in terms of the traditional medical model of 
a practitioner' administering a prescribed therapy to ill persons. Rather, parti~ 
cipants are viewed as normal, rational individuals who have made poor decisions. 
Consequently, the groups are oriented toward examining the antecedents and conse
quences of the decision-making process in order to develop better decision-making 
skills. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The approach can best ~e described as time-limited, task-focused, and multi~ 
modal simpho: because it is structured around a twelve (12) week interval to attain 
the major goal of reducing recidivism through the utilization of a variety r.f be
havioral and educational techniques. 

The time-limited component means that the group meets for one and bne-half 
hOurs and the number of sessions is limited to a twelve (12) week interval. This 
twelve (12) week interval may be expanded or contracted pursuant to the number of 
participants. Because of the structure of the sessions, eight (8) participants is 
ideal. One (1) week should be subtracted for each group with less than eight (8) 
participants and one (1) week should be added for each group with over eight. 
Within these time constraints, which is not unlike a twelve (12). week training or 
reinforcement schedule, participant responses ar.e continuously and selectively 
shaped through various tasks to approximate the goal of reducing recidivism. 

In this treatment modality, the task focused aspect of reducing recidivism 
is attempted by incremental learning in five (5) component tasks: 

(1) The initial session 

(2) The individualized group interview sessions 

(3) The feedback session 

(4) The synthesis session 

(5) The simulation session 

These components are arranged to progressively develop more effective decision 
making skills in each participant. 

Due to the utilization of various theoretical orientations in the approach, 
the authors have referred to it as mUlti-modal. Although the structure of each 
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component task remains unaltered from group to group, the dynamics of each com
ponent and the multi-modal treatment and techniques employed are directly contin
gent on the uniqueness of each group or individual. The essential treatment mode 
taken in each component task will be more fully developed in subsequent descriptions. 

INITIAL SESSION 

In the first session, as in all sessions, the the0~p'lst models behavior he de
sires in the participants: openness, trust, confidentiality, and a relaxed, non
threateni~g mann~r. This is particularly important to later group functioning since 
it has been sh~~'to foster an effective working atmosphere (Van Ze1st, 1952). Par
ticipants understand that the purpose of the group is to assist them in making 
better dectsions, but that they are free to ·choose their own behavior. For example, 
they are assured that they can freely choose to leave the group at any time. Estab
lfshing a. ground rule of confidentiality also gains acceptance of the group purpose 
(Back. 1951). Participants understand that anything said in the room stays in the 
room and that anyone observed breaking this rule will be expelled from the program. 
For the same reason, no notes or recordings of the session in progress are allowed. 
Frequently, a participant will confront (test) the therapist (by refusing to coop
erate with requests, or by asking to search the room for records, etc.) to test the 
validity of his statements. In such cases, it is best to accept such challenges in 
the interests of further establishing group cohesiveness, trust and openness. 

Followi.ng this brief introduction to the program, participants are then asked 
to introduce themselves (name, age, marital status, etc.), omitting a description 
of the Offense with which they are charged. Duri.ng this "get acquainted" period, . 
the therapist reinforces with praise any verbalizations that contribute t~ group 
cohesiveness. SubsequentlY, participants are requested to write each person's 
name and to project what they feel each person was charged with. Besides reinforc
ing recognition of group members, this exercise serves as an illustrative example 
of the dynamics of' labeling theory (Becker. 1963). The inabUity of group members 
to correctly judge others demonstrates the fallacy of any stigma li:lbels they may 
.have assigned to themselves. This exercise appears to effectively destigmat1ze 
each participant. 

Once more positive attitudes toward the self have been cultivated with the 
former exercise, the therapist proceeds to mitigate ~gainst negative transference 
towards the criminal justice system and himself. This is accomplished by allowing 
each participant to give a. brief description of his arrest in which he releases 
any unresolved emotion he may have regarding the incident, The benefits derived 
from catharsis are well documented (Freud; 1950; ~'egargee, 1966) and serve a two
fold purpose in the process descrtbed. Ftrst, the ventilation of n.egative feelings 
lessens the individual's anxiety, hostility and distrust, rather than permitting 
it to be displaced t~ the P.T.I. program or.t~e tnerapist. Second, the onerous 
aspects of arrest (fmgerprints. pictures. Jal1, and etc.), when discussed serve 
as vicarious learning for those in the group that did not have these experiences. 

To foster a more positive transference relationship to the criminal justice 
system and the P.T.r. program in pal·ticular, the therapist explains to the group 
that they have nothing to fear from the criminal justice system since it is the 
same system that affords them a chance to keep their recQrds clean (through the 
P.T.I. program). 
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At the conclusion of the first session the therapist gives a brief explanation 
of future sessions to the group and invites any questions from participants. Also, 
by the end of the first session the therapist should be able to assess: 1) the 
participant with the most ego-strength to be a candidate for the first individual
ized group interview session the following week; and 2) the presence of any ex
treme psychopathology in a participant. Generally, the groups can function well 
with mild to moderate degrees of neuroses and sociopathy, but the presence of 
severe neurotics or psychotics seriously interferes with group progress. Such 
members would hamper the progress of other participants and would most likely not 
benefit from the group since it is not designed entirely as a psychotherapeutic 
tool. Also, considering the nature of the group structure, other members would 
soon detect the abnormality and would probably confront the individual with his 
behavior directly (which could initiate serious repercussions in that person). 
When the therapist does detect such behavior in an individual, he/she is referred 
to other agencies for help. 

INDIVIDUALIZED GROUP INTERVIEW SESSIONS 

Before describing the structure of these individualized sessions, it is impor
tant to note the flexibility in technique offered in a multi-modal treatment approach. 
Such a method permits the therapist to select the most appropriate, effective, and 
expedient techniques among several theo~etical orientations. A new or multi-modal 
approach emerges which is more adaptable than any of its components -- "the. 
strength of one system balances the weakness of another" (Ponzo, 1976). Since 
poor decision making and/or faulty learning is the basiS for most of the arrests, 
the present approach draws heavily from learning, cognitive. and gestalt theories. 

First, participants are invited to give a brief overview of their incident in 
their own words and at their own speed and length. The therapist then solicits 
reactions/questions from the group in the form of a "brainstorming" period. All 
members are reinforced to ask at least one question. Dynamically. the brief over
view allows the participant to project his perception of what occurred and permits 
the therapist (and later on, the group) to identify defenses used, image projected, 
rationalizations, etc.). The brainstorming period provides group members the oppor
tunity to give their initial impressions based on their own experiences, biases, 
and prejadices. which can later be checked out for accuracy; thereby teaching object
ivity in the perception of a new situation. In the first sessions the initial group 
impression is usually inaccurate, although later individualized group sessions re
flect a more concise focus in the brainstorming. 

Second, the participant is requested to mentally walk through the incident and 
present a detailed reView of it from its true beginning, i.e., not the shopli'fting 
in the store but how he/she got to the store in the first place. Sometimes role
playing is used to facilitate a thorough picture of the incident. During the de
tailed review the therapist detects the motiviations and antecedents which precipita
ted the participant's alleged act. Even though participants maintain that they 
didn't know why the act was committed, following group discussion and appropriate 
reality testing (Glaser) they realize that it was not so impulsive. The partici
pant is encouraged to see the sequence of events that led up to the event. The 
other group members are asked why the participant engaged in the act and are encour
aged to ask questions to check their initial impressions. During this brainstorming 
period, the group usually focuses on incident specifics and the content aspects of 
the act. 
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Third, the therapist processes the detailed review with the entire group to 
determine antecedents. The group is again asked to brainstorm to determine whether 
the participant engaged in o·r wus aware of similar acts by significant other~. 
For example, in many cases a participant's criminal behavior is related to vicari" 
ous learning, or modeli.ng the behaViol i of a stgniftcant other (Bandura. 1963). 
Usually. the person has internalized certain perceptions of what he should try 
to become, i.e., an ego-ideal (freud, 1950). which also figures into the incident. 
The participant may engage in criminal activity to satisfy his ego-ideal or to 
avoid ridicule from his peers. Also, it is not uncommon for a participant to com
mit criminal acts because of a uself",fufftiltng prophecy" (Jones and Panitch. 1970). 
At any rate the therapist interprets these antecedents and encourages the group to 
recognize any patterns in the participant's behavior. Dynamically, determining the 
antecedents to a participant"s act provides a vivid demonstration of the ways model
ing, reward, and reinforcement influence behavior. 

Fourth, the antecedents to the incident and the participant's past behavior 
are interfaced. The therapist asks the group tp verbalize any relationships they 
see, providing them the opportunity for tangential .1earning. Also~ it appears that 
such interfacing is more acceptable to a participant when related by group members 
rather than an authority figure. 

Fifth, the participant is requested to review his initial reaction of the in~ 
cident and in l.ight of the preceding discussion. present the Gestalt of his behavior 
- the "why and how" (I~ertheimer, 1945) in his own words. It is assumed that a 
clear public affirmation reinforces what the participant has learned. Through role
playing, possible alternative decisions in similar situations are discussed. The I; 

therapist follows through on the process by checking transferable probabilities, 
e.g •• a participant may affirm to never steal ,again but continue to find receiving 
stol en property acceptabl e. To close the sess';on the therapist el icits any other 
relevant observations. 

The foregoing process is then applied ;n each individual case -- with the group 
members assu·ming a greater rol e in determining antecedents. consequences and finally 
determining the gestalt. 

GROUP CLOSURE 

Group Feedback 

Each participant is asked to write the names of all other group members and 
whether they feel that person will be arrested again in the near future. They are 
given all the time they need to complete the task. Each participant then gives 
and receives feedback from the rest of the group. This provides participants 
the opportunity to check out their perception of themselves with the way others see 
them. This is helpful because it suggests to each member areas to work on in be~ 
coming a more responsible individual. Sometimes new information arises that can be 
probed to further help participants understand their behavior. Also, this exercise 
provides a thorough review of material discussed in the individualized sessions 
and thus reinforces learning which has occurred. 
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. Besi~es th: above ~ntion:d be~efits of the exercise, there are several addi
tl0na 1 rel nforclng aspe('j;s. Fl rst, lt demonstrates to each member that others are 
concerned and are trying to understand <lnd help them. This empathy is reinforcing 
to group members who sometimes still feel stigmatized and abandoned for their 
offense. If others' cOlllTlents are posit"lve, not only is this reinforcing to partic
ipants, but also it sets up an expectancy for them - they know that at least 
someone expects them to do better in the future than they have done in the past. 
For those individuals that receive negative feedback, measures must be taken to 
present the establishment of a self-fulfilling prophecy (Jones & Panitch, 1970). 
This is don~ by confronting them with it. When confronted, the member must publicly 
affirm to others that he will not be "busted" again. It is believed that such 
pub~ic ~ffirmation will stay with the person and require a longer period to 
extmgulsh. 

Synthesis Session 

The therapist requests the group to take a pencil and paper and answer the 
following questions, presented sequentially; 

1) What was the purpose of the groups? 

2} Was this purpose achieved? 

3) What have you learned from the groups? 

4) What changes if any, would you make if you were group leader? 

Dynamically, this exercise allows each participant, in his o'rm words, to recap
itulate the purpose of the groups. It reinforces whatever learnil1g has occurred. 
Further reinforcement of the program goals occurs when each partit:ipant reads his! 
her answers and the other group members process them. Hearing otllers' comments 
provides vicarious reinforcement to each member; each participant hears what the 
program has done for others and can use this information tl) reinforce what he has 
learned. 

Simulation Session 

To integrate what has been discussed in previous sessions and to demonstrate 
the gestalt of decision-making, an exercise from Simon, "The Two Phase Fall-Out 
Shelter" is used for the last session. From a description of elev,en people, each 
participant must choose individually six (6) who will live. Then, as a group, the 
participants must decide together on the six (6) who will live. The therapist 
plays no active' role during the group discussion but he must mentally note all the 
dynamics of the group consensus. Particularly, he should note the peer influences 
and subtle manipulations that figure into the, group consensus. Generally, the most 
dominant individual in the group will arrange for the group consensus to agree 
with his own personal list. 
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Following th~ group consensus, the therapist asks the participants what their 
individual choices were. Participants usually state that the group consensus was 
freely chosen and they were not manipulated in their decision. The therapist 
points out how a dominant personality, or personalities, influenced the entire 
group's decision. Altho.ugh members are frequently reluctant to admit being in
fluenced, they are rebuffed when the therapist notes all of the· dominant ·particl" 
pant I s subtle arguments, persuasions, tactics. etc. Many times the donr\nant per
son is also unaware of his/her influencing techniques. In sum. this final exer
cise provides a striking illustration of the complexities involved in decision
making. 

CONClUSION 

Probably one of the most vital contributions of the P.T.I. program to society 
is the severance of the multiplier effect of criminal behavior. It has been 
blatantly pointed out in each group how a member, once being "taught" to steal by 
someone they admire (the ego ideal). \~i11 in turn then begin to. teach new "recruits" • 

. A$stated previously the subtleties of modeling are revealed in detail to the partic
ipants. In most cases, palf'ticular1y with shoplifting, the participant is enamored 
with the articles the ego ideal has acquired. The ego ideal might then give some 
article to the participant. Usually the next step is when the participant accom
panies the ego ideal to the designated place, observes the ease with which the ego 
ideal obtains the desired article and then either on the initia1 or subsequent ex
cursions is encouraged {reinforced} to replicate the ego ideal's behavior. Once 
the participant successfully obtains the desired article without being apprehended, 
the success of obtaining the object becomes the reinforcement for further stealing. 
Moreover,with each subsequent success both anxiety and guilt are diminished. The 
multiplier effect becomes apparent when the participant then becomes elevated to 
the positions of ego ideal for some other person who is attracted by the possessions 
of the participant and the easa with which they were acquired. 

A1'thcugh the P.T.I. program has reduced recidivism as its main objective, break
ing the link in the multiplier effect has become equally important. As many parti
cipants have verbal ized, "1 was not fllJlY .aware that I was teaching others to steal, 
nor how I Il\Yself had been taught."Most- gr,atifYing of all for the therapist is 
when the participants realize that. had it not been for the P.T.I. program, they 
would more than likely have resumed the same behavior once being released by the 
court. 

The authors wish· to thank Ossie Brown. District Attorney for the 19th Judicial 
District for implementing and supporting the program 

EDITOR'S NOTE: AZthough the above sewice deUvery modeZ fop divepsion was dis
continued in Decembep 7,977 due to funding cutbacks, the program did ef;joy ZocaZ 
suppo!'t. In DistI'ict Attoxoney Bpown's analysis, "We would point out that .the 
pepcentage of P6cidivism in this group Ithose terminated unsuccessfully! ~s gpeat
ep than those terminated satisfactoI'iZy. This sign'ificant difference reflects the 
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success of the [Pretriat Intervention) Program. Of the 2r rearrested after beir~ 
satisfactority terminated from the program, thirteen were arrested tess than six 
months from the date of termination and fourteen were arrested six months or more 
after termination. From the resutts of this information a poticy was adopted com
mencing January t, t9rr, to attempt to identifY participants who may be considered 
high risks. When one is so identified, speciat treatment witt be provided in an 
at*rrrpt hopefutty to peduce pecidivism in this gpoup-. /I 
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IS PRETRIAL PERFORMANCE AFFECTED BY SUPERVISION? 

by 

J. Daniel Welsh 

* * * * * 

As Professop Fpeed mentions in the Intpoduction to this JOUPna~, a ppob~em 
that some pe~ease ppogpams have to contend with is IIcondition ovepkit~lI. White 
it is genepa~~y assumed that some conditions of pe~ease do he~p to insupe the 
petUPn of defendants to cou:n, bUFdening a defendant with conditions that aPe 
pehabi~itative in natUPe is imppopep. 

In the fv~~owin~ papep the authop examines the affect that diffepent ~eve~s 
of supe~vision have on defendant outcomes. The findings and concZusions shou~d 
ppove usefu~ to pe~ease ppogpam administpatops in deve~oping methods of supep
vision. 

J. Danie~ We~sh has been emp~oyed at the D.C. Bai~ Agency since 1974 sepving 
as peseapchep. MP. We~sh has sewed on the Reseapch Committee of NAPSA and has 
been a membep of that opganization fop foUF yeaPs. Priop to his ppesent position, 
MP. WeZsh was a ppivate consu~tant in the cPimina~ justice fie~d, paPticulaply in 
the aPea of dPug abuse. Mp. Welsh was the ppincipal authop of The PretPia~ 
Offendep in the Distpict of Columbia: A Repolot on the CharactePi"stios .af 1975 
Defendants published by the D.C. Bail Agency and the Office of criminal Justice 
PZanning on Analysis in D.C. 

We aPe paPtiauZaPly thankful that Mp. Welsh, undep the most limited time 
constpaints, was able to ppoduce this aPticle fop the JOUPnal. 
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The relationship between supervision and pretrtal performance has received 
little attention. While many programs and jurisdictions are advocating and using 
alternatives to financial release, there is a need to measure the capacity of 
release programs to supervise pretrial defendants when these alternatives are 
employed. For years there has existed a presumption that supervision tRakes a 
difference in the behavior of pretrial releasees. However, seldom are empirical 
findings provided to buttress this assertion. Rather than supervision, the deci
sion of the program to choose low-risk clients by means of a conservative "point 
scale" may be producing these low rates. This article attempts to fill this void 
in the literature. 

An experiment using random assignment procedures was conducted in Washington 
by the District of Columbia Bail Agency to determine whether increased levels of 
supervision improve pretrial performance. There were three levels of supervision 
examined: passive supervision consisting of defendant-ihHiated contact, moderate 
supervision where the Agency took an actual role on contacting the defendant; and 
intensive supervision which included outside contact with the defendant in the 
community. The impact of supervision is examined using the following outcome 
measures: court appearance.,':rearrest during the pretrial period, and compl"iance 
with court-ordered conditions of release. 

There is some literature which addresses the impact of supervision and moti
vation on pretrial release clients. A study in Monroe County, New York in 1972 
examined. the impact of client outcomes. JJ Pretrial ,Relea!,e Agency clients were 
divided into two groups. One group received no supervision, while the other 
group maintained contact with the program (essentially by telephone). The Agency 
clients receiving minimal supervision had a slightly higher appearance rate. A 
study in Des Moines, Iowa, examined the impact of a supervised release unit on 
high risk defendants. £I The supervised release clients were of higher risk. 
Thus, even though there was no difference in rearrest rates or failure-to-appear 
rates, it could be argued that there was a possibility of impact because of 
differing risk levels. A study of the Philadelphia Supervised Release Program 
also using a comparison group strategy, found that agency clients had lower 
violation rates than defendants in any of the comparison groups. ~ Finally. a 
study in New.York City used an experimental design to determine the impact of 
notification on agency clients. 1/ Defendants were randomly assigned to "notifiedll 

and "not-notified" groups. Notified clients were sent letters indicating time and 
place of their court date and they were required to check in after arraignment and 
prior to court dates. The failure-to-appear rates were considerable lower for 
those in the notified group. However, notification had less impact as the pre
trial period lengthened. 

These studies show that notification has a strong impact on failure-to-appear 
(New York City); that low level supervision may not have a great effect on failure
to-appear (Monroe County); and that supervised release·may influence defendant 
behavior (Philadelphia and Des Moines). This study will provide methodologically 
defensible information on the impact of "increased" supervision. 
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THE PROGRAM 

D.C. Bail Agency 

During the past fifteen years, the District of Columbia has become one of 
the leading jurisdictions in implementing bail reform. The courts have shifted 
from the practice of total dependence on the traditional bailbond system to a 
policy of presumptive release on recognizance. Acceptance of this approach was 
made possible by legislation; judicial interpretation; cooperation and coordi
nation among system actors; and successful performance by the local pretrial 
release program--the D.C. Bail Agency. 

In 1975, the yeai' of this study, seventy percent: of the pretrial population 
processed in this jurisdiction was initially released on one of the many va)'ied 
forms of non-financial release available, and in some manner was supervised by 
the Bail Agency during the pretrial period. EI The Agency is supervising between 
3,000 and 3,500 cases at anyone time. 

Routinely, the Agency notifies defendants of upcoming court dates and monitors 
compliance of court-ordered conditions of release. The Agency coordinates its 
activities with custody organizations and treatment facilities. At the same time 
the Agency must provide telephone service twenty-four hours a day, seven days a 
week to handle the large number of contacts with releasees. If supervision efforts 
fail the Agency notifies the appropriate court officials of violations discovered. 
Finally, if the defendant fails to appeal the Agency makes an attempt to determine 
where the defendant is and tri es to persuande him/her to surrender voluntarily to 
the court before arrest. At the time of this study the program was awarded a 
grant that provided a car to assist in this effort. 

METHODOLOGY 

This section discusses the following methodological concerns: research 
design considerations; variables used to measure pretrial behavior (failure-to
appear, rearrest, etc.); equivalence of the three randomly assigned groups; and 
statistical techniques. 

An experimental research design provides the methodological focus for this 
study. It provides the most reliable information for studying program impact on 
client outcomes. This design involves the random assignment of defendants to an 
experimental group and a control group. Random selection (also called equal 
probability assignment) ensure that the experimental group and control group are 
similar in characteristics. Any difference in client outcomes are solely due to 
the program's effect. §/ 

The experimental design is employed in this study for a number of reasons: 

• A controlled experiment is the most certain way to demonstrate 
the impact of a program. There are nUmerous reviews of the 
literature which question the validity of research in pretrial 
release and diversion because of design considerations. There 
can be no challenge to a properly implemented experiment. 



• Under some circumstances random assignment can be done with 
less cost and disruption than other design types. 

• One conclusive evaluation using an experimental design can 
be far less costly than many inconclusive studies using 
weaker designs. 
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Although these are very persuasive arguments for the use of experimental 
design, it is seldom employed in criminal justice research. ZI Among the argu
ments against the technique are political and ethical problems in random assign
ment, familiarity with the technique, and the "supposed" cost of implementation. 
Yet, it was easy to implement an experimental design in this study. Among the 
reasons were the following: 

• Clients were not denied release from jail because of the 
experiment. Rather, clients were provided services and 
assigned to different supervision groups after they had 
obtained release. --

• The administrator of the D.C. Bail Agency is attuned to 
the value of research in making policy decisions. 

• The experiment was implemented with relatively little 
effort compared to a study providing simple statis
tical description. Writing the final report was the 
most time-consuming aspect of the project. 

• The program had the necessary resources so that the time 
period required to complete results would not be an 
impediment to the project. 

Two experimental groups and one control group were employed in this study. 
Each received a different level of supervision. They included the following: 

• Group l-Passive Supervision: Becaus.e of legal and pro
gramatic requirements "normal ll services could not be with
held from this group. Tha services include notification 
of court dates, phone contact with the defendants and 
attempts to get clients to return if they failed to 
appear. 

• Group 2-Moderate Supervision: In addition to the normal 
level of supervision, clients in this group were contacted 
every two weeks either by telephone or letter (if the 
defendant had no phone). The purpose of these contacts 
was to remind the defendants of future court dates, to 
warn them of the responsibilities pertaining to conditions 
set by the court, and to determine whether there were any 
problems that might affect the defendants' pretrial per
formances. Two counselors maintained running-logs of all 
,ontacts with and about each defendant while the case was 
pen0Jng in court. , 

, 
,,", 
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• Group 3--Intensive supervision: This group received the 
same type of supervision as the clients in Group 1 and 2. 
The clients in this group were visited at their residence 
or place of employment on a monthly basis by the Bail 
Agency's Street Investigation Unit. During the visit this 
unit did nothing more than reinforce the conditions of 
release and the upcoming court date. The Unit also 
alerted the client's counselor of unusual activity or 
behavior which might require fUrther contact. 

We have every confidence that the random assignment procedure used to choose 
the defendants in each group produced groups that are thoroughly similar in 
characteristics. Therefore, any differences in outcome can be solely attributed 
to the differences in the levels of supervision. One way to demonstrate this is 
to compare background information on the equivalence of the three groups. This 
information is presented in Table 1. The table, which pr'esents background and 
criminal justice characteristics, shows few differences between the three groups. 
On the basis of these conclusions it can be argued that the three groups are 
equivalent. Among the findings of this table are: 

• There a~e no differences in demographic variables, 
community ties and socioeconomic variables. 

• Of the crimin<ll justice system variables, only "ch<lrged 
with crime of violence" exhibited any differences among 
the three groups. It was not clear why this difference 
appeared since random assignment had been employed. How
ever, this difference did not appear to affect the results 
of supervision impact on client outcomes. 

• Variables important for the analysis of failure-to-appear 
rates, such as exposure time and number of court dates, 
did not differ in the three groups. 

Client performance is examined from three perspectives: F<lilure-to-appear 
(court appearance), rearrest during the pretrial period and, compliance with 
court-ordered conditions (such as cooperation with drug treatment, reporting 
conditions, etc.). Each of these variables is defined below, their importance 
is discussed, and measurements are selected. 

Failure-to-appear is probably the most important variable in defining the 
quality of a defendants pretrial behavior. For example, the Nation<ll Association 
of Pretri<ll Serviceli Agencies (NAPSA) "Standards and Goals for Pretrial Release" 
argue that "the primary purpose of bail is to assure the appearance of the defend
ant at trial. It is essential that pretrial release agencies orient their--cri
teria for recommendations, notifications systems, defendant supervision--toward 
this goal." W 

Methodological concerns are especially important in defining failure-to
appear. It makes <I great de<ll of differnece in the nature of the failure-to
appear measurement. For example, fai1ure-to-<lppear can" be defined <IS any mnssed 
court appearance or a deliberately missed appearance. Depending uponli{hl'ch is 
chosen, the rates will differ dramatically. This may be one of the m~jor reasons 
why there can be no national fai1ure-to-appear rate, nor is it po~sible to compare 
r<ltes in different jurisdictions. Programs in different jurisdjctions use various 



Table 1 

COMPARISON OF GROUP CHP,RACTERISTICS BY SELECTED VARIABLES 

Group I 
Passive 

Supervisicn 

Demographic: 
Age (Mean) 27 
Black/White 94/6 
Male Population 88 

COJlJTlunity Ties: 
Area Residence (5 years or more) 93 
Present Address (1 year or more) 71 
Living with family 65 

Socio-Economic: 
Less than 12th Grade Education 61 
Unemployed at Arrest 42 

System Related: 
Number with prior record of convictions 42 
Number under sentence (on probation or parole) 15 
Number with cases pending at beginning of study 16 
Number charged with crimes of violence 80 
Number originally recommended for release 

by Agency 91 
Number of Court appearances on original charge 435 
Average number of days from arrest to disposition 183 
Average number of days on realese in the 

community 157 

Group II 
Moderate 

SUQervision 

27 
93/7 
91 

96 
76 
67 

64 
39 

39 
19 
12 
71 

83 
405 
187 

149 

Group III 
Intensive 

Supervision '" 

26 
94/6 
88 

88 ,'} 

74 
61 

64 
48 

34 
17 
12 
62 

85 
450 
174 

148 

.... 

.;:. .... 

.,,4 
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definiUilns of the term and varying court characteristics mean that failure-to 
appear must be measured in different ways in different jurisdictions. Variations 
in procedures, rules, and bail practices may significantly influence the failure
to-appear rate. Equa rly important, the prosecutor I s approach can drasti ca lly 
influence the flow of cases through a system based on the avaiiability and use of 
diversion, plea bargaining, and the role of discovery. ~ 

Failure-to-appear is narrowly defined in this study. Only persons who missed 
a court date where a warrant is issued for. arrest at the close of daily business 
are classified as having missed an appearance. Persons who were late for court or 
missed the first calling of a case but who appeared later in the day are excluded. 
The issued warrant must be outstanding on the following day before a defendant is 
considered to have failed-to-appear. 

Clearly, the use of warrants to define failure-to-appear will produce a 
figure which is lower than found in many jurisdictions. By the same token to some 
degree it will eliminate from consideration those defendants who did not deliber
ately miss their court date. Failure-to-appear is defined as three different 
measures in this study. They include: 

• Failure-to-appear--Appearance Based: Since each defendant 
often makes more than one court appearance during the life 
0·; the case, a measure \'las selected to take thi s into 
account. Thus, the total number of appearances and the 
total number of failure-to-appear were computed. The 
average number of appearances was slightly more than four 
per defendant for each group examined. 

• Failure-to-appear--Defendant based: Many programs provide 
defendant-based measures of failure-to-appear. Thus, no 
matter how many court appearances a defendant misses, it is 
still counted as one defendant who missed at least one 
court appearance. 

• Fail ure-to-appear--Will ful : It is difficult to use "willful" 
for "deliberate" failures. The courts nor the Agency keep 
information on these failures. Further, it is difficult to 
measure or define defendant motivation. Therefore, a 
surrogate was chosen to measure willful failure as those 
cases in which the prosecutor chose to charge the defendant 
with the crime of bail jumping. Though this is not the 
perfect definition of "willful" such a definition selects 
some of the more egregious cases. 

Rearrest rate is an important measure of defendant pretrlal performance. 
Clearly, pretrial crime while on bail inflames the community through sensational 
events reported in newspapers. Research has shown that judges consider the 
dangerousness of the defendant, in terms of risk of pretrial crime, in making 
bail decisions. 1Q/ 

There are a number of methodological problems 1n defining rearrest rates. 
The National Center for State Courts argues that the problems with measuring the 
extent of Ilretr'ial crime conmitted by releasees are even more severe than the 
problem of measuring failure-to-appear rates.!lI Some of these problems relate 



to the fact that not all crimes are reported; only a small percentage of crimes 
leads to arrest; crimes may take place acros? jurisdictions; record-keeping of 
county, city and police departments may not ue coordinated; defendants may use 
aliases, etc. Prohably one of the greatest problems with this rearrest meaSUre
ment is the time frame used (exposure time). For the purpose of this study, pre
trial crime is defined as a rearrest while on bond for the study period where 
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the prosecutor chose to file charges with the court. Persons arrested who had 
charges against them dropped at the initial hearing were not counted as a rearrest .. 
Rearrest, in this study is measured in the following ways: 

• Rearrest--Defendant-Based: As with failure-to-appear, a 
defendant-based meaSUY'e of rearrest is employed. Since 
rearrest is not related to number of court appearances, 
an appearance-based measure is unnecessary. 

• Rearrest--Exposure time: Exposure time is one of the more 
important determinants of the extent of pretrial crime. A 
North Carolina Study by Clarke, et al showed that: "court 
disposition time ... must be considered the variable of most 
importance" in predicting rearrest . .lY This measure of 
rearrest was defined as the number of arrests per 100 man
days of pretrial freedom. 

Compliance with release was the third outcome variable employed. Compliance 
with court ordered conditions (for example, receiving drug treatment) is required 
if release agencies are to have any impact 9n either failure-to-appear or pre
trial crime. The NAPSA Standards and Goals argue that "the pretrial release 
agency should monitor compliance with all conditions of release ..•• In cases of 
serious violations, the Agency should submit a report in writing to the cou .. t."J.1I 

However, compliance is not as important as failure-to-appear or rearrest 
for it does not involve behavior clearly affecting the court. In this study 
compliance covered the entire pretrial period. Non-compliance was possible even 
if a violation was not submitted to the court. Initial non-compliance, even if 
rectified at a later time by the defendant, is considered in the count. Non
compliance was defined from two perspectives: 

• Non-compliance--Defendant-based: If at any time during the 
pretrial period, the defendant failed to comply with any of 
the four conditions listed below, then the defen~ant was 
counted as a failure. 

• Non-compliance--Specific type: The particular types of 
non-compliance were calculated. These included maintain
ing contact with the Bail Agency, cooperating with a third
party custody program, taking court ordered drug treatment, 
and not threatening a complaining witness. 

An index of rearrest and failure-to-appear was the fourth outcome variable 
employed. The index was used because a measure was needed which combined these 
two important measures of pretrial failure. The index was defendant-based and 
identified those clients who either were rearrested or failed to appear fo~ 
their court date. 
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The selection of defendants for the study was done between July and August 
of 1975. Data on the outcomes, such as rearrest and failure-to-appear, was 
gi.)thered in the Summer of 1977. Information on outcomes was not gathered until 
1) 11 of the cases were di sposed of. Group members were selected by a random 
process, until eacH group had one hundred members. All felony cases released non
financially were included in the groups during the selection period. A true 
random sample using a "goldfish bowl" method of selection was employed. The data 
was primarily obtained from the Bail Agency"s r~~ord system although police and 
court records were used to supplement missing information. 

Every attempt has been made to write for the nonmethodologist. Thus, sta
tistical techniques and descriptive statements have been written as clearly and 
simply as possible. For example: 

• Data are presented in percentage form for each of super
vision types. 

• Only essential data are put into the tables so that even the 
nonquantitatively oriented will want to consult them. 

• Unless otherwise i11dicated the number of cases for each group 
is 100, with a total of 300 cases in the entire study. 

• The reader is urged to compare the percentages of the three 
groups. Note expecially that Group 1 (Passive Supervision) 
and Group 2 (Moderate Supervision) have results very different 
from Group 3 (Intensive Supervision). 

• For those interested in more advanced statistical techniques, 
T-tests were computed for variables such as failure-to-appear 
and rearrest. ~ 
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FINDINGS 

Failure-to-Appear 

Comparison of failure-to-appear rates among the three groups show variations 
according to the level of supervision received. As supervision is intensified the 
rate of failure to appear decreases. Group members receiving the highest level of 
supervision have the lowest failure rate at 1.55 percent. By contrast, the 
failure-to-appear rate is over 4 percent for members of the other groups receiving 
less intense supervision. (Model'ate Group 4.20 percent and 4.59 percent for 
group members with Passive supervision.) 121 

Based on the number of people who failed to appear, the ranking among groups 
changes. More persons actually failed to appear who have moderate supervision 
(Group 2) than those passively supervised. The effect of applying higher levels 
of supervision has been to reduce the incidence of multiple failures to appear 
for the same court case. That is, 5 persons failed to appear two or more times 
in Group 1, and 4 persons did likewise in Group 2, while no members of the group 
receiving intensive supervision failed to appear more than once during the 
experiment. 

Table 2 

PRETRIAL PERFORMANCE BASED 
ON APPEARANCE AT COURT 

level of Supervision 

Failure-to Appear Rate 

Percentage of Group Failing to Appear 

"Willful" Failure to Appear Rate 

Rearrest 

Passive 

4.59% 

10% 

3.22% 

MDderate 

4.20% 

13% 

2.47% 

Intensive 

1.55% 

7% 

0.44% 

EXamination of rearrest information discloses that increasing the level of 
supervision has no effect on reducing the incidence of new arrests during the 
pretrial period. Tab1e 3 shows that the total number of new arrest.cases.fo! 
each group are similar, ranging from a low of 34 for those ~ersons lntenslv~IY 
supervised to a high of 37 for those in the moderate supervls10n group. Whll~ 
the intensive supervision group has the fewest number of rearrest cases, suprls
ingly it has more persons rearrested during the experiment than ~he other groups. 
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The similarity of pretrial performance of the three groups is more clearly 
seen when examining rearrest based on the exposure time, in this instance 100 
man-days. l§J The "rearrest-exposure time" rate averages 19 new arrest cases for 
each of the three groups. 

While increased contact did not reduce the incidence of rearrest as expected, 
an unanticipated association between rearrest and classification of original 
charge was found. Persons originally charged with offenses of robbery, burglary, 
auto theft, forgery, and larceny have significantly higher rearrest rates than 
persons charged with other types of offenses. Thirty-six percent of the defendants 
charged with these crimes were rearrested as compared to 14 percent for persons 
charged with other types of crime. lZI . 

Table 3 

COMPARISON OF REARREST INFORMATION 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF SUPERVISION 

Level of Supervision 
Passive Moderate Intensive 

Total Number of Rearrest Cases 36 37 34 

Number of Persons Charged with 
Ne\~ Offenses 25 26 28 

Rearrest Exposure Rate 
(Based on 100 man-days) 19.6 19.8 19.5 

Compliance with release conditions 

Based on the levels of supervision initiated by the program, persons provided 
with higher levels of supervision complied with conditions of release more often 
than those receiving passive supervision. No violations of court ordered condi
tions were discovered for over 70 percent of the persons having the most intensive 
level of supervision. In contrast, the rate of overall comp1iance drops to 52 
percent for defendants passively supervised. Persons receiving moderate super
vision fall between the two extremes. 

Compliance with individual conditions of release also vary according to the 
level of supervision provided. As expected defendants receiving increased super
vision maintained contact with the program more often, throughout the pretrial 
period, than those receiving passive supervision. Surprisingly, the number of 
violations reported by third party custody and narcotics treatment organizations 
were significantly reduced by increased Agency contact even though the amount of 
contact between Agency staff and these organizations did not increase appreciably 
for experimental group members. No difference is found among groups when examin
ing if releasees threatened or intimidated a complaining witness. 



Table 4 

COMPARISON OF COMPLIANCE WITH CONDITIONS 
OF RELEASE ACCORDING TO THE LEVEL OF 

SUPERVISION 
Level of Supervision 

Passive Moderate Intensive 

Overall Percentage Complying with 
7i% Conditions of Release 52% 62% 

Percentage Failing to Comply with 
"Reportinq" Condition 54%(74) 44%(82) 30%(79) 

Percentage Failing to Comply with 
Third Party Custody 19%(42) 11%(46) 12%(51 ) 

Percentage Failing to Comply with 
Drug Treatment 47%(17) 9%(22) 11%(19) 

Percentage Failing to Stay Away 
2%(50) From a Complaining Witness - (46) 2%(41) 

Index of Rearrest and Failure to Appear 
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The previous discussion focused on the effect of varying levels of super
vision by independently examing information on non-appearance. rearrest, and 
compliance with conditions of release. To more clearly present the overall effect 
of supervision, an index that combines information on both rearrest and failure
to-appear I'las constructed . .lY Overall. 69 percent of the total population super
vised appeared for all court dates and were not rearrested during the pretrig] 
period. Of the remaining defendants, al percent werE t'eatrested a:t 1east once, 
five percent failed to appear for at least one court date, and five percent both 
failed to appear and were charged with new crimes. 

If the effect of defendants missing more than one court date or being re
arrested two or more times is ignored, little difference between groups is found 
based on these two variables. The net effect of increased contact in this study 
has been to reduce the incidence of multiple failures to appear by sOlne individ
uals. 
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Table 5 

INDEX OF REARREST AND FAILURE-TO-APPEAR 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF SUPERVISION 

(Defendant-Based) 
Level of Supervision 

Passive Moderate Intensive TOTAL 

Percentage Appearing for All Court 
Dates and having No Rearrests 69% 68% 70% 69% 

Percentage Failing to Appear at 
Least Once 6% 6% 2% 5% 

Percentage Rearrested at Least Once 
During Study 21% 19% 23% 21% 

Percentage Rearrested and Failing 
to Appear 4% 7% 5% 5% 

Of the total population succeeding (no rearrest or failure-to-appear), 70 
percent complied with conditions of release during the pretrial period. By com
parison, 60 percent of the group rearrested and/or failing to appear did not 
comply with conditions of release. Since the level pf supervision effected com
pliance its usefulness becomes apparent. Condition compliance information can be 
used as an indicator of possible failure-to-appear or rearrest during the pre
trial period. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this experiment at the D.C. Bail Agency has been to investi
gate the effect of supervision with "high risk" defendants released non-financially 
by the court. The use of a "classical ll experimental design made this one of the 
more methodologically defensible studies in the release field. Our supposition 
was that more intensive supervision would increase the likelihood of court appear
ance; would reduce the level of rearrest during the pretrial period; and would 
improve defendants' compliance with court-ordered conditions of release. Among 
the findings were the following: 

• Increased levels of supervision improve the appearance rate 
of conditionally releasees charged with felony offenses. 

• Increased levels of supervision not only reduced the overall 
number of missed appearances, to some degree it also reduced 
the incidence of individuals missing multiple appearances 
for the same case. 



• Increased pretrial supervision also improved comp1iance 
with conditions of release set by the court. 

• The types of increased supervision used by the Agency 
(additional Agency initiated phone contact and visits 
in the community) substantially improved condition 
compliance over those persons receiving the Agency's 
passive level of supervision. 

• The supervision provided by the Agency, no matter 
the level of intensity. had no affect on reducing the 
level of recidivism during the pretrial period. 

The importance of this study needs to be judged in terms of the following 
comments: 

• The impact of supervision on failure-to-appear confirms 
prior studies on supervision in Des Moines and Philadelphia 
and a study of notification in New York City. 

• The lack of impact of supervision on pretrial crime runs 
counter to earlier methodologically weaker studies in Des 
Moines and Philadelphia. ~ 

• Though methodologically strong, this study discussed 
"increasing" levels of supervision. Thus, all clients 
in the study had some form af supervision and notifica
tion. This study examines the impact of increasing the 
minimal level of supervision. 
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The findings from this study directly contradict one of the most common 
rhetorical claims about pretrial supervision, at least with respect ~of~earrest. 
The program's inab11 ity to decrease the rearrest rate with increasin\Vlevel s of 
supervision presents a difficult dilemma. There are a number ofpo~s,!ble solutions 
to decreaSing the rearrest rate. . 

Fir'st, other approaches may work and should be tried. For example, the "high 
risk" population drawn for this experiment selected persons charged with felony 
offenses irregardless of the particular type of charge. Findings show that 80 
percent of the persons rearrested were initially charged with crimes involving 
robbery, burglary, au tho theft, forgery, and larceny. Future efforts shou1d 
consider developing individualized supervision plans, that target more specific
ally on offense data. Aside from charge, other areas that might be considered 
include: whether the defendant was originally recommended for release by the pro
gram; defendant drug use; age and unemployment characteristics, etc. Anyone 
area may go beyond the program's capability to provide specialized services. How
ever, the more discriminating a supervision model becomes, the greateT' the chance. 
of focusing resources where they will do the most good. 

Second, much of the empirical research on release practices has focused on 
the release decision itself. "Point scales" which are more accurate predicators 
of both failure-to-appear and pretrial crime need to be developed. Release pro
gram recommendation schemes that"focus primarily on defendant characteristics 
such as strength and stability of community ties may be ignoring factors which may 
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be more potent predicators of pretrial behavior. 

Third, the implementation of an intensive supervision model using home visit 
may not be possible because of cost considerations. Release agencies often on 
low budgets require systems which maximize the client load of each supervision 
counselor. Clearly, intensive supervision for all but the highest risk defendant 
may not be cost effective. 

Fourth, the high rearrest rate suggests the recommendation and use of prevent
ive detention as a viable alternative to release if no alternative supervision 
approaches can be found. The gOal of maximizing release at the point of endanger
ing the safety of the community must be ~Ieighed. The proponents of pretrial deten
tion may be correct if the rearrest rates found in this study represent to some 
degree the magnitude of crime during the pretrial period. If the estimation of 
human costs becomes more important than it has been in the past, the the philos
ophy of equal justice must also be balanced in terms of safety to the community. 

A complex, very difficu14 trade-off of goals is associated with the operation 
of a pretrial release program. There are too many blanks in knowledge and too 
many choices of program goals to permit a concluding recommendation on the role of 
supervision at the pretrial level. The benefits to the defendant are fairly clear. 
The costs to the system and to the public are much less so. Release programs most 
of all, must re-evaluate their mission and goal structure on the compatibility of 
achieving the variety and diversity of goals espoused in the pretrial services 
field. 
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NAPSA "Standards and Goals". 

The T-test is designed to compare results between two groups. Since the study 
uses three groups, the test is applied to all the possible combinations of 
groups to determine the levels of supervision. The T-test is only appropriate 
for interval levels of measurement for variables such as failure-to-appear 
and rearrest. 'Data for the compliance outcomes is not in this format but 
rather is ordinal or discreet. Thus, only percentage differences a\"e avail
able for this latter data. Suffice to say, qualitative analysis of percent
ages is the primary analytical tool. A statistically significant relation
ship is defined at .05 level of significance. 

Using these rates, the difference between Intensive Supervision and Passive 
Supervision is confirmed statistically with a t value of 1.71 with 109 degrees 
of freedom. A similar difference is found when the Moderate Group is compared 
with the Intensive level with t=1.66 with p=.05. No statistical difference is 
found, in terms of the failure rates when the Passive group is compared with 
the Moderate Group. 

l§I For a more detailed discussion of the computation of failure rates based on 
exposure time see Galvin, John, et al, Instead of Jail: Pre- and Post-Trial 
Alternatives to Jail Incarceration, Volume 2, October 1977, pp. 78-81 & 97-98. 

ill Charge categories with particularly low rearrest rates include assault. sexual 
assault, fraud, homicide, and charges involving stolen property. Overall, 
80 percent of the persons rearrested during the pretrial period were originally 
charged with crimes that fell into one of these five categories. 

Information in this discussion is defendant-based, as such, it does not 
account for the overall effect of persons missing more than one court 
appearance or persons having two or more rearrest cases. 

For a discussion of the methodological problems encountered with these studies 
see Mullen, Joan. Pretrial Services: An Evaluation of Policy Related Research, 
p. 96, Miller, Herbert S., et al., Second Year Report: Evaluation of Condi
tional Release. 
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CITIZEN DISPUTE RESOLUTION: 
A BLUE CHIP INVESTMENT IN COMMUNITY GROWTH 

by 

Paul Wahrhaftig 

* * * * * 

Fotlowing Wo~ld War II the United states ente~ed a pe~od of ~emendous g~owth 
and movement. People began to move~ technotogy gaUoped and the population e:e
ptoded. Between cities and rumt areas "subUI'bia" 'I'1S discovered. With the many 
benefits that this pe~od gave there were, and stii~jl1'e, co~respondill{J Zosses. 
One of these has been a dbJindUng in the nwnbe~s of cotrummities. This ~efe~s to 
communities in the broadest sense: neighborhoods where families, merchants, ~ 
enforcement officials and the judiciaxry knew each other and settled disputes quickly. 
As these communities have faded away, impersonal, substitutes have :pepZaced the 
actors once weU known. Nowhere is this more evident than in the justice system now 
e:eisting in 1,arge metropolitan areas. Out of necessity (some wouU argue conven
ienae), justice has had to beaome more impersona:~ as it deals with more conflicts 
white retaining the adve~sasy system 80 ingrained in the judiciat system of the 
United States. 

Some are beginning to challenge this impersonal, devetopment. Disputes should 
be given back to the community whenever possible, they wouU argue, attowing the 
community to sOtve its probtems in the best way the community perceives. One 
method for accomptishing a reversal of this situation is presented in this articte. 
Dispute resol,ution at the community l,evel, ~ work, the autho:p argues, but it must 
be encouraged. Carefully e:eamine the author's definition of dispute as p:poperty-
property thaf;shouU belong to the community rather than the formalized judiciat 
system. Anyonew{.th more than a passing interest in pretrial in its most catholic 
sense wiU find this an interesting e:eampZe of an a1,ternative that should be en
cOU'!'aged. 

Mr. Paul, Tvahrhaftig has been an active force in the Ame~can Friends 8erviae 
Corm:ittee, Middl,e AtZantic Region sinae 1969. From that time untit 1977 he worked 
in the Pennsy"tvania P:r>etria"t Ju!}tice P:r>ogram (serving a!3 Director from 1973 to 1977) 
1JJhich ope:pated under AFSC. As of Zast year Mr. Wahrhaftig has served as the P:r>ogram 
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Secretary (Director) of the Grassroots Citizen Dispute Resolution Clearinghouse 
of the AFSC, providing a resource to citizen groups around the country interested 
in establishing dispute resolution programs. 



EVOLUTION OF THIS PAPER 

The concepts in this paper started developing around 1973 when the Amerlcan 
Friends Service Committee's Pennsylvania Pretrial Justice Program first started 
examining what is now referred to as Citizen Dispute R~Solution (COR). Briefly, 
an anthropologist member of the program comm'ittee sugg~·sted attention should be 
paid to infonnal processes ("moots") which he had observed being used in Ghana to 
settle interpersonal disputes outside of the formalized court system. A similar 
informal mediated process might be used by neighborhood groups in this country 
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to help cO!l1llunity members solve conflicts within the neighborhoods., Thus, it was 
suggested, neighbors and friends in conflict would s?ttle their dif,Werences in an 
infonnal mediated process focusing on the future-" how can we live together in 
peace", rather than battle over guilt finding in court. The idea was tested on 
community organizers, ex-prisoners, public officials and others and was received 
with enthusiasm. The Pennsylvania Pretrial Justice Program then served as an 
informal clearinghr,use for developing, analyzing and promoting the concept of COR. 
CDR was discussed in workshops and in the pages of the program's various publica
tions. 

Interest in developing alternative. non-coercive, citizen-based forums for 
the resolution of individual disputes grows out of an awareness of the short
comings of the formal court system in coping with "people" disputes. The tradi
tional court system is an inappropriate mechanism for resolving many disputes 
between people-particularly those who know each other. A ~ign;ficant !lumber of 
disputes in criminal court involve people with on-going relationships Lover 30% 
in Pittsburgh (Goldman) and 56% of felony cases in New York City involving inter
personal violence (Vera. 19).::7. Courts, focusing on blame finding, on narrow 
specific incidents, pnd complex procedures. seem designed to increase rather than 
decrease the intenSity of the dispute. 

"Ths above description (of the court system) has a 11 the elements 
of a zero sum game. At the end of the day there must be an 'ulti
mate winner or loser and at eacn stage of the game, a pOint won 
by one party is a point lost by the other. 

Two important consequences flow from this. First, the criminal 
trial guarantees that 50% of the parties go away disappointed 
with the result. Second, the process leads to further aliena
tion and polarization between the parties." (Hogarth, 57) 

Second, there are a whole range of conflicts and disp!Jtes .which never reach 
the court system. Law Enfqrcement Ass"istance Administration-sponsored victim 
surveys indicate that less than half of' actual crime is reported to the authQri
ties. The most common reason given for failure tru report is that no good will 
come of it anyway. Many other disputes, civil add criminal, are never brought to 
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coury~ or ~~y other conflict resolution forum. One anthropologist has referred to 
thisc"pheflcinenon as "avoidance" or "lumping it". (Felstiner) Courts, in sUl1111ary, 
have'c'eased serving as adequate forums for the resol ution of "peopl e" disputes. 

"Historically, courts in the United States were a forum for 
settling grievances. They ~erved this function until about 
the middle of the 19th century, when demands upon the court 
gradually changed their function from dispute settling 
organizations to organizations that facilitated economic 
transactions. At the same time, lawyers found that business 
clients were more lucrative resources of income than ordinary 
citizens. The courts of the people gradually responded to 
the demands of a mass society and a mass economy." (Nader, Singer. 2) 

Even though the court-justice system processes are inadequate for resolving 
"people" disputes, they have been viewed until recently as the only legitimate 
forum for that purpose. For example, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in 1973, city 
police saw their only alternatives upon taking custody of a youth, as returning 
the child to the home or taking it to court. To take the child to a community 
agency was seen as "exceeding not only the legal powers of the police, but lying 
outside the boundaries of traditionally accepted 'standard procedure' as well". 
(Gentile, 18) 

DISPUTES AS PROPERTY 

If conflicts are seen as analagous to pieces of property--valuable property-
the root problem is best illustrated. Conflicts and disputes are a way people 
grow. However, disputes today have become the property of "professionals" rather 
than the people. The victim of a crime knows this when s/he discovers after 
filing a criminal eomplaint that s/he becomes a non-person--a spectator at best. 
Both parties observe police, judges, lawyers, probation officers and other pro
fessionals arguing, disputing and finally reaching some sort of decision over 
"their" dispute. Often the victim never finds out what decision was made. What 
chance is there for the offender, victim or community to grow? 

For example, the Harlem Small Claims Court, one of the best in the country, 
prides itself in keeping a record of defend,ants. Thus, a business that is fre
quently sued by its customers, and particu"arly one that fan~ to pay judgments, 
is listed in the record and is liable to be assessed punitive damages in future 
cases. However, the people in that business' neighborhood have no ready access 
to small claims court files. By taking over ownership of the dispute and the 
records involved, the professionals have removed the coromun'ity's chance to both 
learn from its individual disputes and see patterns of behavior developing over 
which collective action could be taken to improve the situation. 

WHAT IS CITIZEN DISPUTE RESOLUTION? 

An approach that is being experimented with to both respond to the inability 
of conventional courts to adequately resolve many "people" disputes and to return 

, 
,:' 
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ownership of disputes to the people is an informal process that we call Citizen 
Dispute Resolution. Basically it involves a process by which disputes are 
,settled in the neighborhood and by neighborhood people. For example, a person 
who feels he has been harassed by his neighbor could tell his complaint directly 
to the clerk at the neighborhood CDR center. Alternatively, he C;puld take it to 
the police or justice of the peace who would advise the complainant to try to 
settle it out of court at the COR center first. The process is voluntary. The 
complainant may opt for gOing to court if he feels it is in his best interest, and 
similarly the respondent may refuse to cooperate. If all parties agree to settle 
informally, then the case is heard before a mediator. The mediator has no power 
over the parties other than to recommend solutions and help the parties see points 
at. which 'it is in their mutual interest as well as the intet'est of the community 
for a settlement to be made. This process is made easier since the hearing does 
not focus on blame finding but on the future. It does not matter who hit whom 
first, but, "how can we arrange our conduct so that all of us can live together 
in this neighborhood in peace?". The prime sanction for regulating the future 
behavior is recognition by both parties of their mutual interests in living in 
peace. Of course there are some informal elements of coercion: if the agreement 
breaks down, the complainant could file his original complaint with the courts; 
peer pressures may also be involved. The format may vary signHicantly from 
neighborhood to neighborhood. Mediation or arbitration may be used. Neutral 
mediators or people who know both parties intimately might be used, but the basic 
informal. voluntary, reconciliation-focused orientation remains constant. ,. 

~.> 
The "Community" nature of the dispute resolution process is fundamental, 

First, how is the term "community" used? Consider a cOl1lllunity to be a small unit 
of people who share some common interests and who have on~g6ing face to face 
relationships. A community often is a neighborhood, but it may be a public 
housing unit or.a factory work force. Those organizing community-based programs 
tend to focus upon communities which today are powerless. To put it another way, 
they are concerned with communities whose interests are not served by the insti
tutions with which they come in contact. Poor, minority, and blue collar com
munities are acted upon by the court system but not served by it. On the civil 
Side, the courts' preoccupation with business disputes precludes hearing peoples' 
disputes. On the criminal side, the criminal justice system is sean as regulating 
behaviors threatening to the established order While ignoring so called white
collar crime which has an even greater impact on the daily lives of these 
communities. (Struggle for Justice, Chapter 7) 

Advocates of CDR programs being truly community based, that is designed, 
implemented and controlled with the full involvement of commtinity people, feel 
this approach is needed for many reasons. Among the arguments, two s~and out. To 
have one's case heard before one's peers, rather than a socially distant judge 
from another section of the city and of different class makes a big difference. 
The neighborhood mediator is more likely to know the social context of the dispute, 
the community values and the language involved. Thus, a resolution applicable to 
that context is more likely to result. 

Furthermore, if not only the mediators and staff are "community people", but 
the program is organized by and run by the community, then the "dispute as prop
erty" analogy becomes relevant. The disputants will have retained control over 
their dispute-property, for they are intimately involved in the decision making 
process. In addition, the community has taken control over the dispute-property. 
There is room for community growth in learning how to overcome generalized prob
lems. For example. suppose a repeated number of disputes arise between customers 
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and the local dry cleaning company over damage to clothes. The community group 
can learn from these individualized disputes and evolve strategies to cope with 
the general problem. Solutions might range from a boycott of the cleaners until 
practices are changed, to neighborhood consumer education efforts designed to in
form people about what kinds of materials cannot be cleaned safely. 

BENEFITS OF CITIZEN DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Possibly the most important and least recognized benefit of CDR is that it 
provides a testing ground for those working towards the abolition of prisons and 
the creation of supportive community institutions based on the values of recon
ciliation rather than punishment. It was for this reason that a workshop orga
nized in May 1977 by the Prison Research Education Action Project (PREAP) outlined 
CDR as a priority area upon which to focus attention. (The Working Conference on 
Alternative Models for Justice in May 1977 was sponsored by PREAP. Their book 
Instead of Prisons contains a section analyzing citizen dispute resolution models 
from a prison abolitionist perspective on page l14ff.) 

CDR also leads to better resolution of individual disputes. The informal 
proceedings, the reduced social distance between the parties and the hearing 
officer, the location of the program in the community, and the design to meet 
community needs provides an environment in which livable resolutions to real 
problems may be reached. While few truly community based programs have been in 
the field long enough to compile statistics, the record with independent private 
agency sponsored, but not community based, programs shows a high degree of satis
faction with these informal models. For· instance 73.2% of participants responding 
to the Orlando, Florida Citizen Dispute Settlement Program gave researchers a 
favorable rating of their satisfaction with the program (Conner & Surette, p.1S). 

This form of direct personal justice appears to meet peoples' needs not only 
because they feel closer to the hearing officer, but because it is open. They 
can see, understand and participate in the proceedings. At the same time, from 
their perspective; the economic costs are much lower. Evening and weekend hear
ings save lost pay. Absence of lawyers saves fees while the economy of the pro
ceedings means that court fees are minimized. 

Communities retain control of their valuable property--disputes--and can 
learn and grow from those experiences. The Community Board Program in San Fran
cisco makes strenuous efforts to maximize community involvement in the process. 
By involving as many people as possible in running the program, mediating disputes, 
being an audience at hearings, and participating in public meetings it is expected 
that the neighborhood will learn more about the nature of the problems which lead 
to conflict. Further, through trying to solve specific problems, they will be 
able to assess the effectiveness of available social services. Through their 
experience of working together they will be in a position to press for more 
effective delivery af those services to their community. (This information was 
obtained from site visit interviews with Community Board Staff.) 

The community will have a chance to have its say as to which disputes are 
its "property" and which belong to the professionals. Just as the business com
munity and organized labor have traditionally determined which conflicts in which 
they are involved will be handled out of court through arbitration agreements, so 
organized communities will have a voice in deciding which cases they feel could 
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better be resolved within the neighborhoods. Serious criminal matters involving 
complainants and respondents from the same neighborhood may involve important 
policy questions when one decides whether or not to process them informally. How
ever, under a community controlled CDR program, the involved parties and citizen 
group as well as the professionals will have a say in making that decision. 

Citizen Dispute Centers provide a means by which disputes not now 
serviced by the professional system will have a legitimate forum--without extend
ing the control of the court system. t1any people have been jaded by the develop
ment of pretrial d.iversion programs which promised to remove defendants from the 
conventional court system. Informal court-dominated processes were set up. The 
result has been no reduction in cases going through court and more people brought 
unaer court supervision through quasi-probation. Fears of court intrusion into 
more lives are dissipated however by Citizen projects which keep the matter 
entirely in the community with no records or reports going to a judge and no 
coercive powers bein,g retained. 

PROGRAMS UNDERWAY 

In the last few years various experimental model dispute resolution programs 
have been set up. Most of them use informal dispute resolution techniques, but 
very few are built upon the community based pl'inciples outlined in this paper. 
Thus, programs are run out of the prosecuting attorneys' offices (Night Prosecutor 
model in Ohio), courts (New Jersey Municipal Courts), and bar associations (Ot'ange 
and Dade Counties, Florida). Some are run by independent large agencies. The 
American Arbitration Association has dispute settlement programs in many cities. 
The Institute on Mediation and Conflict Resolution runs a program in Manhattan and 
in conjunction with Vera Institute in Brooklyn, and the YMCA sponsors one in 
suburban Suffolk County, New York. The YMCA sponsored model, in particular, could 
provide a format adaptable to community organizing. Truly community based pro-

---:---

grams are very rare and for the most part are only now emerging. The Community ________ --
Assi stance Program in Chester, Pennsyl vani a ran one of the fjrrtmrn-----Wi'3-.;.17.
(Wahrhafti g, 31) However, it was never formal ized -ande-ventually ran out of 
money. The Community Board Program in San Francisco began organizing in the Summer 
of 1977, adopting a procedure designed to involve as man' peoplp. as possible in the 
development of the program. (Wahrhaftig, 47) This author's experience at the 
American Friends Service Committee's Grassroots Citizen Dispute Resolution Clear
inghouse in the Fall and Winter of 77-78 is that each week's mail brings in new 
inquiries from citizen groups interested in exploring the potential of community 
based dispute resolution organizing • 

. "OFFICIAL" ACCEPTANCE OF INFORMAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Unlike the situation four years ago, the theory has now become accepted, that 
many disputes are ill served or not served at all by the COllrt system. When we 
see that the American Bar Association propounded that concept at its 1976 Roscoe 
Pound Conference and its recent National Conference on Minor Dispute Resolution 
and when position papers on the subject are circulated by the Justice Department, 
it is clear that the general concept of substituting informal mediation procedures 
for formal court processes has been accepted. 
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"The Neighborhood Justipl Center program will establish three 
pilot, experimental Neighborhood Justice Centers. The center 
should be an office in the community to which people can go 
with a wide variety of problems. The Center will offer to 
provide mediation or, where that fails. arbitration, through 
a panel of members of the community trained in mediation and 
arbitration for those disputes in which both parties are 
willing to participate." (Justice 1, 2) 

The acceptance of alternative forms of dispute resolution by these pillars of 
the established judicial system is heartening. but it is also threatening. Whose 
property will dispute processing be? Will it be done by establishment dominated 
and designed justice centers located in neighborhoods, pr by community groups who 
are learning how to handle and resolve conflicts within~their neighborhoods? 
Reformers have seen their pl'omising ideas adopted by the criminal justice system 
only to be used as smol(c screens to preserve the status qLlo. Thus, for instance, 
"community treatment" was originally conceived of as a means by which ordinary 
neighborhood peopl e could take more responsibil ity for working with "offenders". 
Instead, it has become rhetoric used by departments of corrections to place more 
economical mini-prisons in urban neighborhoods. Prison systems can now bring even 
more people under their control than before "community treatment" became popular. 
Is this the future for citizen dispute resolution? Is it to become a means by 
which court run mediation centers will reach more people, placing them under a new 
form of court supervision? Or will it become a means by which neighbors resolve 
their own disputes on their own? 

The record indicates that a government and lawyer dominated thrust, however 
welJ-intentioned, is not likely either to have much effect on resolving disputes 

---between individuals or in effectively promoting any significant community growth 
in problem solving. For example, it is not without accident that the American Bar 
Association entitled its conference "~1inor Dispute Resolution". These disputes 
are "minor" primarily because they do not generate significant lawyers fees. 

"People" disputes are unimportant to lawyers and the courts. The number one 
priority for them is to unclog the system of "people" complaints at the intake 
level. Other benefits of informal dispute resolution, such as providing an 
effective forum for disputes, do not have the immediate economic pay-off for 
lawyers and the courts. Hence they become secondary priorities. Empowering 
communities to handle many of their own grievances, usually without ever consulting 
an attorney, is an idea which if carried beyond unattractive, uneconomical "junk" 
cases, stands as a potential threat to lawyers. 

"Currently, there is little incentive for lawyers to create new 
legal institutions to facilitate the resolution of disputes out
side the courtrooms. The coinciding forces of economic scarcity 
and the dramatic increase in the number of lawyers work against 
the organized bar's encouragement of new methods of dispute 
avoidance or resolution that will make people less dependent on 
formal, lengthy judicial procedures--hence on lawyers. The fact 
that there are many lawyers in the legislature (75% in California) 
limits the likelihood of outside pressure to this end. Another 
barrier ... ,lies in the structures and content of legal education. 
Law schools rarely teach the essential skills of negotiation and 
mediation; rather, their concentration on dissection of appel
late cases emphasizes the escalation of disputes rather than 
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their prevention and early settlement. The dearth of inter-;/ 
disciplinary study makes it difficult for lawyers to perciew) 
alternative ways of dealing with different types of e~js'yr:.ii 
disputes. At the same time, the social distance between~he 
legal profession and the mass of middle-inconie Americans has 
increased so that most professions are virtua11y uninformed 
about the range of consequences of the legal problems that 
plague average citizens." (Nader, Singer 12) 

Nad~r's and Singer's cOll'lllents are part'icularly pertinent when one turns to 
the section of the·Justice Department's position paper noting which dispute
properties will be .allowed to be handled by dispute resolution centers and which 
will remain under the direct proprietorship of the legal professionals. 

"Mediation generally will be limited to matters relating to 
consumer, housing, family and neighborhood problems. These 
limitations are necessary, first to ensure that the centers 
do not attempt to mediate matters that are of such public 
consequences or have so much money or property at stake that 
a more formal resolution process ;s appropriate." (Justice, 5) 

As long as CDR processes are voluntary and the parties have the option of 
using the traditional courts if they feel it appropriate, whose interests are 
served by refusing informal proceedings as an available option when toe dispute 
involves "much money or property": the parties' or the lawyers'? 

True Citizen-based dispute resolution, in contrast to informal processes 
dominated by the established professionals, offers the best hope of pY'oviding a 
workable system for handling "people" disputes. 
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White the preceding artiote discussed pZans for the deveZopment of an informat 
community based dispute resotution meohanism, there are three model programs 
estabtished by LEAA to do the same in a more formaZized structurat manner. These 
Neighborhood Justioe Centers ~iZZ. in the words of Attorney General Griffin BeZt 
" ••. the Centers wilZ provide ~fl avenue to justice for many persons now shut out of 
the Zegat system. They aZso wiZZ heZp reZieve overburdened courts. This is a major 
step in our efforts to heZp provide new or improved forums where oitizens can 
obtain ,redress for any Zegitimate grievance." 

One of the Zocations chosen as a test sit~ for this project-~s Yuz,r.sas C$ty, 
Mis~buri. The authors of this artiote desoribe what these Neighborhood Justioe 
Centers are and hope to achieve. They are eminentty quaZified to discuss the 
Centers as aU three have been involved in the fomative stages and two are 
presenUy serving in Administrative positions on the Center staff. 

Ms. Vivian Arps, a Summa CUm Laude graduate of Park Cottege, received her 
Masters degree in the Sooiat Soiences in 197~ She has worked in the oourts of 
Kansas city sinoe 197.5, as a sociat ~orker. 

" Ii' 
Mr. Maurioe Macey, the Direotor of the Neighborhood Justiqe Center, seri>ied as 

Executive Direotor of the Kansas City Dispute ResoZution Center immediateZy prior 
to his present position. Mr. Maaey besides having been awarded the degree of 
Master of SociaZ Work (M.S.W.) has attended Law SchooZ at,the UniVersity of Denver. 

Mr. Michaet L. Thompson pres~ntZy serves as the Neighborhood Justice Center 
Coordinator in Kansas City. Mr. Thompson attended the University of Missouri where 
he reoeived his BacheZor of Arts degree in 1970 and his Masters in Pubtio Admini
stration in 1976. 
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Besides the extensive eduaa,tiona~ baa7<.gx>ound the tb:r.>ee authors bring to this 
artia~e, their e:r:perienae, partiau~~y the Direator, ~. Maaey> enSl~es that this 
artiaZe offers the rea,der a aompZete desaription of the Neighborhood Justiae Center 
idea as we~Z as praatiaa~ views of what the Center may be ab~e to aaaomp~ish. 



This paper is designed to describe the development of the Kansas City 
Neighborhood Justice Center which begins serving Kansas Citians in March of 1978. 
While the paper is in the main descl"iptive, there is a section devoted to anilly:" 
sis of the Kansas City project and of the neighborhood justice center concept it
self. In brief, the paper will include a review of the history, design, approach, 
and analysis of the Kansas City project. Prior. to the descriptive material, we 
have inserted two sections on the neighborhood justice center concept as Kansas 
City perceives it. This hopefully will create a better understanding of the 
entire project. 

Initially, the concern of this discussion centers upon the concepts inher
ent in the creation of the neighborhood justice centers--the need for an alterna
tive process to supplement the present legal system in handling disputes of a 
close interpersonal nature. Accordingly, this discussion focuses upon an under
standing of confl ict and the associated process of mediation/arbi,tration as the 
means of alleviating the disputes that are the anathema of our present legal 
system. 
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Even though conflict can be disastrous to interpersonal relations and de
spite its general negative connotation, the position espoused here is that conflict 
is not necessarily dysfunctional. This leads to the contention that conflict is 
a basic form of socialization which is inherent and essentiaJ to the formation of 
all groups in~luding the basic family group. With respect to developing relation
ships among members of a .group, .conflict is a means of maintaining the group re
lationships; it gives each party the opportunity to drain off hostile feelings, 
thus enabling the relationship to endure. 1/ While conflict reJtes uPon a . 
-relationship between- parties, the closer the degree M:the reTat'lonshlp, the more 
likely the conflict is to intensify because it involves "converging and diverging 
motivations", "1ove-hate" relationships, which define a primary relationship where 
there is a greater probability of developing hostile feelings than in a secondary 
relationship. The hostility in part is caused by the parties' tremendous affec
tive investment which heightens the potential range of love or hate. However, due 
to social pressures and/or fear of disintegrating the relationship, parties tend 
to suppress confl icts until it culminates in an explosive .9utburst. Y Thus 
when conflict occurs, the parties inject previous unaddressed grievances which 
cause the conflict to heighten. This minimizes the opportunity for successful 
resolution of the situation unless the appropriate safety valve mechanism is used. 
If this occurs, conflict acts as a binding mechanism which revitalizes existing 
norms and establishes the me~ns for creating new norms which structure the rela
tionship in a positive manner. ~ Thus the development of appropriate safety' . 
valve mechanisms legitimizes conflict. allowing the parties to gain positive bene
fits as an outcome. With this in mind, we turn to an understanding of the devel
opment of an alternative to the formal legal system. 

The second aspect of this discussion hinges upon understanding the need to 
create an alternative to the present legal system which includes an explanation of 
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the demise of the informal methods of handling disputes. Previously, interper· 
sonal conflicts were handled by the beat cop, city fathers,·or.the parish prlest, 
but today these individuals either do not exist per se, or they do not have the 
legitimacy to render a decision acceptable to the parties in conflict--a conse
quence of the rapid changes occurring in an industrial society where bureaucratic 
procedures dominate the informal procedures of yesteryear. AccQrdingly, the 
formal means to dispense justice have moved in the same direction--law now encom
passes public bureaucracy and its rules. Similarly, because of the power and 
prevalence of private bureaucracies, the legal system now recognizes the "legal 
worth" of these organizational rules, such that the rules are considered as legi
timate as those of public bureaucracies. Consequently, the legal system accepts 
the basic private organizational methods of dispensing justice--1ndustrial jus
tice. This concept relies upon the process of grievance mediatTon arbitration as 
a means of resolving group and interpersonal conflicts other than entering the 
formal adjudication process. Moreover, a separate aspect of "industrial justice" 
emphasizes problem-solving positive law that is responsive to the social circum
stances of the environment. This allows the law to develop in an unsystemmatic 
responsive manner, but fosters the establishment of justice as the ultimate 
end. 11 In relating the preceding process, it should be obvious that industrial 
justice is the safety valve mechanism necessary to handle disputes in the indus
trial world. EI Is it not then appropriate that neighborhood justice centers 
make use of the basic tenets of industrial justice to provide justice an alterna· 
tive means of dispensing justice to disputants of a close interpersonal nature? 
Moreover, the similarities do not end with the preceding--the relationship of 
labor to management is analagous to that of many disputants. Additionally, we 
expect that the concept of neighborhood justice will develop a legitimacy as 
readily as industrial justice has. Hopefully, this material establishes a setting 
for describing the Kansas City project. 

In 1977 the Department of Justice--Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
asked for responses to a Request for Proposals relating to neighborhood justice 
centers, and the City of Kansas City, Missouri l'esponded. ihe Kansas City re
sponse detailed the creation of a neighborhood justice center which would deal 
with comparatively minor civil problems, quasi-criminal problems, and certain 
criminal problems using non-adversary means--basically the third person interyen
tion techniques of conciliation, mediation, and arbitration. 6/ The intent of 
these techniques being to problem solve the conflicts that occ:ur interpersonally 
and across institutions. The proposed benefits of such a program include; 

• Creation of an institution where non-adversarial interven~ 
tions are used to develop justice. 

• Development of a system where the poor and minorities can 
become involved in providing justice. 

• Development of a system where minorities and the poor will 
have access to the justice system and hence have trust in it. 

• Reduction of the case load of the Kansas City and Jackson 
County courts. 

• Treatment of disputes in a problem-solving manner such that 
they do not become explosive. 



• To provide speedy settlement of disputes. 

• Reduction of the processing costs for citizens and govern-
mental institutions. ' 

• To provide resolutions which make use of existing social 
service agencies to deal with the psycho-social problems 
encountered. 

• Development of a system where guilt and/or innocence is not 
the predominant outcome and settlement instead is the main 
objective. 7J 
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Consequently, the philosophy of the Kansas City program is geared to provid
ing a program which will resolve interpersonal and inter-institutional conflicts 
such that the process is legitimized in the community. 

To implement the preceding benefits the city planners developed a list of 
specific objectives. These included: 

• The establishment of an agreement with the City and County 
prosecutors which would allow disputants to volunteer for 

'resolution of conflicts through the Neighborhood Justice 
Center in lieu of court processing. 

• The development of a reciprocal referral mechanism with so
cial service agencies to insure service provision for Neigh
borhood Justice Center disputants. 

• The encourageme~t of business leaders to participate in the 
program as a disputant, as a mediator, and/or as an advisory 
board member. 

• The development of agreements with neighborhood and communi
ty organizations operating within the sUbsite relating to 
the organizations' dissemination of information to their 
constituents on the center's operation. 

• The resolution of community and neighborhood disputes. 

• The resolution of interpersonal disputes referred by the 
Kansas City Police Department, by the prosecutor's office, 
by the courts, and by community social services agencies. 

By way of completing these objectives, the city planners perceived that all 
potential avenues for referrals would be accessible and that the program's success 
would be contingent upon the mediator's and arbitrator's ability to resolve dis
putes. 

In implementing the Kansas City project, the administrators selected a sub
site to test the project. This target subsite is a contiguous area which con
tains a population of approximately 50,00 people. This targeted area was select
ed according to federal criteria. Essentially, the neighborhood was to include a 
good mix of socio-economic characteristics such that the results of the project 
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could be extrapolated for similar n~ighborhoods across the country. Also, the 
Kansas City subsite was chosen to meat the additional federal criteria of being 
easily accessible to public transportation and having a high incidence of social 
service agencies within its boundaries. 2! 

In approaching the creation of the Kansas City center, the planners focused 
upon placing the organi:zation within the confines of the City governmental 
structure. Specifically, the program was placed under the auspices of the Com
munity Services Department. To advise the staff the City developed an advisory 
board of fifteen members consisting of five City officiais, five sUbsite community 
leaders, and five social service (referral) agency officials. The reason for the 
board was to provide input to the center staff regarding the needs of the commu
nity, especially the institutions that would sup'ply the center with cases. 10/ 

To administer the program, the City employed a staff of five: the Center 
Director. Center Coordinator. an Administrative Assistant, Intake Caseworke.r, and 
a Clerk Stenographer. Basically these administrators have five duties: 1) to 
maintain a record of actiVities; 2) to maintain the process of the Neighborhood 
Justice Center from mediation through arbitration; 3) to facilitate referrals to 
the Neighborhood Justice Center from all actors of the community; 4) to train 
and oversee the hearing staff so they can provide an equitable system of justice; 
and 5) to de~elop public relations regarding the center. Theoretically, the 
administrative staff has the responsibility of maintaining the project. but any 
member may be called upon to mediate or arbitrate cases under emergency circum
stances. 1lI In this event the staff must be prepared to actually implement the 
appropriate process. 

To hear the majority of cases, a group of 25 to 35 individuals were selec
ted according to the following criteria: education. conflict expertise, commu
nity knowledge, and geographic proximity to the target subsite. To increase 
their skills in mediation/arbitration, this group is required to attend a forty 
to fifty hour workshop which gives them the opportunity to experience the appro
priate role. The training for these sessions has been contracted jointly to the 
American Arbitration Association and the Institute for Mediation of Conflict Re
solution.}g/ Hopefully, this training will provide the City with an adequate 
supply of qualified interventionists who can assist in developing an appropriate 
solution to the situation. 

The process of handling cases is best described by a four part procedure: 
referrals (intake), case processing, case hearing, and follow-up. The initial 
aspect of case handling (referral) occurs when the client appears at the center 
from one of four sources: walk-ins or self initiated referrals, police referrals, 
prosecutor and court referrals, or community agency referrals. In any of these 
cases, the staff has initially to ascertain whether the dispute can be resolved 
without implementing the formal dispute process. If the dispute can be resolved 
at intake, the staff member available will perform the desired action. If the 
case cannot be immediately resolved, the staff initiates case processing proce
dures. To begin the process, both parties to the dispute are required to com
plete a voluntary submission agreement to participate in the mediation/arbitration 
process. After the complainant and respondent bave completed these forms, a 
hearing time is scheduled. At this juncture the staff is prepared to assign the 
case to a mediator/arbitrator, and they be~ln to monitor the hearing process to 
insure that both parties receive equitable treatment. 13/ 



In the event that one or both respondents have failed to appear, the pro
cess is changed. Normally, the case is rescheduled after disputants are con
tacted to ascertain the reasons for non~appea~ance and if the parties are still 
amenable to the hearing. However, in the case of a police referral, the case is 
remanded to the police department for processing under the General Ordinance 
Summons procedure where court sanction may occur. 

When both disputants have appeared at the hearing. the hearing staff deter
mines the mode of intervention: cQnciliation. mediation~ and/or arbitration. 14/ 
Generally the path that is followed begins with mediation and ends with arbitr~ 
tion; however the Kansas City model has al1o~!ed the intervenor some latitude de
pending upon the circumstances surrounding the case. The criteria considered 
includes the intervenor's expertise and the closeness of the relationship be
tween the disputants. As a rule, arbitration is considered a last resort in 
resolving cases, and it is used with the utmost caution. While the determination 
of the exact strategy of intervention is crucial, it must be reiterated that the 
basic purpose of the center is to resolve problems. This forces us to insure 
that the formal procedures will be sufficiently flexible to maximize the chances. 
of resolving the case. 15/ r4oreover. the project staff and hearing staff are .. 
cautioned to avoid bureaucratizing the nei!?(;'~orhood justice process, as this 
condition seems to destroy the philosophy tllcl Neighborhood Justice Center wishes 
to promote: the creation of trust and commitment on the part of the clients so 
they rni;'Y receive an equitable resolution to their conflict. 

To supplement the actual intervention process, the Kansas City center has 
plans for a follow-up mechanism. This procedure was designed to obtain informa
tion about the quality of service received by Neighborhood Justice Center clients 
from participating service agencies, and to ascertain the degree of compliance 
observed by disputants. In dealing with the former situation. the City advocated 
that the center staff should note patterns of inadequate action by social service 
agencies, and that the center should reconsider the use of these agencies should 
they continually provide unsatisfactory services. It is stipulated that this 
data be reduced to writing to document the appropriate action. With regard to 
non-compliance of the agreement by disputants. the City has developed a number of 
courses of action. These include: 

• Reopening the case . 

. , Dropping the case. 

• Notifying the source of the original referral. 

• Referring the case to the appropriate institution. l§! 

Consequently, the Kansas City center has been given the opportunity to deal 
with disputants who do not live up to project agreement. 

The final aspect of the Kansas City plan that has to be reviewed is the in
ternal monitoring process by which the staff will collect data for national eval
uation and local feedback. Data collected includes items such as the referral 
source, the case flow, and case characteristics. The specific data collected 
will be determined by interaction with the independent national evaluator~~ and 
will be developed to give the federal government a sense of the effect of the 
Kansas City model. 17/ Hopefu1ly. the internal monitoring process ~ill facili-
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tate alteration of the program to meet the City's demand, 

In analyzing the advantages of Kansas City's Neighborhood Justice Center, 
it is our estimation that the Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center has a num
ber of built-in advantages which will lead to its program being effective. Ini
tially, Kansas City appears to have overcome the intergovernmental problems of 
dealing with the Police Department, the prosecuting attorney's office. the 
courts, and community agencies by seeking these institutions' assistance in plan
ning the project. that is, these organizations own a part of this project. and in 
advance, the institutions have made specific commitments to insure that the pro
ject will receive the appropriate type and number of referrals. In brief. the 
Kansas·City Neighborhood Justice Center's developmental base was similar to 
organizational development concepts of intervention and planned change; the Kan
sas City organizers considered the positive and negative attributes of a neigh
borhood justice center and prepared a model which would account for both forces, 

Supplementing this built-in commitment on the part of the community is the 
previous actions of ~ similar mediation/arbitration program, the Kansas tity Dis
pute Resolution Cent:er, which was successful during its brief ten month dUl"ation, 

,The Kansas City PoT'lce Department. which sponsored the project with a Ford Foun
dation Grant, has been willing to share the process and procedures which were 
successful in their program. This relationship is strengthened by the personal 
rapport developed in the previous program (the current project director. Maurice 
Macey, was the director of the previous program and has worked with many of the 
community leaders). As a result, he has an interpersonal relationship built 
with these individuals such that a sense of trust and openness is heightened. 

Another set of advantages in the long term is that the Kansas City Neighbor
hood Justice Center is part of the City's institutional structure, and if the 
program serves the comnlunity as well as anticipated. the project's chances of 
being legitimized are high. Once the project deve10ps a sense of legitimatiza
tion. the Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center will be at a pOint where insti
tutionalization of the project will depend upon the project's costs versus its 

® benefits as oppo.<;ed to the court system's cost benefits per case, Consequently. 
in terms of organizational development, the Kansas City NeighbOl'hood Justice 
Center seems to be at a stage where survival is contingent upon implementation of 
the process which. while tenuous, has occurred in many areas including Kansas 
City, New York, and Miami. 

An advantage similar to the preceding ones is that the Kansas City project 
is not relying upon one institution to provide all or the majority of referrals. 
Instead the Kansas City project has agreements with a number of institutions 
which creates a better probability of obtaining enough cases to develop a valid 
sampling for evaluation of the program. Also, the sufficient numbers allow the 
evaluators to determine which referrals have the probability of success, 

MoreOVer, because of the projection that each institution will provide a 
certain number of clients, Kansas City will be able to check the referral sources 
to ascertain if these institutions are living up to their agreement. The Neigh
borhood Justice Center can isolate problem areas and prepare a strategy to deal 
with that institution. 

With respect to the stJffing of the project, the Neighborhood Justice Center 
has a possible benefit in that the staff does not include a lawyer. While many 



may construe this as a negative attribute, it is our belief that a lawyer could 
contaminate the mediation/arbitration process (either consciously or subcon
sciously in the areas of content and process) to the extent that the program 
would be distorted to be quasi-adversarial or adversarial in nature. Compliment
ing this condition is the presence of staff members who have had positive experi
ences with conflict resolution. and who understand the role of arbitrator/media
tor as a legitimate process. Finally, the Kansas City project has availab1e a 
nUlnber of former mediator/arbitrators from the previous programs, and these 
individuals have indicated a desire to hear future cases. 

While the Kansas City staff believes that their design has considerable 
advantages. they are aware that the model has possible problems. Basically, the 
major objection to the Kansas City model seems to be the use of arbitration as a 
mode of treatment. The obvious problem is that arbitration can be construed as a 
form of adjudication quite similar to a judge, which portends of the adyersarial 
system. Compounding this issue is the small length of time (comparatively 
speaking to labor arbitrators) spent in tra'ining individuals in the field of ar
bitration. Moreover, in labor relations arbitration cases there is an increased 
emphasis being placed upon arbitrators remaining within the confines of the sub
mission agreement because arbitrators have increasingly usurped authority to 
resolve issues outside of the fixed agreement. 
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Obviously, to provide justice,the arbitrators in the NeighborHood Justice 
Center may need to alter the submission agreements, but they must be sure that 
they tread lightly in dOing so. Essentially; they must insure that all parties 
understand the changes made. The negative consequences of this type of action 
may be to obviate the legitimacy of the entire Neighborhood Justice Center pro
ces!>. To limit this activity, Kansas City's procedure is similar to other centers 
that use the arbHration procedure. The intervenor understands that arbitration 
is a final means of treatment and that all other modes of problem solVing should 
be exhausted before undertaking this procedure. In a similar vein, there is some 
concern that intervenors will mix the processes; these interventionists may con
fuse mediation with arbitration and vice-versa. While this may not appear to be a 
serious pr'oblem, there are a couple of outcomes which may prove unwise for devel
oping a sense of equitable justice. These include the intervenol" in mediation 
being heavy-handed and forcing a settlement before the clients have the opportuni
ty to resolve the problem themselves. Similarly, during <trbitration, the inter
venor may make a compromise settlement which does not solve the disputant's 
perception of the problem nor meet the strict definiti'Jn of arbitration. Again 
this milieu is not unique to Kansas City, and the Kansas City staff hopes to hold 
thi$ to a minimum by role playing these situations in the training program. 

Another problem area for the Kansas City program and all others occur when 
the disputants are not on an equal power base. Labor relations research has in
dicated that personal power may distort the mediation/arbitration process. The 
distortion created in mediation includes the continued subjection of one party to' 
another regardless of the cost. In effect this could readily occur in those 
cases where the disputants are closely associated interpersonally (our basic 
cases). If the mediation award allows for the continued subordinacy of one party, 
it may well create an er':'~lating emotional situation I'lhich will become apparent 
in an intense non-struc~,~ad interaction--a phenomena which is not desi~ed. 
Equally devastating is an award which attempts to equalize the power vlithout deal
ing with the affective aspect of the parties' situation. The potential conse
qunnces include the party with a lesser power base not being able to attain the 
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unrealistic conditions ascribed to in the award. This allows the superior 
party to maintain his/her position and power base without altering the aggrieved 
situation, and this too could lead to an escalation of their emo"tions •. the re
sponse to either of these conditions as established under the Kansas City design 
is for the intervenor to refer the case· to a social service agency during the 
course of the award. While theoretically this would deal with the power dispar
ity, our staff is not sure that limited counseling would affect the parties, and 
realistically this situation calls for the use of an extensive crisis intervention 
unit which may not always be available. 

Another set of related disadvantages that has been voiced regarding the 
neighborhood justice center concept is the means of obtaining clients and of ul
timately dealing with clients who do not adhere to the agreements. The major 
objection that is voiced is that clients do not voluntarily select the program, 
and that they are coerced into participation, at least in the situation where a 
police officer, a judge, or prosecuting attorney facilitates the referral pro
cess. Ultimately our staff concurs that coercion does exist, not only in these 
cases but in other referrals as well. Our postulation relies upon the thought 
that community referrals, walk-ins, and peer referrals depend upon a power con
text which is somewhat more subtle--some party wishes to end the conflict and 
through some sort of persuasion, the disputants decide to participate. Conse
quently our staff believes that the difference is one of degree, and we believe 
that distinguishing between coercion of these types is difficult at best. With 
respect to the coercive means of handling parties who break agreements, Kansas 
City has the following alternatives: reopening the case; droppir,g the case; re
ferring the case to an appropriate agency; or returning the case to the original 
reference point. In any event, the Kansas City design will de,(r with non-compli
ance in potentially a positive manner, but does this- reaction parallel the action 
of the courts? In discussing this problem, we cor-cluded that all efforts to 
force compliance are coercive but there is also a coercion in allowing a party to 
violate the agreement. Moreover, in playing off the two views, it became appar
ent th,at compl iance is institutionally important to the Kansas City Neighborhood 
Justice Center in that the program would lose its legitimacy if the agreements 
are not Upheld, especially if one party has kept their portion of the agreement. 
Accordingly, the Neighborhood Justice Center must maintain the sanctity uf the 
agreement such that an innocent party is not injured lnon~physical) by the 
other's action or inaction. (Promissory Estoppel) 

The last problem we perceive concerns the relationship between the Kansas 
City Neighborhood Justice Center and the Kansas City Bar Association. Because 
Kansas City's program is not oriented toward the Bar or lawyers individually. 
there is the possibility that the legal community could perceive the Neighborllood 
Justice Center as a threat to their livelihood. As a consequence there is the 
possibility that the Bar could create problems for the Neighborhood Justice Cen
ter staff given the possible monetary repercussions. Procedures that the Bar may 
take include lodging a cease and desist order for all hearing and administrative 
staff relating to the unlawful practice of law, or subpoenaing the staff and its 
records in civil or criminal cases which may result from our intervention. Kan
sas City's response toward the legal community is perhaps the weakest link in the 
project, for while we have met with the legal institutions including individual 
lawyers, we have not directed our attention to the Bar. Consequently the Bar may 
not understand our intent, and given the overcrowded conditions of the legal com
munity in Kansas City, it can be construed as anti-lawyer. Hopefully, the Kansas 
City staff can address this issue via their public relations kickoff, or by ask-



ing the legal institutions who work' with the Neighborhood Justice Center to act 
as a liaison with this institution. 

As a result of our analysis, we were able to denote that our perceived ad
vantages in developing this program were in the basic design areas. However, it 
seemed that our possible disadvantages were part of the implementation process. 
It is interesting to note that this phenomena corresponds to Aaron Wildasky's pre
mise in his book, Implementation, that government seems to plan well but that 
implementation is not given the same concern. Hopefully, we in Kansas City can 
alter this set of circumstances. 

In sUllllling up the outcome of this pap"lr, an overriding advantage of these 
types of programs becomes apparent: neighborhood justice programs will legitimize 
conflict as a natural course of events, but they will also structure the parameters 
of conflict such that it will not escalate into an increasing volatile civil or 
criminal action. In essence, these types of centers, and the Kansas City center 
in particular, can open interpersonal relationships to a point where the conflict 
becomes a means to the end of developing a healthy relationship. As tiuch, the 
neighborhood justice center concept may best achieve the objective of delivering 
justice through the vehicles of clarification, ownership1 and understanding. 
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